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Forew
word
d
By
Minister Diane Finley,, HRSDC

On
n behalf of the Governmen
nt of Canada,, I am proud tto offer my co
ongratulation
ns
to the Council of
o Canadians with Disabilitties (CCD) as yyou mark 30 years of
achievement.

Siggnificant proccess has been
n made in Cannada over thee past thirty yyears for those
wiith disabilitiess. And it has been a collecctive effort byy individuals, business,
go
overnment an
nd organizatio
ons like CCD.

Ou
ur legislative framework
f
has been strenngthened to eensure equaliity for those
wiith disabilitiess, improved access
a
to empployment servvices and faciilities – and
protection agaiinst discrimination. Importtant pieces off legislation ssuch the
a Freedom s (1982), the Canadian Hu
uman Rights
Caanadian Chartter of Rights and
Acct (1985), and
d the Employm
ment Equity A
Act (1995) now reflect fundamental
co
omponents fo
or those with disabilities.

CC
CD has been an
a active and influential orrganization ovver the yearss. That
inccludes havingg played a keyy role in the ddevelopment of the United
d Nations’
Co
onvention on the Rights off Persons withh Disabilities, which our go
overnment
rattified last yeaar. Ratification marks an im
mportant step
p in removingg obstacles,
cre
eating opporttunities and making
m
Canadda, as a wholee, more inclusive.

Th
he Government of Canada contributes tto the particip
pation of peo
ople with
dissabilities in so
ociety through a broad rannge of prograams and services. In 2008,,
wiith the help of
o CCD, we developed the hhistoric Regisstered Disability Savings
Plaan as a way to
o help people
e with disabiliities and their families savve for the
futture. That saame year, we created the EEnabling Acceessibility Fund
d to make
faccilities more accessible
a
and to date, I am
m proud to saay that over 6
600
co
ommunity bassed projects across
a
Canadaa have receivved funding.

1

As demonstrated here, important work is being done at the local level. That is
why we continue to work closely with the Provinces and Territories to respond
to the employment needs of people with disabilities through Labour Market
Agreements for Persons with Disabilities. Through programs like the
Opportunities Fund, people with disabilities have the opportunity to hone their
skills, prepare for the job market and contribute to their communities.

Together, we are all continuing to work towards our goal of ensuring equality
for all Canadians. Evident by this publication, CCD has indeed made significant
achievements on behalf of those with disabilities, along with elevating the
dialogue and helping create change.

Your tireless hard work and advocacy efforts have made a marked difference
and helped all Canadians to be recognized for their abilities.

Congratulations, thank you – and I wish you much continued success in the
future as we work together to build a stronger Canada, for everyone.

The Honourable Diane Finley, P.C., M.P.
Minister of Human Resources and Skills Development Canada
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F
Forew
word
d
Byy
To
ony Dolan, Naational Chairp
person of CCD
D

P
People With
W Dissabilitiess Have Transform
T
med Can
nadian SSociety
Ass Canadians with
w disabilitie
es we should be very proud. Our collecctive action
ovver the last 30
0 years has transformed Caanadian socieety and madee it more
incclusive and acccessible. Too frequently we do not sto
op to reflect on what we
haave achieved. I know that the pace of cchange has beeen, at times,, glacially
slo
ow, but when
n we pause to
o look back ouur record of aachievementss is
astounding.

Th
hat is why we are producin
ng this bookleet; both to celebrate our su
uccess and to
o
he
elp others und
derstand the contribution of the disability rights mo
ovement in
Caanada. “A Voice of Our Ow
wn” is our maantra, and thaat voice has been heard,
respected and acted
a
upon. We have a vi sion of a diffeerent kind of world. Joel
Baarker, an auth
hor has said “V
Vision withouut action is m
merely a dream
m. Action
wiithout vision just
j passes th
he time. Visio n with action
n can change tthe world.”
Th
his is what peo
ople with disaabilities havee done, we haave changed tthe way in
wh
hich our world sees us. Re
ead this bookklet and you s ee highlights of some of
the fundamental changes th
hat have comee about here in Canada.

Ou
ur vision put into
i
action haas resulted in inclusion in tthe Charter, legislative
refforms, victoriies in several Supreme Couurt decisions (Eldridge, Lattimer, VIA Raail
etc.), visible chaanges to the environmentt such as Closed Captioningg, Braille on
evators, access to print, po
ower doors, w
wheelchair raamps, low floo
or buses and
ele
much, much more. These ch
hanges have come about o
only with sign
nificant
etermination and effort byy persons withh disabilities w
willing to stan
nd up for
de
wh
hat they corre
ectly believed
d they were eentitled to as citizens of this country.

Ch
hanges that have come abo
out in Canadiian society haave made thee lives of many
pe
eople with dissabilities better. It is fittingg and approp
priate that CC
CD and otherss

3

take time to celebrate our achievements and recognize our allies. People with
disabilities and their organizations have transformed Canadian society and will
continue to do so. This transformation is not simply external but also can be
seen everywhere in our everyday activities. People with disabilities are present
and active in our communities. There are visible symbols of our participation:
ramps, curb cuts, closed captioning, accessible elevators, folks with disabilities
going about their daily routine of going to school, work, shopping, theatres, day
cares, parks, restaurants, etc. Yes we have much to do but those of you who are
not presently disabled seem not to understand that someday you too will need
similar services.

Let us celebrate our achievement whenever we can but let us also remember
that after our celebration we have to get back to the work of building a more
inclusive and accessible Canada.
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F
Forew
word
d
Byy
Laurie Beachell, National Co
oordinator off CCD

TThe Disaability Riights Mo
ovement: The A
Agent off Changee for
C
Creatingg a More
e Inclusivve Canad
da
I have
h
been Nattional Coordinator of CCD since 1984 aand while I reggret missing
some of the excciting foundin
ng years of CCCD and of thee disability rigghts
mo
ovement, I haave been privvileged to be a part of whaat has truly beeen a
traansformative journey. Thrroughout thiss journey the one thing thaat is clear and
d
cannot be dispu
uted is that th
he voice of Caanadians with
h disabilities has
fundamentally changed our society. Peoople with disabilities are no
ow seen as
cittizens of the diverse
d
fabricc of Canadian society, with
h equal rights and equal
responsibilities. This societaal transformaation has not occurred with
h the speed
maany had hope
ed for but the
ere is no denyying that thinggs are better for Canadian
ns
wiith disabilitiess today than they
t
were 300 years ago. TThe central aggent of these
changes has be
een the voice of persons w
with disabilitiees and their organizations.

It is instructive and maybe im
mportant, forr young peop
ple and otherss to remembeer
some of what was
w common in the early ddays of the m
movement. Th
here were few
w
inttegrated scho
ools; public baarriers such aas curbs/stairs existed everywhere;
there was no public accessib
ble transportaation; access to print mateerials was a
uge issue; hou
using options were few; annd in many in
nstances, people were
hu
insstitutionalized
d. People we
ere sterilized w
without theirr consent; som
me were
de
enied the righ
ht to vote; oth
hers could noot marry; and many were w
wards of the
staate. Post–seccondary educcation was rarre; employmeent options w
were few;
access to suppo
ort services was
w limited; annd families w
were expected
d to be the
primary caregivvers. There was
w no such thhing as self‐m
managed systeems; mental
ealth issues were
w
stigmatizzed to the poiint of not being spoken ab
bout; human
he
rigghts protectio
ons did not exxist; and peopple with disab
bilities were ffrequently
de
ependent upo
on family and the “charity”” of others.
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Today the expectations of Canadians with disabilities and their families are
decidedly different. Canada has become more inclusive and accessible because
people with disabilities have spoken out and ensured that their voices were
heard in public policy debates. The voices were heard at every level of Canadian
society, local, provincial, national and beyond our borders. Canadians with
disabilities today seek equality not charity. They expect to attend their local
school, get a job, have relationships, raise their families, and contribute to
Canadian society in the same ways as non‐disabled Canadians. They expect
barriers to be removed and no new ones created. The changes that have come
about have been made a reality because of the disability rights movement.
Equally true is the fact that this could not have happened without governments’
support of that movement. That support must never erode for new challenges
emerge every day as our society and world find new ways of functioning and
governing.

Yes, huge challenges remain; but we have come a long way. I thank CCD, its
leaders, members and allies for allowing me to be part of this exciting and
transformative journey. Together, all Canadians must support the disability
rights movement in our country, recognizing that it is the agent of change that
has created a more inclusive and accessible Canada, and it is the body that will
continue to do so.
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Women with Disabilities ‐ Thirty Years
By
Emily A. Ternette1

Thirty years ago, the disability rights movement had not identified women with
disabilities as having any issues specific to that population. However, in June of
1985, a Networking meeting was held in Montreal resulting in a Report: Women
with Disabilities written by Jacqueline Pelletier. In this report, Pelletier
indicated that violence against women with disabilities exists everywhere ‐ in
cities, rural areas, in hospitals, at home and on the streets. Women with
disabilities are at greater risk of violence than other women. It was at that
Networking meeting, with a handful of women listening to that Report, that
DisAbled Women’s Network (DAWN) Canada emerged.

Of course, prior to 1985, women with disabilities had been organizing, talking
and writing about their lives. Resources for Feminist Research published an
entire issue specifically on women with disabilities. In 1983, Voices From the
Shadows: Women with Disabilities Speak Out by Gwyneth Matthews was
published. What was and still is missing, though, is that women with disabilities
are not being embraced by the mainstream women’s movement ‐ that is, there
is a form of “ableism” occurring that excludes women with disabilities who want
to create change for all women ‐ both on a social and political level.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, DAWN Canada did groundbreaking work on
shelters for women with disabilities with a project called “Bridging the Gaps ‐
Violence, Poverty and Housing: An Update on Non/Resources for Women with
Disabilities”. This project developed a tool called the National Accommodation
Accessibility Survey (NAAS) which has provided important information for
government to use in order to improve accessibility to women’s shelters.

1

I have done work in the area of disability in Winnipeg for the past thirty years. My associations include employment
with the Manitoba League of Persons with Disabilities (MLPD) and contract work with the Independent Living
Resource Centre (ILRC). I am currently the Co‐chair of DisAbled Women’s Network (DAWN) Manitoba.
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Also in those early years, DAWN Canada’s President, Carmela Hutchison went to
Ottawa to present a Brief on Economic Security to the Parliamentary Committee
on the Status of Women.

In 2006, DAWN Canada, along with other community partners, held a
conference that would focus on an effective strategic development that would
work towards ending the isolation and exclusion of women with disabilities and
help these women develop their strengths and leadership potential. The goal
was to allow women with disabilities to participate in policy and social program
developments aimed at improving their social conditions.

In February of 2011, DAWN Manitoba held a Healthcare Forum to determine
the gaps in the healthcare system for women with disabilities in the province.
They found many, and took their findings to Women’s Worlds 2011.

There have been some changes for women with disabilities over the past 30
years. Employment opportunities are somewhat better and access to
healthcare is improving. What is most important is that women with disabilities
are more visible in the wider women’s community, and they are benefiting from
us being there. However, we have a long way to go.
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Women with DisAbilities: Towards Full Inclusion
By
Bonnie L. Brayton1

In the last 30 years, Canadian women with disAbilities have gone from being
virtually absent in public discourse and decision‐making to being recognized as
experts in both the theory and practice of full inclusion. Some of the highlights
of our achievements are described below.

Establishing a national organization:
In 1985 the first funded national meeting of women with disabilities was held,
which led to the formation of the DisAbled Women’s Network Canada in 1987.
The creation of a national body controlled by, and comprised of, women with
disabilities is in itself a major achievement, and DAWN Canada continues to
serve as the cornerstone for the movement, leading the way in policy
development, legislative change, research, and activism. In 2007, the
organization rebranded itself as a bilingual organization called DAWN‐RAFH
Canada, strategically moved its head office to Montreal, and created a
leadership position of National Executive Director.

Challenging Violence Against Women with Disabilities
Since 1989 DAWN‐RAFH Canada has conducted research, developed assessment
tools and training manuals and provided recommendations to government and
women’s groups aimed at understanding and preventing violence against
disAbled women. Building on work begun in the 1990s, we conducted a follow‐
up survey on the accessibility of women’s shelters in 2007‐08. In 2008, DAWN‐
RAFH Canada presented at the First World Conference of Women’s Shelters,
where we highlighted the need for accessible women’s shelters to an
international audience. In January 2011, we were contracted by the Canadian
Women’s Foundation (CWF) to conduct a series of pan‐Canadian focus groups

1

Bonnie Brayton is the National Executive Director of DAWN‐RAFH Canada (DisAbled Women’s Network Canada(
www.dawncanada.net) . For twenty‐five years, DAWN Canada has been focused on advancing the rights of women
with disabilities in Canada and Internationally. Ms. Brayton is also the President of Coup de balai ‐ Clean Sweepers, a
social economy organization (www.coupdebalai.com ). Bonnie also serves on the Boards of the FEMINIST ALLIANCE
FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTION (http://www.fafia‐afai.org/ ) and La Maison Parent‐Roback , a Quebec feminist
collective in Montreal (http://www.la‐mpr.qc.ca/).
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as part of their Violence Prevention Review. We also served as key informants in
this process.

Court Challenges
A number of successes for women with disAbilities have come through court
challenges. Along with the Women’s Legal and Education Action Fund (LEAF)
and other disability organizations, including the Council of Canadians with
Disabilities, DAWN‐RAFH Canada has served as intervener in several such cases.
Some of these include: Eldridge v. Attorney General (1997) in which deaf
women were denied access to sign language interpretation while in hospital;
and Barney v. Canada (2005) in which compensation was sought for Aboriginal
residential school survivors subjected to multiple forms of abuse. DAWN‐RAFH
Canada currently has intervener status on two pending cases: L.M.P. v. L.S.
(2011) in which spousal support paid to a woman with a permanent disability
was rescinded based on the husband’s testimony that she was capable of
working outside the home; and R v. DIA (2011), in which the testimony of a
woman with an intellectual disability who claimed to have been sexually
assaulted was excluded because her competence to testify was successfully
challenged.

A Model of Inclusion
DAWN‐RAFH Canada was selected as the disability consultant to Women’s
Worlds 2011, an international gathering of nearly 2000 women. As a result,
women with disAbilities were able to participate in all aspects of the event, and
set a new standard for inclusionary practice in feminist gatherings.
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A Revolution of the Mind – The Independent Living Philosophy
By
Traci Walters1 for Independent Living Canada

In the early 1980’s a new perspective on disability was beginning to sweep
across the country. Traditional charity and medical models of service delivery
were becoming intolerable to many Canadians with disabilities. Having someone
else control your life, make decisions for you, classify whether you are
employable or not and decide your future was being challenged. People with
disabilities, inspired by the Civil Rights Movement in the United States, were
demanding a power shift and were breaking away from negative stereotyping
and oppression.

The Independent Living philosophy and movement were developed as a
response to traditional models of service delivery. In general, society viewed
disability as a deficit and that people with disabilities were considered “sick”
and in need of care. Unlike traditional paradigms, the IL model encourages
people with disabilities to take control over their own lives, examine options,
make their own decisions, take risks, and even to make mistakes in the learning
process. The IL philosophy encourages self‐determination and self‐actualization
and promotes disability pride.

The premise of the IL philosophy has not changed over the past thirty years,
only new ways in which to implement and apply it. At the heart of the IL
philosophy is a change in how individuals view themselves and the society in
which they live. Through the IL lens, viewing the disability as the problem is an
old and outdated perspective. The barriers are not the disability ‐ they are
attitudinal and environmental. The solutions to these barriers are advocacy,
peer support, self‐help and barrier removal. Disability is natural and simply part
of the human experience.

1

Traci Walters, the retired National Director of Independent Living Canada, is an award winning disability
educator/Independent Living leader, Alumni ‐ Governor General's Leadership Conference, Recipient ‐ International
Meritorious Service Award for Endless Effort and Passionate Heart by the Global IL Network. Traci continues to
passionately promote the Independent Living Movement as a volunteer IL Ambassador.
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Allan Simpson (one
(
of the fo
ounders of Inddependent Liiving Canada)) once said,
“In
ndependent Living
L
is not only
o an outco me, it is a pro
ocess. When aapplying the IL
ap
pproach, the means
m
of add
dressing goalss and issues w
were just as im
mportant as
the goals themselves.”

It has been dem
monstrated th
hrough resea rch “that as tthe individual becomes
em
mpowered, paarticipation in
n community life increasess and in turn, the
co
ommunity beccomes educatted and signifficant changees occur, both
h within the
life
e experiencess of the indiviidual and thee community aas a whole. B
By helping
pe
eople with dissabilities view
w themselves as valuable aand contributing memberss
of society; we have
h
created a revolution ‐ a revolution
n of the mind. There is
no
othing in this world
w
more powerful
p
thann that and thee many positiive changes
that have resulted from thiss.”2

Henry Enn
ns, Hon. Jake Epp
p, Allan Simpsonn at Funding Annnounced for IL M
Movement

2

The Im
mpact of Indepeendent Living Ressource Centres in
n Canada on Perrsons with Disabbilities, Hutchiso
on, Pedlar, Lord,
Dunn, McGeown, Taylo
or, Vandetelli, Canadian Journal of Rehabilitatioon, 1997, 10:2, pp. 99‐112.
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CACL’s Deinstitutionalization Initiative: A Long Struggle
By
Diane Richler1

CACL’s efforts to close institutions began in 1971 when Dr. Wolf Wolfensberger
came to Canada as a Visiting Scholar. His task was to promote the concept of
normalization – the idea that people who had an intellectual disability should be
able to live lives similar to others in their communities ‐‐ and didn’t need
institutions. Although schools and some workshops for people with intellectual
disabilities existed then, the concept of providing residential services in the
community was still very new and the first group homes – many of them huge
by today’s standard – had just begun to pop up across the country.

Many families responded very positively to the concept of community living, but
others were fearful that if institutions disappeared there would not be adequate
care for their family members. Most professionals were extremely critical of
suggestions to dismantle the existing system. However, gradually, as more
community services developed during the 70’s, the tide began to turn. More
families and professionals realized that people could be supported in the
community. However, although the number of people entering institutions
slowed down there was no major effort to close existing institutions and in the
mid 80’s there were at least 30,000 people with intellectual disabilities in large
institutions and estimates of equal numbers in nursing homes.

In 1985, the participation of self‐advocates led CACL to adopt its current name
and create a Task Force to explore the implications of the name change. The
result was a plan called Community Living 2000, adopted in 1986. The plan
spelled out a vision for the future, which among other things, called for
institutions to close.

In 1988, the federal government (which then cost‐shared institutions with
provincial governments under the Canada Assistance Plan) agreed in principle

1

Diane Richler worked at CACL in various capacities from 1971 to 2001. She is Past President of Inclusion
International and chairs the International Disability Alliance, the global network of organizations of persons with
disabilities which works for the implementation of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities.
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on the need to close institutions and made $1 million available to CACL to
develop a feasible plan. Many provincial governments also agreed in principle
that institutions should close, but argued that while people started to move out
there would be a need for additional funds which they did not have. CACL then
began working with its provincial counterparts in provinces where the numbers
of people living in institutions was modest and the costs to close would not be
exorbitant, and with federal officials to lobby for a transition fund to
demonstrate that closing all institutions would be possible. In 1993, the federal
Minister of Health and Welfare approved a budget of $15 million for a province‐
wide demonstration of deinstitutionalization. Initially New Brunswick was to be
the demonstration province, but when they backed out, Newfoundland was
ready. An agreement between the two governments and national and
provincial Associations for Community Living was signed. The initiative, “The
Right Future: A Future with Rights” successfully supported over 200 people to
move from the Waterford Hospital to their own homes around the province.
The project demonstrated that even people who had spent decades
incarcerated could develop rich lives in the community. It also helped to
develop a series of community services that served many people who never
lived in an institution and provided valuable lessons for other jurisdictions. But
while ``The Right Future” was an important step on the road to complete
deinstitutionalization, the journey for too many people is not over.
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M
Multiculltural Co
ommunitties Makking Pro
ogress on
n Disability
IIssues
By
Meenu Sikand1

In the past thirtty years, the Canadian
C
disaability rights movement has increased
access to disability services, asserted legaal rights throu
ugh the courtts and has
gained some visibility on the
e public policyy agenda. Th
hese gains havve also led to
o
po
ositive experie
ences within the multiculttural commun
nities of Canada. The
progress within
n these comm
munities may be perceived as less signifficant by thosse
ho measure advancement
a
western valuees. Within
wh
according too traditional w
ethic communitties most individuals don’tt have rights. Hierarchy an
nd
ps are consideered a norm aand achievingg individual
intterdependentt relationship
rigghts has a lessser importancce. So the dissability movem
ment and thee
ad
dvancement of
o disability rigghts looks muuch different in ethnic com
mmunities
than in its westtern counterp
part.

Th
hirty years ago
o, people with disabilities were largely invisible in m
multicultural
co
ommunities. They
T
were hid
dden becausee of shame asssociated with
h having a
dissability, as we
ell as the pub
blic policies annd disability ssupport system which
restricted famillies to keep children with ddisabilities att home. Earlieer, disability
es were only available
a
in innstitutions or to adults who lived alone
support service
in apartments. Thirty years ago
a in Canadaa, disability supports weree most often
enied to those
e who preferrred to stay wiithin a familyy unit. Public p
policies were
de
maainly designed to support individuals livving in institu
utions or, alteernatively,
livving alone. Such trends discriminated aggainst ethnic communitiess where livingg
wiith one’s family was desire
ed yet disabiliity support seervices were n
needed due tto
on
ne’s disability. Disabled pe
eople wishingg to live with ttheir familiess were forced
to live in inacce
essible residences and deppend on their family memb
bers for
ersonal care and
a other sup
pport. Governnment programs were not available in
pe
fam
mily settings. Sending a loved one to ann institution ccarried a tabo
oo within
these groups an
nd even when
n they tried t o access instiitutions, most institutions
did
dn’t accommodate the culltural needs oof these famillies. So children and adultts
1

Meen
nu Sikand holds a graduate degrree in Critical Dissability Studies ffrom York University. Currently, she is working aas
an Accessibility Plannin
ng Specialist. Sh
he specialized in developing andd implementing sstrategic accessiibility plans
developed using an acccessibility and in
nclusivity lens. She
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with disabilities in these communities were mostly hidden and supported by
their family members. As a South‐Asian disability rights advocate, I experienced
that the disability rights movement within my community was making sure to
tackle discriminatory policies that denied access to services such attendant care
and home modification grants which other Canadians with disabilities were
slowly beginning to enjoy in the community.

Through the application of a “diversity and inclusivity lens” some of these
barriers have now been slowly removed and individuals living with their families
can apply and access a variety of disability support programs within their homes
in extended family units. As a result, when watching multicultural events,
movies or cultural celebrations one cannot help noticing increasingly large
numbers of people with disabilities participating in the life of their communities
and cultural events. Many of my experiences are within the South‐Asian
community and I am extremely pleased to see a positive shift of attitudes
towards disability. As living in large family units and relying on family members
to support each other is normal, gaining autonomy and independence is desired
and achieved by members of minority cultures differently than their Canadian
peers.

Most South‐Asians have personal relationships in dealing with disability because
extended family units include children, parents, siblings, grandparents, uncles,
aunts, cousins. So everyone is affected by disability personally. These cultural
norms created allies and champions who helped to move forward a disability
agenda to tackle accessibility barriers.

During this time, I have also worked with the mainstream disability groups
where a lack of minority representation continues to exist and therefore cultural
issues have been largely misunderstood and ignored by Canadian disability
leaders. Perhaps the recognition and inclusion of diversity in the disability
movement has overlooked the cultural diversity that also exists among
Canadians with disabilities.

An intersection or crossover is very much needed in the future to benefit from
the strengths that each group possesses. Offering and accepting help from
others is not considered offensive, or as an attack on someone’s human rights,
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therefore the rights movement within the multicultural groups remains focused
on gaining access to services. Striving for individual empowerment, autonomy
and peer supports have received less attention, which were the key areas that
the Canadian disability movement mainly focused on for the past thirty years.

As a Canadian immigrant, I have been very fortunate to support and lead the
disability agenda for both groups. I remain optimistic that in the future diversity
within the disability agenda will be acknowledged and will put an end to
exclusion of people with disabilities from multicultural communities.
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The Impact of the Social Development Partnerships Program
on the Ethnocultural Disability Communities
By
Dr. Zephania Matanga1

As you are undoubtedly aware, the disabled ethnocultural community is one of
the most marginalized segments of our population. As a consequence, the
empowerment of such communities requires a coordinated national
intervention. It was through the Social Development Partnerships Program that
opportunities for community participation for persons with disabilities from the
ethnocultural disability were being created. Such creations of opportunities for
these marginalized communities were enabled through the funding of projects
specifically targeted to persons with disabilities from ethnocultural communities
by the Social Development Partnerships Program. Case in point, in 2004 CMDCI
had an opportunity to undertake the project: National Policies and Legal Rights:
From the Disability and Multicultural Perspectives

Through this project, experts and persons with disabilities from ethnocultural
disability communities were invited from all over Canada to discuss barriers and
opportunities which prevented and enabled this marginalized community to
participate fully in Canadian life. One of the major outcomes of this project was
putting in place initiatives that set out a strong Canadian disability strategy
based on a vision of people with disabilities from ethnocultural communities as
full citizens. However, CMDCI believes that these initiatives will be further
strengthened by allowing the Social Development Partnerships Program to
continue. This is particularly important considering that Canada is home to some
5 million visible minorities (Statistics Canada, 2009), which translates to about
600,000 of them with disabilities assuming the 12% rate used for the general
population by Statistics Canada. It is important to note that this number is likely
higher because most visible minorities are engaged in employment activities
that increase their likelihood of acquiring disabling conditions and that this
segment of the Canadian population can only be expected to grow as Canada
continues to welcome new immigrants.

1

Dr. Zephania Matanga is the Executive Director of The Canadian Multicultural Disability Centre Inc. (CMDCI).
Currently, he teaches at the University of Manitoba as an instructor in the Faculty of Education; Department of
Psychology and administration. He came from Zimbabwe in 1992 with a wealth of experience and first‐hand
knowledge about the debilitating effects of disability on professionals in his homeland and throughout Africa.
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I would like to conclude by introducing our organization: The Canadian
Multicultural Disability Centre (Inc), formerly known as The African Canadian
Disability Community Association (Inc), is a national community based
organization founded in 1996. It was first incorporated in Ontario in 1996 and
later incorporated in Manitoba in 2002 where it is headquartered. As it relates
to services, The Canadian Multicultural Disability Centre (Inc) is a community
based organization whose purpose is: (1) To identify solutions and opportunities
that enable persons with disabilities to participate fully in Canadian life; (2) To
provide education on the role of cultural diversity in developing opportunities
for persons with disabilities, particularly persons with disabilities from ethno‐
racial backgrounds; and (3) To enhance the skills of persons with disabilities
through training programs such as health education, computer literacy and job
networking.
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Building An Inclusive Quebec
By
Richard Lavigne1

Since the end of the 1970s, our country has resolutely steered towards the
formal and theoretical recognition of persons with disabilities as citizens
deserving the same rights as those enjoyed by the rest of the population. Since
then, the Confédération des organismes des personnes handicapées du Québec
(COPHAN) and its 52 regional and Quebec members have mobilized to ensure
that the political, economic, community and social actors at play bring about a
major and historic shift that will enable the persons we represent to take their
rightful place in society.

Armed with the strong conviction that persons with disabilities can and must
participate in the evolution of human activities as they have much to offer to
society, COPHAN has contributed to the adoption of numerous laws and policies
advocating for increased societal participation by the persons it represents. This
is why, in 1978, Quebec enacted, for the first time in North America, an Act to
Secure the Handicapped in the Exercise of their Rights.

Since then, COPHAN has tirelessly taken on a watchdog role and has been able
to influence many governmental decisions at the Quebec, Canadian and
International levels. Here are some examples:








1
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The implementation of a public network for rehabilitation and
workforce support services;
The implementation of an employment integration and retention
program for disabilities in the workforce;
The adoption of school integration policies;
The complete revision, in 2004, of An Act to Secure the Handicapped in
the Exercise of their Rights, aimed at ensuring their professional, social
and school integration;
The adoption of a global Quebec policy entitled À part entière, pour un
véritable exercise du droit à l’égalité des personnes handicapées, aimed
at ensuring greater involvement in society by persons with disabilities
and their loved ones;

Richard Lavigne is Executive Director of COPHAN.






The adoption in Quebec of an employment integration and retention
strategy for persons with disabilities that aims to cut in half the gap in
employment rate between persons with disabilities and those in the
population at large without disabilities;
The adoption of a print material and government services access policy
for persons with disabilities;
The adoption and ratification by Canada of the U.N. international
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (which Quebec
adheres to).

For over ten years, a growing number of Quebec stakeholders have developed
an approach based on the full and equal participation of people with disabilities
in society. Quebec decision‐makers increasingly adhere to the concept that, for
us, the right to equality represents the application of the following principles:
universal design, the duty to accommodate, access to programs and measures
enjoyed by the population at large, maintenance and development of specific
programs and services where necessary, and the off‐setting of additional costs
related to disability or handicap situations.

In short, COPHAN and its members are very proud to note that, even if much
remains to be done, we can collectively build an inclusive Quebec if we all strive
for it.
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The Diisability Commu
unity and
d the Accademic Commu
unity in
Canada: We’ve Come a Long Way!
W
By
Michaael J. Prince1

In Canada today, at the natio
onal and provvincial levels,, is a blend off general think
tanks and speciialized disabillity‐oriented tthink tanks. A
As well, within the federal
go
overnment an
nd provincial and
a territoriaal governments, plus the university
sector, are departments, agencies, advisoory councils, academic pro
ograms, and
ps involved in policy‐relate d disability reesearch. Thiss was not the
research group
case 30 years ago.

Production of disability
d
know
wledge is a crrucial though under‐resourced activity.
In part, this kno
owledge prod
duction is an iinput to the o
other facets o
of the
co
ommunity; knowledge thatt supports serrvice provisio
on and administration,
litiigation or trib
bunal hearinggs, governmennt lobbying, aand cultural p
politics. A
co
onsiderable paart of disabilitty research iss in clinical an
nd pharmaceu
utical trials,
bio
omedical stud
dies, engineering researchh and develop
pment, and reehabilitation
tre
eatments and
d protocols. As
A well, a grow
wing segmentt of the reseaarch
co
ommunity is in
nvolved in the
e area of disaability management – with
h links across
bu
usiness, goverrnment, organized labour, medicine, an
nd the insurance industry –
ad
ddressing issues of recruitm
ment, retentioon, return to work, injury prevention,
an
nd workplace accommodattions. Frequeently, the view
w of disabilityy here is in
terms of health
h problems an
nd impairmennts of the individual.

Disability studie
es programs in
i Canadian ccolleges and u
universities are of recent
an
nd growing siggnificance. Disability studiees scholars an
nd students aare producingg,
criitiquing, and disseminatingg artistic, com
mparative, hisstorical, and ttheoretical
forms of knowledge on disability and norrmalcy. Acadeeme evaluatees policies and
d
ell as assists in
n bringing to w
wider audien
nces the narraatives of
practices as we
pe
eople and com
mmunities. When
W
done in an emancipatory manner,, such
research not on
nly enlightenss but empow ers. When do
one imaginatiively, such
ork shifts the boundaries between
b
privaate and publiic domains, m
making
wo
pe
ersonal troubles into policyy issues, draw
wing attention
n to the absolute
im
mportance of ‘the
‘
family’ in
n understand ing inclusion//exclusion and citizenship..
1
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Disability studies also have an important role to play in ensuring the effective
design and implementation of disability mainstreaming techniques, and their
evaluation, in state institutions.

Divergent perspectives on disability circulate within Canada’s policy research
community. One perspective, a social model of disability (and variations on that
model) emphasizes the values of equality rights and full citizenship, and usually
employs a critical analysis for studying social structures and public policies.
Another perspective prominent in disability research deals with functional
impairments, rehabilitation, and integration. Disability management and
rehabilitation therapy programs at certain universities reflect this perspective.
So, too, do particular research centres on children and health services. In this
orientation, people with disabilities commonly appear as individuals with special
needs, facing possible risks, with official identities as program clients and care
recipients.

Policy‐related disability research considers public policy development and
program delivery; examines the effects of policies and programs, the social
environments, life transitions, and opportunity structures of persons with
disabilities; and critically assesses conceptions of disability contained in laws and
social practices. Intended to be usable by policy makers and practitioners, such
research may serve any number of purposes: the definition and understanding
of an issue; the more effective response to and management of a need or
problem; the resolution or alleviation of a problem or need; the expression of
voice by a group and the recognition of their experiences; the empowerment of
a group through the research process; and the identification of additional lines
of inquiry.

Thinking of the disability community as a knowledge production network raises
implications that ought to figure in decisions about future research directions
and funded projects. One such consideration centres on attracting organizations
into this research community that previously have not been involved, thereby
adding new players to the network, such as groups that represent employers,
professionals, seniors, or unions. A second is the possibility of using the research
agenda for fostering partnerships among organizations in the community
and/or with actors in a related policy realm. Another is leveraging resources
from the foundation sector, which, in Canada, is not a major source of funding
for policy institutes and think tanks. A fourth consideration is to ensure that
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disability organizations of people with disabilities are adequately included in
research agenda setting, resources, processes, and products of policy‐related
disability research. The ways of actually doing a disability knowledge strategy
must involve empowering and inclusive social relations. This is absolutely crucial
– otherwise, other efforts at expanding capacity could inadvertently result in
crowding out and further marginalizing disability organizations within the
research community.
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FFinding My
M Voicce
By
1
Y
Paul Young

I think the greatest accomplishment for ppersons with disabilities iss finding a
vo
oice of our ow
wn and using our
o voice to m
make real chaange for peop
ple with
dissabilities. In the past, othe
ers including aagencies, servvice providers, and the
we had anyth
me
edical commu
unity spoke fo
or us. People didn’t think w
hing to say.
We have been speaking out about the isssues like VIA Rail, the Latim
mer Case, and
d
orking to closse institutionss for people laabelled “intelllectually disaabled”. Having
wo
ou
ur own voice has
h given us the
t vehicle too end exclusio
on. To be included is to bee
paart of the who
ole. Life shoulld connect yoou to other peeople. My sto
ory shows how
w
I moved
m
from exclusion
e
to in
nclusion and hhow it can haappen for oth
her people.

I was
w labelled “mentally
“
retaarded”. I atteended a segreegated class and a sheltereed
wo
orkshop. The
ese experiences preventedd me from being included. When you
are excluded, you
y learn thatt you will nev er be able to grow. I was ttold I would
ne
ever be able to: own a hom
me; drive a caar; get a job; love someonee; be loved.

My skills and in
nterests have given me thee way to valueed social rolees which havee
led
d me from be
eing excluded in a sheltereed segregated
d environmen
nt for the
“m
mentally retarrded” to an in
nclusive life. I had an intereest in music aand radio that
he
elped me to meet
m
other pe
eople who weere interested
d in music and
d radio.
Be
ecause of thiss interest I me
et a radio annnouncer at a sstation in my hometown
an
nd he advised because I haad such a keenn interest in rradio and mu
usic to look fo
or
a job in radio. I took his adviice. I got a jobb at CBC Sydn
ney as a full‐time Audio
Te
echnician. I wo
orked there for
f 18 years. R
Radio helped me grow. Th
here were high
exxpectations fo
or me to do th
he work needded for my job
b. The skills I developed
be
ecause of my job gave me the
t self‐confiidence to learn how to maake other
responsible deccisions.

1

Paul Young
Y
is a consu
ultant on Disabiliity Issues. He is the
t Past Presideent of People Firrst of Canada, founding Presiden
nt
of Peop
ple First of Novaa Scotia, and the
e first person witth a label to be tthe chair of the C
Council of Canad
dians with
Disabilities.
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I have become a homeowner, a husband, learned to drive a car, got my driver’s
licence, and learned to play golf. I am a student, lecturer and teacher. My
valued experiences have given me the opportunity to meet many people and to
develop relationships with them. In June 2006, I was awarded an Honorary
Degree from the Nova Scotia Community College. I was nominated and awarded
my degree because of my participation in the Community College and the last
thirty years of my work for fighting for equality for people. All of these life
experiences and roles have led me to be a valued citizen, having personal social
integration and valued social participation. I am involved with my community
and I am a contributing citizen. For me, this is inclusion.

I decide to get involved with the Disability Rights movement and it helped me to
find my own voice. I heard leaders talking about the issues and I got involved
with a local chapter of the cross‐disability group in Sydney. Ron Kanary invited
me to a conference in Ottawa, where I heard Ron, Allan Simpson and Jim
Derksen speaking about the lack of accessibility and inequity for persons with
disabilities. Before I heard them, I was taught to feel sorry for people with
disabilities. There I saw very strong men talking about the issues. I was inspired
by them and decided I wanted to get involved.

It was the disability rights movement that helped me to find my voice. Because
of my involvement with People First, I learned that institutions were wrong,
should be closed and people should live in their community. For people who are
labelled with intellectual disabilities, the closing of institutions and people being
included in their communities is a major accomplishment.

My greatest advocacy accomplishment has been to get my brother, Tony, out of
the institution. For 43 years, Tony lived in an institution 6 hours away from the
rest of our family. After two years of advocacy, Tony came back home to Cape
Breton in 2001. He now lives in a small group home and is experiencing things
he never would have if he was still living in the institution.

The most important part of being included is having relationships with different
people. Archbishop Desmond Tutu defines Ubuntu which best explains why
relationships are important for all people: “In our African language we say, ‘A
person is a person through other persons.’ I would not have known how to be
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uman at all exxcept I learned this from otther human b
beings. We arre made for a
hu
de
elicate network of relationships of interrdependence. We are meaant to
co
omplement eaach other. All kinds of thinngs go horribly wrong wheen we break
that fundamental law of ourr being.”

Hon.
H
Jane Stewart, Laurie Beach ell, Paul Young aand Jim Derksen
n
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Building an Inclusive and Accessible Canada: Inclusive
Education
By
Bendina Miller1

I retired on July 31, 2011 following a 42 year career in education. As I reflect on
the impact of inclusive education over those 42 years and specifically over the
past 30 years I can speak from my experience in Western Canada, however,
since education is the jurisdiction of individual Provinces and Territories there
isn’t a common impact across the country and Federal data doesn’t give a clear
picture.

My personal reflection, based on experience as a teacher and administrator at
the school district and provincial levels in the four Western provinces, is that in
2011 the majority of students are receiving their education in inclusive
classrooms in their neighborhood schools for their elementary years and receive
their education through a combination of inclusive classrooms and specialized
subjects in secondary schools. Thirty years ago it was more common for
students to be registered in special classes away from their neighborhood
schools and their neighborhood peers. Thirty years ago it was also more
common that students in secondary schools were registered in ‘Resource
Rooms’ where they had very little interaction, even on a social basis, with their
nondisabled peers. Thirty years ago segregated schools were accepted by many
jurisdictions as appropriate settings for students with disabilities, however, that
would be a rare circumstance in 2011.

Children who are educated in an inclusive setting have a social advantage and a
positive impact on their health. Students who become friends in their
elementary schools and neighborhoods are more likely to be friends, advocate
for and support each other through secondary school and into adulthood. The
impact that inclusive education has on building safe and supportive
communities means that all citizens are able to live in a manner which is more
conducive to success. In a recent document ‘Inclusive Education Knowledge
Exchange Initiative: An Analysis of the Statistics Canada Participation and
Activity Limitation Survey’ Dr. Vianne Timmons and Maryan Wagner report that
1
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parents whose children are educated in inclusive settings say that their children
are healthier, enjoy going to school, make good progress in school and interact
well with their peers.

Inclusive employment and inclusive postsecondary options have been
developed over the past 30 years with students who have graduated from
inclusive secondary schools being successful in these settings rather than being
placed in segregated day programs. The skills and confidence developed
through inclusive education contributes to the success of inclusive adult
environments which are enabled by both employers and post‐secondary staff
who have grown up in inclusive schools and by students with disabilities who
graduate with an expectation of continued inclusion. This powerful reality has
developed in a limited way over the past 30 years with the expectation that
inclusive employment and post‐secondary education will become more
commonplace for students as they graduate from inclusive secondary schools.

As I anticipate the future I am optimistic that CACL’s vision, ‘diversity includes’,
will be a reality for all. The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities, ratified by Canada in March 2010, sets out an agreement that
all Provinces, Territories and the Federal government support articles which
provide for an inclusive society, including Article 24 Education. Thirty years later
we are able to learn in a collaborative manner which engages us in thinking and
considering practice to become more honouring of the learning needs of all
students. I urge you to access ‘Inclusiveeducation.ca’ as a way of staying
connected through powerful input of parents and practitioners who share a
commitment to inclusion.
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Reflecting on Progress Since 1981 for Post‐Secondary
Students With Disabilities
By
Frank Smith1

I’m honoured to have been asked to contribute to this book that the CCD is
putting together. I’ll be offering some reflections on advances and changes that
have taken place for post‐secondary students with disabilities since 1981. I’ve
been working as the National Coordinator of the National Educational
Association of Disabled students (NEADS) for 25 years, so there’s a lot to reflect
upon over the period that I’ve been working actively on the issues. But let’s
start with an observation based on my own university experience. Way back in
1981, I was a first year student in the Journalism program at Carleton University
in Ottawa and I had a friend who was blind, a year ahead of me, in the same
program. I don’t know how he completed what was a very demanding
journalism course load and media assignments, given almost insurmountable
obstacles in his path. This was long before the Internet, of course, email and
adaptive technologies that students take for granted now. And this friend didn’t
even have a computer through much of his studies. He relied on Braille and 4‐
track tape recordings of his class materials. And I know that his books on tape
were almost always weeks late.

Fast forward 30 years and this same student would have a computer, access to a
range of adaptive technologies, books available in accessible electronic formats,
and a wealth of materials online. Things aren’t perfect now by any means, but
great strides have been made for college and university students with all types
of disabilities. NEADS now has some 220 post‐secondary institutions that have
designated disability services offices in a fully accessible, searchable database
on our website. These centres are staffed with experienced personnel that can
assist with individualized accommodations to students with disabilities so they
can be successful in their studies. And the disability service providers have
organized themselves in a national group –‐along with some like‐minded
provincial groups ‐‐ that attempts to ensure a standard level of professional
service delivery and support across the country.

1

Frank Smith is Coordinator of the National Educational Association of Disabled Students (NEADS), a position he has
held for 25 years. The NEADS office is in Ottawa at Carleton University. Frank holds a Bachelor of Journalism degree
from Carleton.
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Universities and colleges across Canada – ‐aided with provincial and federal
funding ‐‐ are allocating significant resources in their budgets to support
disability services and to provide adaptive equipment in libraries and other
places on campuses. In many parts of the country‐‐ Ontario with the AODA is a
prime example –‐schools are having to report to their provincial governments
on progress they are making to improve physical access, provide services,
accommodations and badly needed adaptive hardware and software. With
greater awareness comes greater acceptance as well. For example, professors
and teachers are much more willing to provide accommodations like extra time
for exams and assignments and private areas to do exams than they were years
ago. The student population generally considers classmates with disabilities as
peers, part of the fabric of the campus community and there is less
discrimination in universities and colleges than there used to be.

Another big change that I’ve seen is in the level of involvement of students with
disabilities on their campuses, in working with key players to ensure that all
aspects of accessibility and services to students with disabilities are being met.
Many schools are asking students with disabilities to sit on influential
committees that are making decisions on key campus issues including: new
construction, methods of delivery of course materials in the classroom, the
purchase of new technologies, and the development or modification of
disability policy statements. A growing number of students’ unions/associations
are supporting the establishment of organizations of students with disabilities,
with office space for their activities. These centres are being set up and
supported along with the centres of other equity seeking groups: women,
international students, first nations students and GLBTQ students. Students with
disabilities are now more likely to compete for positions on their student
governments, which is hugely important.

I’ve also seen great advances in the level and type of financial assistance
available to students with disabilities. Most students in college or university
study are familiar with the Canada Student Loans Program offered through the
federal government. Now, in addition to regular student loans that most
students can access, there are Canada Student Grants for students with
permanent disabilities that cover a range of equipment and accommodations
costs. This can amount to thousands of dollars in grant funding over a student’s
years of study. And now there is an upfront grant of up $2,000 per year that
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disabled students can access to cover costs like tuition and books. If you factor
in provincial grant and loan funding programs, students with disabilities and
their families are in a much better position to support the costs of their
education and any additional disability‐related expenses, than they were 25
years ago. But of course tuition fees and the cost of living continue to increase
at an alarming rate, so access to adequate funding will continue to be a concern
for many disabled students. And there will always be added concerns for
students who have higher costs, such as deaf students who need sign language
interpreters.

Also on the subject of funding, I have noticed that an increasing number of
colleges, universities, private sector funders and non‐governmental
organizations are offering scholarships, awards and bursaries designated for
students with disabilities. NEADS has catalogued hundreds of these funding
sources in a fully accessible, infinitely searchable financial aid portal that we
launched about a year ago: www.disabilityawards.ca There was little of this
kind of support years ago and there certainly wasn’t one place where you could
access the details on disability scholarship programs.

The other significant change that I’m seeing, which is critical, is an increased
interest in academic programming that addresses disability and human rights
with a disability lens. Disability Studies programs are emerging all over North
America on university campuses. There are many such programs in Canada now,
most notably at York University, Ryerson and the University of Manitoba. As the
area of disability studies has become a serious area of academic research, the
graduates of these programs move into society to make substantive changes at
all levels for persons with disabilities.

While improvements have been made and great strides have been taken since
1981, there are still areas that cause us considerable concern. In our office we
are hearing from an increasing number of students who have considerable
challenges because of chronic health conditions –‐ often autoimmune related
disabilities ‐‐ that can cause interruptions in studies for periods of time and
difficulties addressing changing accommodations requirements in the
classroom. Sometimes these students have to drop out of school altogether
because they can’t cope with the stresses of school and illness. Students with
mental health conditions face great barriers because of the invisible nature of
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their disabilities. And it seems that the proportion of students battling mental
health problems is rising dramatically.

So, in summary, big things have happened in the last 25 years and many
advances have taken place. But we can’t be complacent because there are
always obstacles to learning to overcome and technology, which can be the
great equalizer in the classroom, does not solve every access problem. I
encourage students with disabilities to visit our website or contact our office
directly for information, advise or assistance.
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Disability Studies
By
Olga Krassioukova‐Enns1

Disability Studies (DS) has emerged as a discipline within the contexts of the
disability rights and independent living movements, which have advocated for
civil rights and self‐determination since the 1970s. These movements have
achieved significant policy change on behalf of the persons with disabilities in
Canada and the United States. By bringing together academics and disability
community advocates who shared common concerns the movements have also
assisted with the continued development of DS. DS has moved disability from
medical and rehabilitation domains into the political and social realms. It has
resulted in the development of a ‘disability framework’ which examines the
social, political and economic forces that have marginalized and oppressed
persons with disabilities for centuries, just as feminist and other frameworks
have been developed to address the historic and systemic disadvantages of
women, children, poor and other marginalized (or minority) groups. While DS
recognizes physical, mental and other differences amongst individuals, this
perspective stresses the importance of proper interpretation of such
differences.

In Canada, part of the DS history began in Winnipeg, when in the 1990's the late
Henry Enns (Co‐founder and first Executive Director of the Canadian Centre on
Disability Studies) and other disability community activists began to lobby the
University of Manitoba to develop a Disability Studies program. In May 1998,
CCDS hosted the first Symposium on Disability Studies to continue these
discussions. Contributors from Manitoba, Alberta, Quebec, Ontario and Chicago,
addressed the symposium participants who represented disability organizations
and universities across Canada. That working meeting enabled CCDS to consult
with members of other academic institutions who were in a position to advise
on, and assist with, the implementation of the interdisciplinary Master’s degree
program. The nature of CCDS’s vision was the development of a Master’s
program that would be meaningful to people with disabilities, have high
1
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academic standards and integrity, provide disability knowledge and critical
thinking to future professionals, and serve to facilitate the full inclusion and
participation of persons with disabilities. Many consumer organizations have
agreed on the need for a Disability Studies program that emphasized cultural
and social definitions of disability, while adopting an interdisciplinary approach.

Growth of Disability Studies in Canada:
1999 – 1st undergraduate disability studies program at the Ryerson University’s
School of Disability Studies
2002 – 1st Interdisciplinary Graduate Program in Disability Studies at the
University of Manitoba
2004 – Canadian Disability Studies Association
2007 – 1st PhD program in Critical Disability Studies at the York University
2011 ‐ 10 Disability Studies Program at postsecondary institutions
Dream (by 2015) – every postsecondary institution in Canada will have an
interdisciplinary disability studies program at the graduate level.

Disability Studies helps to change the way society perceives and responds to
disability. It can deepen our understanding of the disability rights movement
and generate and/or disseminate knowledge that can enhance the process of
social change. However, Disability Studies also has implications that reach
beyond people with disabilities.

Disability Studies helps to shed light on broad societal issues, challenge societal
thinking regarding the ways it meets the needs of all its citizens, the processes
of adequate resource distribution, etc. By encouraging the value of diversity, it
can help create a more just and responsive society.
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From Committed to Commission
By
Jean Beckett1

This is a story about a journey of many years taken together by many people. I
was not present for the entire journey so I will give you a little history as I have
been told and then speak of my personal journey.

When I was young, the women in my family did home care. I loved helping the
women care for everybody so I dreamed of becoming a doctor. When I was
nine, my dad died and mom started drinking. Seven years later she died and I
became a homeless orphan. The trauma of my childhood had left me struggling
with Post‐Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Agoraphobia with Depression to
add to my asthma and severe allergies.

Meanwhile, a group of Viet Nam veterans decided being placed in wheelchairs
and confined to VA hospitals was not acceptable. They wanted to pick up their
lives where they left off and live active lives in an inclusive society. The
Independent Living Philosophy was born. It became a movement founded on
empowerment, inclusivity, and a barrier‐free society. They fought for and won
the Americans with Disabilities Act which compels public places, goods and
services to be fully accessible.

In the early seventies, people with disabilities (PWDs) in Canada began a
movement of their own and Independent Living Canada was born. Resource
centres that practiced the independent living philosophy and use a peer support
model began to open up across Canada. They are non‐profit grassroots
organizations with Boards of Directors, staff and membership who are primarily
PWD’s. They advocate for inclusion and an end to discrimination and stigma.

1

Jean Beckett has been involved in community work for twenty years. She is a founding member of RISE Resource
Centre for Independent Living and is also very involved within the mental health system. She sits on four boards and
numerous committees. She sits on the Council of Canadians with Disabilities in her role as President of the National
Network for Mental Health. www.nnmh.ca. Married 38 years, she enjoys spending time at home in Parry Sound with
her husband, seven grandkids, and her dog, Bob.
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In the early 1990’s I attended a training course for upgrading from my Personal
Service Worker (PSW) and met the instructor Kathie Horne. The minute she
entered the room I was fascinated by this woman who obviously had a fairly
severe form of Cerebral Palsy. Her body was twisted, her speech quite stilted
and her eyes crossed. I saw through all of this and was completely gob smacked
by her intelligence, humor, and courage. Her beautiful brown eyes sparkled and
danced with passion when she spoke. She was positively fearless! She spoke of
the Independent Living movement and her desire to start an IL centre in our
small Ontario town.

We became immediate friends and partners in the work. We organized a group
of PWDs and began lobbying for access. For five years we worked with the
community, governments, and funding bodies to further our cause. We
established an Access Awareness Committee and did public information
presentations and events. Finally, we opened the doors to RISE Resource Centre
for Independent Living and stepped up our advocacy work. We joined hundreds
of PWDs across Ontario to become the Ontarians with Disabilities Act
Committee. This lobbying group focussed on writing the Ontarians with
Disabilities Act (ODA). The government wrote an ODA of their own that was
soon struck down and replaced by the Accessibility for Ontarians with
Disabilities Act (AODA).

Meanwhile, back at the Independent Living centre, we were developing the
Direct Funding Program for Self‐managed Attendant Care. Next, we trained our
staff and volunteers in Universal Design and went out doing accessibility audits
for builders, architects, and organizations and promoting the newly revised
accessibility standards in the Ontario Building Code. We continued to lobby for
inclusion and for improvements in goods and services. As changes were
achieved and implemented, we quickly developed activities to educate people
and promote the changes, as we recently did by providing workshops about the
new Registered Disability Savings Plan. This exciting program has been
implemented by the Federal government to proactively empower PWDs to save
for their later years without jeopardizing any income security program they may
be currently receiving.

Then, in 1999, I joined a group of individuals who were persons living with
mental health issues. Identifying themselves as Consumer Survivors, they had
been mirroring our work within the mental health system. They were also
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creating a movement and fighting for power and control over their own lives.
They use the catchphrase “Nothing about us without us.” Since I identified as
being a person with lived experience, I joined them to partner in their work.

Our biggest success so far is a network of consumer survivor initiatives that are
peer support organizations similar to the IL centres. With research showing that
peer support is Best Practices in the mental health field, we continue to lobby
the Ontario government to strengthen these groups and enhance their
programming.

Meanwhile, the federal government has responded by creating the Mental
Health Commission of Canada whose mission is “to promote mental health in
Canada, and work with stakeholders to change the attitudes of Canadians
toward mental health problems, and to improve services and support”. To
achieve that end, they have been involved in activities ranging from the
development of a Knowledge Exchange Centre, a housing project, a peer
project, and programming designed to foster partnerships and reduce stigma
through education and understanding. They are developing a national mental
health strategy and spearheading collaborations involving persons with lived
experience, family members, professionals, the corporate world and multi‐levels
of government.

It has been a long road travelled by many thousands of people united for a
cause and we have come a long way.

It is just the beginning.
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Y
Your Votte Please
By
1
E
Ross Eadie

Fo
our days in Ap
pril, 1992 sentt me on a patth leading to a successful eelection to
Winnipeg City Council
C
in Octtober, 2010. During an Ind
dependence ’92 plenary
session that inccluded Henry Enns and Allaan Simpson, p
people from around the
orld heard ab
bout great succcess in Indeppendent Livin
ng advocacy eefforts in the
wo
ind
dustrial world
d, but the following wordss rang out to m
me: We havee yet to elect
pe
ersons with diisabilities into
o governmentts at all levelss where we can influence
de
ecisions from within. Imaggine if people with disabilitties had been
n sitting in
cabinet while a new Charterr of Rights andd Freedoms w
was discussed
d in the
ontext of what it should co
over. Includinng the rights o
of persons with disabilitiess
co
in the Charter would
w
have sttarted at the beginning, in
nstead of requ
uiring a huge
efffort to include them near the end of thhe process.

Ad
dvocacy efforts drove me to
t become a ppolitician at tthe municipall level. The
citty comes into
o one’s life mo
ore often tha n the other leevels. But, I h
have
campaigned at the federal, provincial
p
andd school boarrd levels, which involve
ducation, health, housing and
a income. All four of these issues aree at the top o
of
ed
the list to impro
ove life for pe
ersons with ddisabilities and
d those witho
out
dissabilities.

We have had so
ome success in electing peersons with disabilities in C
Canada. At
leaast two perso
ons who are blind
b
have beeen school boaard trustees iin the prairiess.
A woman
w
with a disability haas been the m
mayor of a sm
mall city, and a man using a
wh
heelchair beccame the mayyor of Vancouuver. A perso
on who is deaf became a
me
ember of the Ontario gove
ernment, andd a woman wiith a disabilityy has becomee
the Minister of Labour in Maanitoba. A m
man who expeeriences quad
driplegia and a
oman who exxperiences paaraplegia havee become Meembers of Parrliament. I am
m
wo
sure there are more
m
examples, but theree needs to be many more tto be
representative of our society.

1

At 51
1 years old, Ross Eadie lives in Winnipeg
W
with hiss wife and two t eenage boys. Currently Ross wo
orks as the
elected
d city councillor for the Mynarskki Ward (North End
E and West Killdonan). With a strong sense off citizenship, Rosss
Eadie has
h advocated fo
or many improve
ements that havve added to the w
well‐being of many people. Rosss’s activity and
experie
ence can be foun
nd at www.rosse
eadie.ca.
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One interesting point must be made in terms of electoral progress in Canada.
None of these people ran on the issues of people with disabilities. We were
part of campaigns about issues everyone in society is concerned about. Each of
us has political ideals from our political parties. We are women and men;
fathers and mothers; single and married; gay and lesbian; and of many ethnic
backgrounds. It can be difficult to hear from voters who want to make your
disability an issue, but I truly believe the huge effort in educating the public over
the past 30 years has made this a very small number of voters.

It is my belief that much more success will come in electing persons with
disabilities in the next decade. I am not sure about where my political career
will culminate before retirement, but I do know nobody will be asking me to
wait at the door while they get money to donate to “the blind guyˮ. They know
it is “your vote please.”
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Moving Forward ‐ Looking Backwards
By
Pat Danforth1

In 1981 a wheelchair user could not take the train or bus from the West Coast to
the East Coast. In 2011 a wheelchair user cannot take the train or bus from the
East Coast to the West Coast. Individuals with sensory disabilities still cannot
travel with confidence that they will be able to see or hear what is going on. Has
anything changed? Have we progressed? Yes things have changed and yes we
have progressed but in a piecemeal, scattered way that often frustrates the
traveller with a disability but our goal of full participation and equality is slowly
taking shape.

Looking back it is hard to believe that 30 years ago many of us living with
disabilities were being denied basic transportation. Canadians with disabilities
were denied the right to participate in our communities and country because of
manmade barriers. The majority of fixed route transportation systems ‐ road,
rail, or air ‐ were inaccessible! Change came because locally we, people with
disabilities, participated in and advocated for the development of parallel transit
services and then conventional transportation to meet the needs of folks who
do not climb stairs and now we champion better access for people with sensory
disabilities. Nationally we have won great victories by voicing our concerns and
championing for change. In the late 1980‘s we helped put in place the Canadian
Transportation Act. It governs air, rail and interprovincial ferries. The Act
entrenched the concept of equal access by recognising obstacles to our
mobility, and includes investigating complaints, developing regulations plus
codes of practise and conducting compliance reviews.

Despite the provinces and municipalities being responsible for urban
transportation and the federal government responsible for interprovincial and
international transportation, we struggled and eventually established two
significant precedents. VIA Rail’s purchase of inaccessible rail cars in 2000 was
confirmed as discrimination and those cars were ordered to be retrofitted. The
process took 7 years but the Supreme Court clearly said “no new barriers” when
it comes to transportation and travelers with disabilities. One person ‐ one fare
1

Pat Danforth has been involved in disability rights issues for over 40 years including advocacy, legislation and policy
development plus public education.
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n be charge d more than one fare if th
hey need help
p
recognised indiividuals will not
in flight for personal care orr safety and/oor because off their size needs more thaan
on
ne seat. It only applies in Canada
C
and too the major aairlines but it is making a
hu
uge difference
e to individuaals who need this. These w
wins help us m
move towardss
a transportatio
t
n system that is consisten t, seamless aand useable b
by all includingg
pe
eople living with a disability.

We have made tremendous progress oveer the last 30 years but wee still have a
waays to go to assure our sysstems of transsportation wiill be inclusivee. Our
challenges inclu
ude travel infformation beiing accessiblee for people w
with sensory
dissabilities, real time inform
mation availabble visually an
nd audibly, tacctile and
au
udible signage
e systems, new technologyy that is usea ble, and mostt important ‐
no
o new barrierss!

We intend to meet
m
the challlenges head oon.

P
Pat Daanforth at Supreeme Court of Canada
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The Development of an Accessible Urban Transportation
System
By
Dave Martin1

I will never forget the day about seven years ago when I rolled up to my father's
house on the west side of Winnipeg for an unexpected visit. He was outside
cutting the grass as I came up the driveway in my electric wheelchair.

He didn't notice I was there until I said, "Hey, you missed a spot."

He spun around with a puzzled look, as if he was seeing a mirage. Looking
around for a van or Handi‐Transit vehicle that might have dropped me off, he
was confused because there were none to be seen.

"How in the world did you get here?” he asked.

"I took the regular bus for the first time." I answered with a grin.

In many ways, my bus ride that day and surprise visit to my dad's was the
perfect tribute to years of work by countless people from Winnipeg's disability
community. Just a few short decades ago, many people with mobility
disabilities were often stuck in their homes, because they had no accessible
transportation available to them. Other times they had no option but to pay
expensive fares to specialized wheelchair transportation companies, just so they
could get somewhere they wanted to go.

Then, in the 1970s, people with disabilities started to learn from groups
representing the rights of women and visible minorities. Many of their concerns
1

At one time, David Martin was the Provincial Coordinator of the Manitoba League of Persons with Disabilities. He is
currently working in the Disability Issues Office of the Manitoba Government.
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were similar to those of people with disabilities who were just starting to fight
for access to a society that had ignored their needs.

Access to public transportation was one of the first priorities of the new
disability rights movement. People with mobility disabilities in particular were
tired of not being able to use a transit system they were paying for with their
tax dollars. Organizations like the Manitoba League of the Physically
Handicapped (now Manitoba League of Persons with Disabilities) led the fight at
Winnipeg's City Hall to convince civic leaders that people with disabilities had a
right to use public transit.

This advocacy eventually saw the introduction of Handi‐Transit as a parallel
public transportation service operated by the City with fares equal to those paid
by regular transit riders. It was a significant liberator for many people with
mobility disabilities as it allowed them to get out and start participating in
society to a much greater extent.

Since then, Winnipeg's transportation system has changed dramatically. In the
late 1980s, the Manitoba Taxicab Board required the taxi industry to offer
wheelchair accessible service for the same price charged to other customers.
Although not typically viewed as public transportation, taxis are an important
service for many people who do not have their own car or who cannot drive.
Making taxi service accessible to people who use wheelchairs was a huge
improvement for their mobility.

In the 1990s with the emergence of new bus designs, the City adopted a plan to
purchase only accessible buses for use in its regular transit fleet. Over time, this
would mean that people using wheelchairs who could get to a bus stop would
be able to travel anywhere in Winnipeg served by regular transit. For those who
could not get to a bus stop, the Handi‐Transit service would still be available.

Similar stories were unfolding in other cities across Canada. Some, like
Vancouver, had accessible taxis earlier than Winnipeg while, even today, other
cities are just starting to make their transit system fully accessible. Everywhere
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though, policy makers were accepting that people with disabilities have the
right to move about their communities using public transportation.

Looking back at my first trip on a regular transit bus, I recall glancing around at
the other passengers and noticing the diversity of people who were riding with
me. There was a young woman with a baby in a stroller. I remember smiling
about that because, to make it easier for her to push the stroller on the bus, she
used the same ramp I had used. There were also many elderly people who
probably all appreciated the bus's easy access features. Then, there was a
young man with a Mohawk haircut and some large earrings hanging from his
ears.

I definitely experienced a sense of equality riding the bus with such an
interesting group of characters. Of course, they were probably looking at me
and thinking I was a little interesting as well.
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A
Awarene
ess Cam
mpaigns: Nationaal Accesss Awareness Weeek
By
Francine Arsenaultt1

While Chairing the Council of
o Canadians w
with Disabilitties (CCD), and because I
alsso sat on the executives off boards of diirectors of peersons with diisabilities at
the provincial, regional and district levelss, I was asked
d to participatte on the
Naational Accesss Awareness Week (NAAW
W) Committeee. After Rick H
Hansen’s
World Tour, he
e started this group
g
to encoourage all Canadians: perssons with
dissabilities, bussiness, labourr, and governm
ment to make meaningfull changes in
the daily living of persons with disabilitiees. The objecttives were: 1) assess the
ble goals, 3) m
make practical
accessibility of services and facilities, 2) sset measurab
im
mprovements,, and 4) celeb
brate achievem
ments.

On
ne of our catcch‐phrases waas that if Trannsportation, H
Housing, Education,
Re
ecreation and
d Employmentt became acccessible, perso
ons with disabilities would
d
be
e THERE.

Th
he National Acccess Awaren
ness Week Coommittee wass composed o
of
organizations of
o and for persons with dissabilities, wheereas CCD waas, and still is,
n organization
n of persons with
w disabiliti es, representting themselvves. To reach a
an
broader scope across the co
ountry, it was felt NAAW sh
hould includee
organizations fo
or disabled persons too.

Cittizens from th
he Atlantic Occean to the PPacific Ocean, from the Sou
uth to the farr
No
orth planned how to make
e access a prioority in their ttowns. When
n the United
Naations declare
ed Decemberr 3, the Internnational Day o
of Persons with Disabilitiess,
it became
b
a foccus for municipalities to im
mprove accesss for persons with
dissabilities.

In 1989, the Go
overnment off Australia askked the Canad
dian Departm
ment of
Se
ecretary of Staate to send so
omeone theree to discuss h
how we were proceeding in
1

In add
dition to being a Chairperson off CCD, Francine Arsenault
A
was allso active in the Kingston Indepeendent Living
Centre and she receive
ed an honorary doctorate
d
from Queen’s
Q
Universsity for her workk on disability isssues.
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ou
ur struggle forr inclusion. NA
AAW sent mee to Sydney, A
Australia. A Social Servicess
De
epartment representative met me at thhe airport and
d we traveled
d to a nearby
ho
otel where I met
m the Comm
munity Partneership Board tthat had plan
nned my visit..
In the next 14 days,
d
I visited 17 cities andd did 21 preseentations. Australia was an
n
hat the Canad
dian examples
insstitutional country at that time so I cann only hope th
I shared contrib
buted to that country’s moove to full incclusion.

Ass I assist my Mom
M
into a fu
ully accessiblee apartment, or see someo
one in a
wh
heelchair catcch a regular bus,
b or notice tactile letterrs on an elevaator, or see a
siggn language in
nterpreter be
eing used for the deaf, I th
hink perhaps aall our effortss
we
ere not in vain.

In Ontario, our ground breaking Accessibbility for Ontarians with Dissability Act off
20
005 began a process
p
to maake all public ffacilities acceessible. The A
Act was reviseed
byy Charles Beerr in May, 2010 to set standdards in placee to make all businesses
accessible
before 22012.

Francine
e Arsenault, Gerrry MacDonald aand Laurie Beachhell
at CCD’s Diary Read‐a‐thhon.
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“Just A Deaf Thing”? Reflections on the Achievements of the
Canadian Association of the Deaf (CAD)
By
Jim Roots and Henry Vlug1

Thirty years ago, the first captioned television program was broadcast in
Canada. It was a triumph of the campaign that the Canadian Association of the
Deaf (CAD) had begun in 1967, when the earliest experiments in captioning
were reported at the CAD’s Annual General Meeting. Today, nearly 45 years
after the CAD started this crusade, we can boast that Canada has the most
captioned programming of any country. Captioning has not only benefited the 3
million Deaf and hard of hearing Canadians; it has also benefited functionally
illiterate people, seniors, immigrants learning a new language, children learning
to read, and anyone who has ever tried to watch TV in noisy bars or food courts
or other public places. This is not “just a Deaf thing”.

Thirty years ago, no communication supports were available to Deaf or hard of
hearing people in hospitals and medical centres. Deaf people who signed had
no access to interpreters; hard of hearing people who could speak had no
access to devices that could help them hear. Imagine how frightening such
communication barriers can be in a medical emergency, a hospital operating
room, a referral to specialists in cancer or other serious diseases! Thanks to the
Supreme Court decision in the Eldridge case, supported by the Canadian
Association of the Deaf, now we all have the legal right to full and equal
communication access in medical services and centres. This is not “just a Deaf
thing”.

Thirty years ago, the Canadian Deaf Education Fund closed its Deaf scholarship
program because its grants were too small to be of any real assistance to Deaf
Canadians who wanted to attend university or college. The Canadian
Association of the Deaf began the tough fight to force Canadian post‐secondary
institutions to provide Deaf and hard of hearing students with interpreters,
notetakers, live captioning, listening devices, and all other means of accessing

1

Jim Roots and Henry Vlug have been working for Deaf rights and accessibility since the 1970s. Jim is Executive
Director of the Canadian Association of the Deaf (CAD) in Ottawa. Henry is a retired lawyer in Vancouver who has
held many positions in the CAD and in other organizations.
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education. Today, anyone with any kind of disability who wants to attend
Canadian universities and colleges can be confident of being provided with
appropriate supports. This is not “just a Deaf thing”.

There are countless other achievements that the Canadian Association of the
Deaf can boast about in its 71‐year history. We’ve helped to make this country
a great, shining beacon of hope and accomplishment in accessibility. And
everything we have done for Deaf and hard of hearing Canadians has ended up
benefiting all Canadians. We may be the Canadian Association of the Deaf, but
we are not “just a Deaf thing”!
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Access to Websites: The Golden Key to Communicating
By
Donna Jodhan1

It can easily be said that access to websites has been, and continues to be, one
of the most important keys to communications on the Internet and as the
technological landscape continues to evolve, it is only reasonable to expect that
blind and partially sighted persons would want to be and remain a part of this
world.

We are living in an information society and a knowledge based economy and
the importance of accessible websites is becoming more vital because of the
need to be able to access and respond to information on a timely basis.
Websites give us the opportunity to do such things as: request and respond to
information; complete online forms and applications; go online shopping, do
our online banking; plus much more.

It is one thing to have websites where we can do all of this but it is quite
another if these websites are not accessible. Accessible websites benefit
everyone; from the mainstream person to the one who has a disability that
would range from being blind or partially sighted, to the one who is print
disabled, and to the one who has either a physical or learning disability.

What makes a website accessible? In a nutshell, an accessible website is one
that gives the visitor the opportunity to find whatever they seek in relatively
quick time and they can do this easily and without having to ask for assistance.

What can we do as a community to ensure that more websites are made
accessible to all persons? We can lobby our Federal Government to take the
lead by mandating all companies that provide services to make their websites
fully accessible. The Federal Government needs to lead by example. We can

1

Donna Jodhan is the President of the Alliance for Equality of Blind Canadians (AEBC). Ms. Jodhan is undertaking test
case litigation in an effort to compel the Federal government to make its websites accessible to persons with
disabilities.
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work to create awareness among IT professionals re the benefits of designing
and developing accessible websites and we can help the mainstream person to
understand how accessible websites can help to improve communication and
why inaccessible websites can be a definite drawback to everyone’s ability to
communicate effectively.

Accessible websites are the bridges to our online world and without them we
are lost. We need them if we have any hope of being able to keep up with
technology and information on a daily basis. They are our lifeline to a world in
which the Internet dominates and will continue to do so for way past our time.
We need to keep all of this in mind as we continue our efforts to lobby for
greater access to more websites.

We have come a long way with regard to raising awareness but there is much
more for us to do. We need to keep up and increase the pressure for more
websites to be made accessible. Electronic communication has made it possible
for us to play a more significant role; much more than say a decade ago. Let us
not waste our efforts.
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Stand Up (Sometimes Metaphorically) to Be Counted
By
Peter Hughes1

Once upon a time it was thought that people with disabilities should be kept at
home, where they could live out their lives in private, cared for by their loved
ones, out of the sight of the general public. When the future American president
Franklin Roosevelt was crippled by polio, members of his family and most
advisors counseled him to forget his political aspirations and to refocus himself
on his private affairs, hiding away on his rural estate in Hyde Park, New York. He
refused to do this. But such was the temper of his times that in order to
participate in public life he had to engage in a great deception. Using his
financial resources, he contrived always to appear in public in such a way as to
disguise his infirmity. He was never photographed in a wheelchair. Heavily
braced, and unobtrusively supported by his son, he approached the speaker’s
podium on foot. Had the true extent of his disability become known, he could
not have won the presidency.

Even today, democracy is threatened by negative or negligent attitudes towards
the disabled. Electors must often overcome hurdles to vote. Some polling places
have been located or set up so as to discourage or even prevent people with
disabilities from casting their ballots. I encountered obstacles in voting in some
recent federal elections. In my case, these were resolved by the decision of a
human rights tribunal. I am proud that I stood up for the rights of mobility‐
impaired citizens and am hopeful that the settlement made with the people at
Elections Canada will result in improvements, not only at my polling place but
across Canada.

Physical obstacles at electoral sites are not, as some might think, just part of the
structure of the universe. They are created, or allowed to persist, because of the
attitudes of human beings. In my negative experiences at the polls, what upset
me the most was my feeling that I was not expected to be there. In Roosevelt’s
day the thought was that the disabled must be kept housebound and out of
1

Mr. Hughes made a complaint to the Canadian Human Rights Commission against Elections Canada about the
barriers he encountered. In the Hughes Case, the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal ordered Elections Canada to
"cease from situating polling stations in locations that do not provide barrier‐free access". CCD regards this decision
as a victory, because the Tribunal's order compels Elections Canada to keep access considerations front and centre as
it conducts elections.
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sight. Now, while we would never publicly endorse that old prejudice, we still
think that it is enough if provisions can be made so that the disabled might vote
in special places, on different days, or privately. While these special provisions
might, in themselves, be a good thing, permitting many who could not
otherwise vote to do so, by themselves they are insufficient to allow all those
who wish to be fully engaged in the political process to do so.

I feel that there is much to be gained, for a disabled person, by being present at
the official polling place on election day. Advanced polls, write‐in ballots, and
computer voting are all great things, and useful to those whose schedules do
not permit them to attend on the day of decision. But there is more to our
electoral franchise than just the bare right to cast a vote. We should be
permitted, if we so desire, to witness the entire electoral campaign before
voting. Advanced polls allow us to vote, but do not allow us to make the most
informed choice in an election. Even more important, I believe, is our presence
in the polling place. We are there to vote and also to be seen voting. We are not
to be hidden away, but must be allowed to stand up (sometimes
metaphorically) to be counted, and by our presence effectively to say, “I am
handicapped, I am here, this is my territory, in a place that is for me as well as
for others. You should expect to see me here often in the future.”
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TThe Changing Faaces of Museum
M
ms, Art Galleries,, and Hisstoric
P
Propertiies
By
John Rae1

Fo
or many perso
ons with a dissability ‐ evenn a lifelong hisstory and museum lover
likke me ‐ the prrospect of a visit to a museeum, art galleery or heritage property
can be a ratherr intimidating prospect. Too date, many o
of us assumee such facilitiees
wiill have little to
t offer us. Ho
owever, timees are changin
ng and this neeed not be the
case.

Many museums and art galleries began aas institutionss that were litttle more than
sto
orage spaces for works of art and archaaeological arttefacts, aimed
d at satisfyingg
the curiosity off upper‐class dilettantes.
d
TToday, museu
ums, art gallerries, and
eritage properties are the treasure
t
housses of our civvilization, repo
ositories of
he
ou
ur historical, artistic,
a
scienttific, and cultuural heritage. They are alsso much, mucch
mo
ore.

Ovver time, the roles of these
e institutions have evolved
d and these d
days they are
invvolved in the more encom
mpassing activvities of: acqu
uiring, conservving,
researching, co
ommunicatingg and presentting exhibits aand informatiion, for
urposes of ressearch, educaation and enteertainment fo
or all membeers of the
pu
co
ommunity. The key word here, perhaps,, is "all".

Bu
ut too often access to thesse incredible hheritage colleections is still limited for
ind
dividuals with
h a disability. Thus, to makke these faciliities welcoming to all
me
embers of ou
ur communitie
es, museums,, art galleriess, and heritage properties
ne
eed to adopt a more inclussive concept oof accessibilitty which enco
ompasses
much more thaan just providing physical aaccess to theiir facility. And
d we
onsumers musst do more to
o accelerate t he pace of ch
hange.
co

1

John Rae is 1st Vice President
P
of the Alliance for Equality of Blind Ca nadians (AEBC) and 1st Vice Chaair of CCD. He is
also an
n avid museum visitor,
v
who write
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To many blind patrons, being able to touch objects on display is paramount! In
heritage facilities, like pioneer villages or historic forts, implements that helped
to build this country are often out in the open, easily available to touch. In
larger museums and art galleries, however, our desire to touch objects too
often brings us into conflict with conservation staff, who are afraid that tactile
access will result in irreparable damage to these irreplaceable objects.

As a history and museum lover, I am equally concerned about preserving the
remains of the past, and believe firmly that conservationists' fears can be
mitigated. Most tactile tours cover less than 10 objects in a 60‐90 minute tour,
and the more objects that are available to be touched, the less frequently each
object will be handled. The use of gloves will also go a long way to preventing
damage to these collections.

Today, a range of approaches are being employed to expand our appreciation of
collections, including the use of replicas, raised line drawings, audio guides,
audio described tours, accessible materials on websites, and providing
information through the use of new technological innovations. These
approaches, however, do not replace our desire for tactile access to objects in
regular collections.

A number of museums and art galleries have begun offering "multisensory"
tours. A typical multisensory tour at the Art Gallery of Ontario (AGO) lasts 60‐90
minutes with two Gallery Guides and involves up to 10 visitors. The first such
tour that I took included the smells of dried lavender or cloves contained in
snuff bottles from the Thomson collection; verbal discussion of several pieces of
art augmented by a musical component, and the opportunity to touch a number
of items like Henry Moore's "Reclining Woman."

An additional component of these tours is usually a discussion of how the artist
created the work being described, e.g. "perspective" which shows how an artist
constructs a painting on a canvass. Through the use of cut out sections of
board, a landscape was divided into sections to show the different layers of a
painting.
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Valentina Gal, of AEBC's Toronto chapter commented: "I didn't realize how
complicated the idea of depth and perspective is as it is experienced by seeing
people. The overlays they made that show how the artist starts by painting the
horizon and then putting in background and then moving forward and so on,
were fabulous. It is the best example of a teaching tool that I've seen in a long
while."

Multisensory Tours also expand the horizons of Gallery Guides. Jessica Duarte,
who leads many of these tours at the AGO, says, "It's the simple exercise of
looking at art by means of all my senses, and engaging in thorough discussions
with visitors about this experience, that opens my mind to its various levels of
meaning."

Duarte adds, "The fulfilling part of multisensory tours comes from the emotional
and intellectual reward of making a small difference in people's lives through
art, and discovering deeper ways of appreciating art and human
understanding."

The Canadian Museum for Human Rights in Winnipeg has some different
challenges. Its emphasis is on presenting information, not artefacts, and it has
been consulting widely with Canadians, including members from the disability
community.

Increasing access to museums, art galleries and heritage properties, like most
other facets of life, requires more from us. We must continue to push for more
involvement and opportunities. Some of these facilities welcome our
involvement, and more need to learn the benefits of including us as they reach
out further and further into their communities.
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The Evvolution of Acce
ess
By
e White1
Marie

Ass I reflect on the
t world today versus thee world I enteered 24 years ago when I
acquired a disability – the diifferences aree clear. In 1987, as I began
n my “new
life
e” as a person
n with a mob
bility impairm ent and usingg a wheelchaiir, the physicaal
an
nd attitudinal barriers were
e many and vvaried. Living in St. John’s N
NL, the
ge
eographical ch
hallenges in terms of the t opography w
were readily apparent; the
challenges I wo
ould face in te
erms of overaall access and inclusion, evven more so.

Iniitially I strugggled against syystems that ddetermined m
my care was too expensivee
an
nd deemed an
n institution to be approprriate. My hou
use was inacccessible; I
co
ould no longerr drive; accessible transpoortation was limited and in
nflexible; and
altthough I am a university graduate and hhad been working as teach
her,
inaaccessible sch
hools and closed minds meeant this wass no longer a ccareer option
n.
Th
here were few
w programs avvailable at th at time to support my inteerest in
retturning to wo
ork or indeed to participatte fully in my community. Leisure
faccilities were relatively
r
inacccessible as w
were many of the restaurants, bars,
theatres, shopss and other similar pursuitts in St. John’ss, across the iisland and in
maany other parrts of Canada. My abilities were questio
oned and my place in
society was som
mehow lessen
ned by my phhysical status..

Off note is the fact that while
e “access” waas a stated wo
ord, true understanding off
the concept forr persons with
h disabilities w
was lacking. Even if a facility, program
m
m
“accesssible”, it did nnot always faccilitate inclussion. We weree
or service was made
stiill not part of the everydayy citizenry.

Fast forward 20
0+ years and I see quite a ddifference. Iff I were to acquire the
same mobility disability
d
todaay, I would bee less confounded by goveernment
systems and more supported. A better unnderstandingg of the linked
d concepts off
access and inclu
usion has resulted in increeasing numbeers of children
n with
dissabilities expe
eriencing success in schoool and more ggoing on to po
ostsecondary
1
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op
pportunities. Employment is becoming an increasingg reality for peersons with
dissabilities. Reccreational and
d leisure facil ities are incorporating thee universal
de
esign featuress which reallyy do demonst rate they aree available to all citizens.

We see progresss in housing and homelesssness initiativves, poverty reduction
strrategies, sporrts and leisure
e strategies, hhome care syystems and transportation
ne
etworks. Our country is mo
oving along a continuum aand evolving tto be a truly
we
elcoming placce which not only encouraages but also demands acccess and
incclusion.

Marie White at Povverty Rally, Ottaw
wa
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Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs): Then
and Now
By
Catherine Fichten1, Adaptech Research Network, Dawson College, Montreal

For people without disabilities, technology makes things easier. For people with
disabilities, technology makes things possible.2

Take, for example, the 1980’s precursor to the Adaptech Research Network… I
and a student with a visual impairment are working on a research paper. Our
main technology is the typewriter. But… we heard of exciting innovations! Alas,
a day and hundreds of windings and dollar signs (control characters) later we
realize that word processing software for people who are blind is not yet ready
for prime time. Back to the typewriter! But not for long.

By the 1990s, a major challenge is price. But American legislation resulted in
more and more general use ICTs incorporating access features. Primitive, yes,
but definitely the beginning of universal design in this realm as people with
different disabilities used mainstream ICTs as adaptive aids. For example, most
people use spell checkers. For people with some learning disabilities this is
adaptive technology that helps compensate for the disability. Dictation
software, developed for professionals, was now used as adaptive technology by
people with neuromuscular impairments. Screen reading and word prediction
technologies, intended for individuals with disabilities, crossed over into the
mainstream and were increasingly available on mobile devices. People with
disabilities also used ICTs in idiosyncratic, creative ways, further clouding
distinctions between general use and adaptive computer technologies.

It's the 2000s, and prices have started falling. The main problem now is "inter‐
operability." Adaptive ICTs often did not work with general use software; or
with each other. But this phase, too, is now more or less behind us and, with the
1

Catherine S. Fichten (Ph.D. in Psychology, McGill University) is a Co‐Director of the Adaptech Research Network, a
Professor in the Psychology Department at Dawson College, an Associate Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at
McGill University, and a clinical psychologist in the Behavioral Psychotherapy and Research Unit of the Jewish General
Hospital.
2
Adapted from Mary Pat Radabaugh, IBM Disability Support, Center for Persons with Disabilities
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de
evelopment of
o tablet comp
puters and sm
mart phones, distinctions b
between
ge
eneral use and
d adaptive ICTTs continues to blur. We aall surf the weeb and listen
to mp3 audiobo
ooks. Retailerrs' shelves aree stocked witth exotic trackballs, mice
nd touchpads,, many underr $25. The preemier dictatio
on software n
now costs
an
around $100. Schedulers
S
and alarms on iiPhones keep
p people with cognitive
im
mpairments on
n time. Ditto for the rest oof us.
Lo
ook in the Adaaptech Research Network office in 20111. You see evveryone sittingg
in front of a com
mputer. "So what,"
w
you saay, no? No. Fo
or what you w
would quicklyy
realize is that one
o team mem
mber's screenn is black. Shee does not turn it on since
she uses screen
n reading softtware. Anoth er person typ
pes away with
h one hand on
t keyboard
d. Under her workstation
w
rresides a foott mouse. A third team
a tiny
me
ember listenss to music on her computeer as she works. But the au
udio cable is
atttached to herr digital hearing aid. Someeone tries to u
use dictation software butt
givves up as a te
eam member screams, "Ohh, it's so cool!! It's so cool!"" as she
evvaluates accesssibility of iPh
hone and iPadd apps. Anoth
her team mem
mber is testin
ng
a "free
"
or inexp
pensive" (und
der $200) wannd scanner to
o see if it can read to
pe
eople with leaarning disabiliities in a libraary (see Down
nloads at
http://www.ad
daptech.org). Not a typewrriter in sight!
Arre things perfect in the land of adaptivee and adaptab
ble ICTs? By n
no means. Has
the disability co
ommunity benefited from changes in th
he past 30 yeears?
Ab
bsolutely!

Adaptech Rese
earch Network sttudent with refrreshable braille kkeyboard.
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Hard of Hearing, The Invisible Disability
By
Doreen Gyorkos1

Hearing Aids for the hard of hearing have come a long way from the big
cumbersome body aids with wires running from your ears to the box tucked
somewhere under your clothes to hide it. Or the big trumpet held to the ear by
the hard of hearing person in order to have the sound magnified.

Fortunately time has provided some improvements in technology producing
computerized hearing aids, cochlear implants and assistive devices making
coping with a hearing loss improved, but certainly not better. The costs of these
aids and devices are so high that many are unable to afford them and therefore
become withdrawn from society. Government assistance is provided for one
hearing aid replacement every five years. Most people require two hearing aids
to provide the proper balance of sounds, so it is a matter of ten years before an
aid can be replaced with assistance. Children under the age of eighteen and
seniors over the age of sixty‐five qualify for minimum financial assistance and
the in‐between years pay for their own. Today students with a hearing loss in
schools receive help in the form of devices and special need aids – also, in
advanced education, greater help is available for as long as they are attending
classes at that particular institution.

Depending on a person’s hearing loss the new technology in cell phones,
BlackBerries, i‐Pods, etc., through the ability to text, makes communicating
easier for some by reading a form of captioning. Telephones have improved
with volume and tone control adjustments. TTY phones are in some airports,
and other public buildings. However, cell phones are still not compatible with a
hearing aid.

Captioning of some television shows has aided the hard of hearing along with
the deaf, but it is far from perfect as often the spelling errors are impossible to
decipher. Some area movie theaters have rear captioning but not in my area.

1

Doreen Gyorkos represents the Alberta Committee of Citizens with Disabilities on the CCD National Council of
Representatives.
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Accessibility for the hard of hearing has really not improved in the past years.
The hard of hearing still do not have Churches, theaters, meeting rooms, funeral
homes, senior complexes/assistive living facilities, etc., with appropriate sound
systems installed even though the building code states that new buildings must
have them installed. Senior complexes are being built without strobe fire
alarms; with dining areas with high ceilings, and glass walls of windows with no
coverings to baffle sound so that the clanging of dishes/cutlery make it
impossible for conversation; and with gathering rooms that have no sound
system installed so they can enjoy conversation.

Hospital and nursing home/assisted living facilities staff do not understand the
needs of the hard of hearing patient, as it is not part of the training process. This
results in needless stress on the part of the hard of hearing patient. Even though
workshops are continually being offered and presented, some easy to correct
suggested changes are not being made.

Some Hospitals are providing newborn hearing tests to catch the problem early.

Attending Speech Reading classes benefit the hard of hearing in not only
following conversation but also in providing coping skills to make every day
living easier.

Once hearing is damaged it cannot be restored, so one has to learn to live with
whatever degree of hearing they have left.

It is up to the hard of hearing person to educate the public as to our needs, for
the communities do not understand! Hard of Hearing is the invisible disability!
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The National Building Code over the Decades
By
Barry McMahon1

Canada’s National Building Code (NBC) is the de facto code that includes a
barrier‐free design section. Several provinces use the NBC in its entirety, others
adapt it to their local needs. In general, when attempting to fulfill obligations
for making buildings accessible, Division B Section 3.8 is the part referred to by
designers, developers and building authorities. It stands apart, segregated from
the rest of the code, perpetuating the special accommodation mentality. It sets
out what they refer to as “acceptable solutions” to various design situations and
is written in an objective based format. So basically, the object is allow people
with disabilities to use the building ‐ it’s up to the designer to decide how.
Canadians also have Canadian Standards Association Standards regarding design
for people with disabilities, which are more inclusive and go further than the
NBC in several topics.

Thirty years ago, Canada was still adjusting to the concept of integrating persons
with disabilities into mainstream society. Many brave advocates filed complaints
with the Human Rights Commissions when access was denied. The vast majority
of cases were decided in favour of the person with the disability. As a result,
building code authors throughout the country started to respond. Vancouver
even went so far as to adopt its own building code (The first Canadian
municipality to do so.).

The private sector in Canada has been highly influenced by standards applied in
the USA. American companies operating in Canada, brought with them barrier‐
free design practices far surpassing ours. Hotels, large chain stores, convention
centers, fast‐food outlets all had building designs complying with the Americans
with Disabilities Act. Canadian companies were forced to imitate.

1

For decades, Barry McMahon, from Ottawa, has been advocating for full inclusion of persons with disabilities by
advising City of Ottawa staff and council, Ontario Government leaders, federal government departments and private
sector organizations. His ideas on implementing a universal approach to design all places, products, and services are
now reflected in many policies, practices, and provincial legislation.
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The National Building Code is limited in application, applying only to new
construction and “major renovations”. That is why we see little action regarding
the removal of existing barriers in the built environment. Furthermore, barrier‐
free sections of the codes don’t apply to houses. It is extremely rare to find new
homes with zero step entrances, adequate door widths, and bathrooms with a 5
foot turning radius. Can anyone explain why accessible, adaptable housing
design has escaped the attention of our government leaders when the benefits
to society are so numerous.

Across the country, groups of concerned citizens have called for greater action
on removing barriers and preventing new ones from being created. Much of
this action has been prompted by inadequate building codes.

The Province of Ontario, responding to strong grassroots pressure, created 2
pieces of legislation with a goal of creating an accessible Ontario by the year
2025. The first, the Ontarians with Disabilities Act 2001, (a.k.a. the ODA) was
applied to provincially regulated entities. The second is the Accessibility for
Ontarians with Disabilities Act 2005, (the AODA) which was supposed to be
applied to all sectors, public and private.

Application of the ODA has had some success over the last 11 years because it
compelled the government to create and maintain “Annual Accessibility Plans”
on an annual basis. It was compulsory thinking. It also required a consultative
process with people with disabilities. Barrier‐free access was now on the
agenda. Unfortunately, It didn’t apply to the private sector.

The AODA on the other hand has been a very large disappointment. After over
6 years, the only regulations that have been issued are weak, unobtrusive hints
so people can be nice to those with disabilities. As of this date, nothing has
been done with regards to the built environment. The long promised
regulations will intentionally do nothing to eliminate existing barriers, but
instead will apply only to new construction. And by the time these regulations
are fully integrated into the Ontario Building Code, we are looking at from 5 to
10 years before we witness any change resulting from the AODA.
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A critical
c
observver would thiink that the A
AODA was useed to fully maanage the
“A
Accessibility Isssue” (quell th
he masses) si nce nothing h
has really chaanged and no
ot
a single
s
existingg physical barrrier has beenn eliminated b
because of th
his piece of
leggislation. Am
mazingly, the Ontario
O
goverrnment has to
outed the meerits of this
un
nique ground‐‐breaking AODA, proudly ppointing out tthat by 2025 Ontario will
be
e fully accessible. It remain
ns to be seenn if anything ssubstantial wiill happen
be
etween now and
a then.

Th
he codes need
d to evolve into a universaal design apprroach ensurin
ng that the
gre
eatest possib
ble percentage
e of the popuulation can usse the built en
nvironment.
An
n accessible pathway
p
mustt be the princcipal pathwayy, not a segreggated one.
Th
he main door would be the
e most accesssible. And verrtical circulation in
bu
uildings would
d be one usab
ble by everyoone.

Ho
opefully the National
N
Build
ding Code willl get rid of the barrier‐freee Section 3.8
in Division B, an
nd fully integrate all aspeccts into standard design prrocedures.
Evveryone benefits from a un
niversal desig n approach. The built envvironment will
en
nd up being eaasier to use, uncomplicate
u
ed, safer, intu
uitive, friendliier, and easieer
to adapt. Ultim
mately, the de
esign professi onals will be creating morre successful
bu
uildings.

Jim
m Derksen at Yoork Steps, Ottaw
wa
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Pathways, Potholes, Paradoxes, and Possibilities
By
John Rae1

Over the past twenty or thirty years, the world has undergone dramatic
changes. This is also true in the lives of persons with disabilities, including those
of us who are blind, deaf‐blind or partially sighted.

We used to say that access to information was our greatest barrier, then the
internet came along, and now we also must deal with information overload, yet
Donna Jodhan was compelled to file a Charter challenge against the federal
government over inaccessible federal government websites.

Technology has made it possible for some individuals with disabilities to live
more independent lives, yet much of the world's new technology is not
developed with us in mind, often requiring work around or expensive
adaptations.

The range of jobs is probably wider, yet some jobs that employed numbers of
blind persons, like darkroom technician, transcriptionist, and telephone
operator have been rendered largely obsolete by this same technology.

Braille is easier to produce than ever before, yet less and less is being made
available, as some incorrectly argue it is no longer needed.

More and more blind students are attending colleges and universities, yet, even
in this more technological era, these students must still deal with obtaining
essential texts and other course materials in a readable format and timely
manner.

1

John Rae, Vice Chairperson of CCD, has 36 years of active involvement in Canada’s disability rights movement.
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The Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects the rights of persons with
disabilities, but the federal government cancelled the Court Challenges
Program, which makes it extremely difficult to go to court to test the reach of
these rights.

Human rights codes now cover persons with various disabilities, yet enforcing
our rights have too often become bogged down in legal procedural wrangling
and growing case backlogs.

Descriptive narration is now being introduced to some movies and television
shows, but some Canadian broadcasters will not, or cannot, "pass through" the
described video (DV) track from some American programs that already include
the DV track.

Intervenor services for deaf‐blind persons have been developed, but
governments have failed to adequately fund these critical programs and today
they are also facing cutbacks.

Many museums are more physically accessible, but their displays often contain
even more "hands off" restrictions than in years past.

More blind persons are out and about in their communities, yet few restaurants
offer Braille or large print menus.

More and more audible pedestrian signals are appearing in our communities,
but community pressure leads to some being turned off at 10:00 or 11:00 p.m.,
long before some of us are home and snug in our little beds.

Studies tell us public attitudes have improved, but our level of employment has
not increased significantly.
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And while there is now a growing network of consumer‐led organizations of us
rightsholders across Canada, governments and businesses too often still turn to
service organizations when they are seeking advice on disability issues.

Disability is the only equity seeking group that everyone can, and many will, join
during their lifetime, and with the aging of the baby boomer population, more
and more individuals will experience disability, either permanently or
temporarily, and so may their family members, friends or associates. Thus, it is
in everyone's interest to help persons with disabilities join the mainstream of
Canadian society.

The more persons with disabilities are employed in newsrooms, the more likely
we will see stories that cover the reality of our lives, and that will tell the public
about our aspirations and needs.

The more we work with developers and manufacturers of new technology, the
more likely that universal design approaches will be built in from the start of the
development phase.

The more Canadians with disabilities participate actively in the political process‐
‐ as staff members for the various parties, seek nomination as candidates, run
for elected office, and succeed in getting elected‐‐ the more we will be
participating in the decision‐making that will help bring us into the mainstream
of Canadian society.

The research has been conducted. The recommendations are in. As our
numbers continue to rise, how will we see increased government and business
commitment and concrete action?

Engage with us. Involve us. Collaborate with us.
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Inclusion by Design
By
Jeffrey D. Stark1

Today, I can access my bank account wherever I am from the browser in my
mobile phone. My credit card company provides me with up to the minute
reports on transactions that occur by text messaging my mobile phone and
sending me regular email updates. I can find out where I am by checking the
GPS on my mobile phone. I can read documents, take notes, keep track of my
day‐to‐day activities, communicate with colleagues and keep in touch with
loved ones via text, audio, video or email, all from my mobile phone. I can point
the camera of my phone at a piece of paper and have it read out verbally the
content of that document. I can grab my phone and find out the weather
outside even though I can't see it through the window in my room. Yes, I can
also use it to call people.

The mobile phone has been the single most influential technology to shift
people's lifestyle and the way they perform certain tasks. This little small
pocket computer, that has been the enabler for myself as a blind person and
leveled the playing field for many people with disabilities, did not get to where it
is today without a number of significant events over the last 20 years.

Inclusion by design in the information and communication technology domain
has been a long, uphill journey.

Many advocates pushed for information in an electronic and accessible format:
from banks, such as the Royal Bank, being required to provide statements and
banking information in an accessible format to governments being required to
create information and communication systems that are accessible. This means
that today, technology such as the screen reader on my mobile phone has
information that I can consume in an independent, effective and efficient
1

For the last 20 years, technology has been Jeffrey’s focus both professionally and personally. Professionally, Jeffrey
is widely respected as an expert in his field of interest and has been a guiding voice in a number of accessibility
initiatives in Canada. He has provided training for developers, publishers, technicians and a wide variety of other
audiences across Canada on topics such as accessible application design, web accessibility & adaptive computer
technology.
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fashion. Without these challenges being overcome, my mobile device would
just be a phone. Yet there is still work to be done in this space as new
companies, services, technologies and media become available.

Many advocates pushed for mobile phones to be created with features that
made them usable by people with disabilities. The National Federation for the
Blind in the US convinced Apple to make their devices usable by people who are
blind. The Alliance for Equality of Blind Canadians, Neil Squire Society and many
other disability‐related organizations helped to convince the Canadian Radio‐
television and Telecommunications Commission that carriers should provide
phones that are operable by Canadians with disabilities.

Ideally we'd like change to happen on its own. However, sometimes change
requires a catalyst; when that change happens, companies can fight it or
embrace it. Accessibility and inclusion should be something sexy and something
a company can be proud of. There is no better example of this than Apple who
have gone on to market accessibility as something that makes them distinct and
you know they have truly "got it" when that inclusion is a key note in their
marketing to the mainstream.
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Visitability ‐ is it too much to ask?
By
Olga Krassioukova‐Enns1

There is growing awareness and interest in visitability in Canada. Visitability
lends itself to social interactions among friends, family, and neighbours in the
community, but more importantly, in each of our homes. It guarantees that
regardless of physical mobility everyone will be included and able to visit a
friend’s home, feel welcome to share meals and use the washroom. Visitability
is a policy and technical strategy to change the way we think about social
inclusion, interactions in our own homes, and participation in our communities.
It begins to address the evolving needs of seniors, people with limited mobility,
children and parents. In order to make visitability the norm we require inclusive
and sustainable approaches to community planning and the design and
construction of single and multifamily homes.
In order to make all homes more usable and safe for the people who inhabit
them and more welcoming for those who visit them, three basic features are
essential: a zero‐step entrance, wide doorways (at least a 32” clear opening),
and an accessible bathroom on the main floor.
In 1976, Sweden started using the term of visitability and practicing the design
strategies that subsequently filtered into the rest of Europe, the United
Kingdom, Japan, Australia, the United States, and finally into Canada in the
beginning of this century. Eleanor Smith, the founder of “Concrete Change,”
pioneered visitability in North America in 1980s when as a young girl she was
excluded from birthday parties and other social gatherings on the basis of
“home design (steps, narrow entry, no accessible washrooms).” She began this
social movement that is now changing the way we design, build, and live in our
homes. Visitabilty is bridging gaps in the accessibility between public and private
spaces, and is becoming known as an affordable and sustainable design strategy
for increasing basic access of family homes and neighborhoods.
We have seen significant progress in accessibility of public buildings and spaces,
driven by legislation support, but single‐family homes have yet to have similar
1

Olga Krassioukova‐Enns, executive director of the Canadian Centre on Disability Studies, has more than 25 years of
international experience in disability policy, programs/project design, implementation and evaluation, as well as
research, curriculum development, teaching and administration. Educated as a medical doctor, trained in policy
development and participatory research, she has been involved in numerous national and international projects with
the focus on disability studies development and teaching, aging and disability, visitability, livable and inclusive
communities, inclusive education, universal design, poverty reduction, as well as international and social
development.
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requirements. The United Kingdom, the United States, Japan and Denmark are
but some of the countries that have incorporated visitability into the codified
requirements for housing. In Canada, CSA Standard B651 has recently
introduced technical specifications for visitability and the province of Manitoba
is taking a lead in both the research and practice of visitability. Furthermore,
some municipalities in British Columbia, such as Saanich and North Vancouver
have embraced the concept of visitability and have developed bylaws requiring
their incorporation into new housing.
Visitability is a movement to change home construction practices so that
virtually all new homes – not merely those custom‐built for occupants who
currently have disabilities – are equipped with a few specific features that make
them easier to live in and visit for people who develop mobility disabilities.
Visitability is a major element of social inclusion; it is about our friends, family,
neighbors, and it is about everybody’s home. The concept of visitability offers a
simple and affordable solution to the changing needs and desires of a
population that seeks to stay active and connected with other people while
remaining in their homes. It is a solution to make our communities more livable
and inclusive.
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Accessible Currency: A Story of Canadian Innovation and
Continuous Improvement
By
Vangelis Nikias1

About ten years ago, shortly after the tactile mark (often referred to as Braille)
had been added to the Canadian currency, I found myself being admonished by
a friend in Newfoundland, who managed to combine his British humour with
the Rock's legendary flare for linguistic expressiveness. "Nicholaus," he said‐‐
that is how he addressed me, unable to master accurately neither my first nor
my last name which sounded Greek to him. “Nicholaus, you now have to do
something to get more of this accessible money into the hands of blind people.
This will bring them even more enjoyment and satisfaction. " While this
comment was offered in gest, it does reflect an existing challenge blind and
other Canadians experiencing various disabilities continue to face; namely, weak
labour market participation and, hence, poverty. In other words, CCD’s work is
not finished. Neither is the work finished for rendering paper bills fully
accessible to all print‐disabled persons. We have, however, made considerable
progress.

Last June, the Bank of Canada announced that it was going to issue a new series
of bank notes, starting in November 2011 with the $100.

The Polymer Bank Note Series will contain enhanced security features. It will
also retain the same suite of accessibility features which, however, will be
improved based on recommendations resulting from a study conducted in 2007.

The first recommendation addresses improved durability of the tactile feature.
“The polymer substrate is a much more durable material and will retain the
tactile feature longer than the current paper notes do.”

1

Vangelis Nikias codirected, with Bank of Canada officials, the accessibility features project in the Canadian Journey
Series while Director of Government Relations of the CNIB.
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The second improvement concerns access by people who prefer to use the bank
note reader. “The bank note reader code will be placed at both short edges of
the note so that the bank note reader can denominate the notes in any
orientation.”

Matters of Tangible Progress

The above enhancements will render the Canadian bank notes even more
accessible and usable for print‐disabled Canadians.

I had become involved in the Canadian Journey (CJ) series of bank notes which
included a number of accessibility features: an improved bank note reader,
larger numerals, and higher colour contrast. These features were not new but
built on previous initiatives. These improvements, as well as the innovation in
the Canadian Journey series, of the tactile mark, were tested and validated by a
number of focus groups of blind and vision‐impaired people that we conducted
across the country. In this sense, then, the effort involved in the CJ series, in
addition to the technical improvements, brought into the process of design and
development a broadly‐based user‐participation component; a voice, a view, a
touch of our own.

The Canadian accessible currency represents a tangible example of changing our
environment to make it more accessible and more inclusive for all, regardless of
how they recognize and handle paper money. The effort itself, in its
development and suite of accessibility features, anticipates the principle of
universal design incorporated in 2006 in the Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (CRPD). It is also based on the legal requirement of
equality enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms without
which it may not have happened. It also reflects the principle of progressive
realization, whereby we seek to remove barriers and move toward ever‐
increasing inclusion. We do not need to wait for perfect solutions and perfect
circumstances as those rarely occur.

It is tangible proof that it makes sense to undertake progressive steps, learn
from our experience, including our mistakes, take advantage of enhanced
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technologies and move on. This is, in fact, what we have agreed as a
community, internationally, in CRPD and have committed to through ratification
as a country. Continuous improvement is the key to further success in our
commitment to build an inclusive and accessible Canada. The Polymer series is,
it is hoped, another “durable mark” toward achieving this goal.
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Altthough people who are blind have usedd dogs as guides for centu
uries, and
gu
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Altthough guide
e dogs have, for
f the most ppart, been acccepted in Can
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other service animals such as
a hearing earr dogs, mobility/special skkills animals,
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psychiatric support animals,, anxiety or paanic service aanimals, medical alert
an
nimals, autism
m support doggs, and many others have yet to be accepted.
“Iggnorance is bliss” may be true
t
for the ggeneral population, but thee lack of
pu
ublic educatio
on about vario
ous service annimals can leaad to "pure h
hell" for the
service animal team.
t

Te
eamwork is crrucial. The person with thee disability relies on a supp
port team of
fam
mily, friends, medical perssonnel and traainers, but, in
n becoming p
part of a
service animal team,
t
it is equally importaant for that peerson to build
d and
maaintain a stro
ong bond with
h the animal tthey select ass their animall team
paartner. The hu
uman‐animal bond forms tthe basis for tthe human‐animal team.
Eaach partner in
n a team – human or animaal – has need
ds that deservve equal
co
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T
care of
o all needs m
makes the team
m stronger an
nd the
paartners work better
b
togeth
her. Integratinng all the elem
ments necesssary to
produce a stron
ng, successful team is how
w persons with disabilities will educate,
byy example, Canadian societty.

Ovver the past 30
3 years, Canaadian society has taken steeps to protecct the rights o
of
gu
uide dog userss. Now, it is tiime for it to eexpand its understanding o
of how
an
nimals can help with other types of disaabilities and in
nclude the saame protectio
on
for all service animal teams.

Churchill Green,
G
guide dogg
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Communication: The Themes Remain the Same
By
Jeffrey D. Stark1

Communication is a very common theme that comes up time and time again in
the disability community; whether that's access to information such as printed
material or the ability to be included in a conversation. The barriers change as
our world changes but the themes and common elements have remained the
same over the last 30 years.

In a professional setting being able to communicate and having access to the
information being communicated in many cases is the difference between being
able to do the job and not being able to do it. If you can't hear the verbal
information being provided, or you can't see the information being referenced,
you are essentially excluded from an important component of the activity.

I, as a person who is blind, have found myself in this situation many times. If I go
to a meeting and all the information is put up on a front projector, then I am
essentially excluded from that material. One commonly proposed solution to
this is to have the presenter or leader for a given activity read out whatever
material they have on the flip chart or front projector. As you can imagine, this
is awkward and time consuming at the best of times and doesn't really let me
review the material. As computers, laptops and electronic notetakers became
commonplace, the proposed solution that used to be common was to distribute
the material electronically in advance and hope I could figure out which
document, page, slide and information was currently being referenced. If a
group wanted to collaborate on the same document or material, then this
becomes even less effective because my copy of the material gets more and
more stale as the updates to the document occur.

1

For the last 20 years, technology has been Jeffrey’s focus both professionally and personally. Professionally, Jeffrey
is widely respected as an expert in his field of interest and has been a guiding voice in a number of accessibility
initiatives in Canada. He has provided training for developers, publishers, technicians and a wide variety of other
audiences across Canada on topics such as accessible application design, web accessibility & adaptive computer
technology.
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My requirements are not unique and meetings and collaborative sessions have
often been a barrier. This area has evolved tremendously over the last 20 years.
Unfortunately, until recently many of the solutions were only available as
separate solutions that each required a different technology component and
required a huge undertaking to provide. Captioning, sign language
interpretation, accessible information, accessible flip charts, alternate
communication systems were all separate components and all had to be
handled separately.

At a recent meeting I attended, for the first time in my career, I was able to play
on an equal footing. I had access to the same information as my sighted peers
during the meeting and had access to any new information or changes that
happened on the front projector. They had this nifty box called an "Accessible
Event Hotspot" that acted like an "accessible projector". I connected my laptop
to the AE Hotspot and the same information that was projected on the front
screen was also pushed out to my laptop. This meant that I could review it in my
medium of choice using my technology of choice (a screen reader). As soon as a
change happened on the presenter’s screen, the same information was
provided to me in real time. This same device can also be used to capture and
present other channels of information such as captioning and signing. This
essentially makes it an all‐in‐one solution for people who have hearing
impairments, visual impairments, or print‐related disabilities so participants can
take full advantage of all aspects of any on‐site or online event or presentation.
This technology allows participants with disabilities to access slides,
spreadsheets, web pages, documents and real‐time captioning.

This is essentially full inclusion, where the various channels of information from
the spoken information to the presented information can be supplemented in
real time with equivalents that ensure that everyone can participate on a level
playing field.
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Abilities Magazine
Reflecting and Inspiring Change
By
Raymond D. Cohen1

It’s hard to fathom that barely a generation ago many people with disabilities
were locked up, warehoused and denied access to the community. When I
created Abilities magazine 26 years ago, the medical model was in full swing.
People with disabilities were considered “patients” to be dealt with, rather than
people who were capable of—and deserving of—the ability to make choices for
themselves and work towards self‐actualization. Over the years, we have
watched as institutions closed down one by one in favour of community
inclusion. We have been proud to bear witness to—and share with our
readers—the paradigm shift to a social rights model of disability.

As a lifestyle magazine, we cover topics from relationships and parenting, to
work and travel, to social policy and rights issues. And, over the many issues of
Abilities, we have seen progress in every one of these areas. Certainly in terms
of accessibility, but perhaps more importantly, we have also observed a
transformation in how the general population—and significantly those with
disabilities themselves—think about disability.

It has not always been easy. There are unique challenges that accompany
disability. We believe that if government continues to put structures into place
to level the playing field and promote independence and accessibility, and if the
mindset within corporations and communities continues to further embrace
diversity, anything is possible.

Over the last 26 years, Abilities has both reflected—and, hopefully, inspired—
change. Back when issue number one was at the printer, there were few
1

Raymond D. Cohen has occupied human service positions at major centres across Canada, including Montreal,
Vancouver, Calgary and Toronto. His positions have ranged from front‐line to senior management, and working with,
and consulting to, the corporate, non‐profit, and government sectors. Today he is the Chief Executive Officer of the
Canadian Abilities Foundation and editor‐in‐chief of Abilities – Canada’s Lifestyle Magazine for People with
Disabilities.
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opportunities for people with disabilities in terms of housing, transportation,
accessibility and human rights. Now, the bar is continuously being raised in all of
these areas. I like to think that Abilities has provided a positive voice leading
towards a more positive sense of disability both within and beyond the disability
community.

It has, after all, been a meeting place of sorts—a place where corporations,
governments, service organizations and consumer rights groups have all found
common ground—and we all know that this is rare in a world filled with far too
many “silos.”

There have been significant milestone events over the years and Abilities has
stood in testimony to all of them: Canada’s ratification of the UN Convention of
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities; new accessibility legislation in Ontario;
the proliferation of enabling technology and so much more. We have seen it and
we have shared it with our readers.

In our Forum section, we have also carried the word of the major disability
organizations across Canada so that they, too, could reach out to our audience.
We’ve all come a long way over the last 30 years—people with disabilities and
their families are becoming socially and economically empowered. There is
much to celebrate. But we can’t stop the revolution now. There is a long (and
exciting) journey ahead to create the kind of world that we want for ourselves
and for generations to come. And Abilities magazine will be there to report on it
as it happens.
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Special Parliamentary Committee on the Disabled and the
Handicapped
By
Sherri Torjman1

A significant turning point in Canada’s awareness of disability issues came in
1981, the International Year of Disabled Persons. In respect of that designation,
Canada appointed an all‐party House of Commons Committee to identify the
challenges related to disability and to propose recommendations for change.

It was the first time in Canada that such an exhaustive inventory had been
undertaken on disability. The Committee produced the Obstacles report, which
made recommendations on all major policy issues including human rights,
income security, employment, technical aids and devices, transportation and
communications.

One of the most important aspects of 1981 was that it preceded the year in
which Canada repatriated the Constitution. The British North America Act of
1867 became the Constitution Act of 1982. The Act was going to embed a
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, which was being drafted. Several
Committee advisors saw the introduction of the Charter as a once‐in‐a‐lifetime
opportunity to protect and promote the rights of persons with disabilities.

Not surprisingly, the Government of Canada was not keen to include disability
protection in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. There was no precedent for
this Constitutional inclusion anywhere in the world. The federal government
was worried about being swamped by lawsuits and associated costs − ironically,
a fear that demonstrates how much this legislative protection actually was
required.

1

Sherri Torjman is currently Vice‐President of the Caledon Institute of Social Policy. Sherri worked as a researcher for
the House of Commons Committee on the Disabled and the Handicapped in 1981.
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Reflections on Parliament and Disability
By
William R. Young1

For the past three decades, the Canadian Parliament and its Parliamentary
Committees have had an enormous influence not only on the disability policy
debate, but also on disability policy development and the lives of Canadians
with disabilities.

It began with the International Year of Disabled Persons – 1981, when
Parliament set up an all‐party House of Commons Special Committee on the
Disabled and Handicapped and mandated it to undertake a comprehensive
review of disability issues. In its report, Obstacles, the Committee made 130
recommendations that touched the universe of the social, economic and legal
situation of people with disabilities. These dealt with human rights, leadership
and coordination of disability issues, employment, income, disability supports,
access to information and communications, transportation, Aboriginal peoples
with disabilities, among many. Obstacles set a benchmark that lasted for well
over a decade and served as the impetus for significant reforms that promoted
the inclusion of persons with disabilities in Canadian society. At the top of the
list of major reforms that followed the release of Obstacles is the recognition of
disability as a ground for discrimination in Section 15, the equality guarantee
clause of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms contained in Canada’s
Constitution Act (1982).

Nothing since has equalled the range and scope of Obstacles, but the
Parliamentary offspring of the Obstacles committee, successor committees with
mandates to study disability issues, kept up their work studying ways to level
the playing field for people with disabilities and the means of furthering
inclusion. They issued reports with recommendations and government after
government – no matter which political stripe – was held accountable for its
actions and responded sympathetically to the committees’ concerns.
Committees produced reports outlining the need to include people with
disabilities in the implementation of the Charter (Equality for All, 1985), for
ways of dealing with media stereotyping, (No News is Bad News, 1988), for a
comprehensive disability strategy (Challenge, 1987; and A Consensus for Action,
1

Dr. William (Bill) Young, Parliamentary Librarian.
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1990), for appropriate treatment of the additional costs of disability (As True as
Taxes, 1993), for recognition of the situation of Aboriginal People with
disabilities (Completing the Circle, 1993), for transportation systems that
accommodated people with disabilities (Getting Back on the Road, 1993) and for
overall economic and social inclusion (Profitable Choices for Everyone, 1993; The
Grand Design, 1995 and Reflecting Interdependence, 1999).

Parliamentary committees developed such expertise that in 1996 the
government called upon several MPs to participate in a Federal Taskforce on
Disability Issues. In its October 1996 major report, Equal Citizenship for
Canadians with Disabilities: The Will to Act, the Task Force recognized a federal
role with regard to disability issues and a need for a disability policy framework.
The Task Force believed that the government should use the levers available to
it – the tax system, federal legislation, and federal fiscal transfers to the
provinces – and that it should develop an overarching approach that would
include all relevant federal departments and agencies. Among many other
recommendations, it called for the appointment of a minister responsible for
disability issues and for the publication of an annual report on disability issues.
It also recommended that the Canadian Human Rights Act (CHRA) should be
amended to include an obligation to accommodate people with disabilities (see
sections 2 and 15 of the CHRA).

Following this, in March 2002, the Subcommittee on the Status of Persons with
Disabilities tabled a report concerning the administration of the Disability Tax
Credit (DTC) by the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency (CCRA). The report,
Getting It Right for Canadians, acknowledged the necessity to make the DTC
work more fairly for people with a mental illness and those with learning
disabilities. It also addressed the need for the tax system to recognize cyclical,
progressive and degenerative diseases like multiple sclerosis. In its
16 recommendations, the Subcommittee called for immediate action to reform
the DTC. The report was one of the forces behind reforms to the tax system in
the years that followed.

From Obstacles onward, parliamentary committees distinguished themselves by
the way that they provided access to, listened to, heard and understood,
citizens with disabilities. In particular, the Subcommittee on the Status of
Persons with Disabilities made Canadian history in 2002 by conducting the first
online consultation by any parliamentary committee in Canada ‐‐ among the
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first carried out by any legislature in the world. The topic ‐‐ the Canada Pension
Plan Disability Program [CPP(D)]. The Sub‐committee determined that
Canadians widely supported a public disability insurance program based on the
principles of universality, portability, user contributions, and partial wage
replacement. In its 2003 report, Listening to Canadians, the Subcommittee
made 53 recommendations focused on near‐term improvements that should be
made to the CPP(D) program, including a host of administrative and program
modifications aimed at making the program more flexible and responsive to the
needs of people with disabilities.

This story of Committees during the last thirty years has been, in many ways, a
unique contribution in disability – and parliamentary – history. To a large
extent, this record of achievement boils down to the fact that when disability
issues were not on anyone else’s radar screen, Senators and Members of
Parliament recognized that people with disabilities had the same rights as other
citizens and that economic and social inclusion benefitted all Canadians. They
put aside their partisan differences to make common cause in searching out
ways to improve the lives of their fellow citizens. In doing this, parliamentary
committees demonstrated the possibilities, not just for Parliament but for the
lives of people with disabilities.
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Taking Policy (or lack thereof) To Task
By
Traci Walters1

The writing was on the wall with the introduction of the new Canada Health and
Social Transfer (CHST). Federal disability programs and funding were being
clawed back, eliminated or downloaded to the provinces. Disability leaders
became publically vocal about what they saw as the federal government
abandoning people with disabilities.
On June 5, 1996, Human Resources Minister Doug Young, Finance Minister Paul
Martin and National Revenue Minister Jane Stewart announced the creation of
a Task Force. Dissent from within the Liberal Party over the way in which Mr.
Young was handling disability programs led to the creation of the Task Force.
On June 6, 1996, The Globe and Mail reported on its front page: "Mr. Young
unleashed a firestorm of protest... with his unequivocal comments about the
government’s plans to get out of disability programming." In addition, The Globe
reported that "the task force emerged after other ministers, back‐benchers and
advisers in the Prime Minister’s office complained about his [Mr. Young’s]
approach."

Shortly after the announcement of the Task Force, representatives from 22
national disability organizations met with Andy Scott, MP and newly appointed
Chairperson of the Task Force to discuss its mandate. The disability community
urged Mr. Scott to appoint observers to the Task Force which would lend
credibility to the process.

Andy Scott agreed and Lucie Lemieux‐Brassard (Council of Canadians with
Disabilities (CCD)), Fred Clark (Canadian Hard of Hearing Association (CHHA))
and myself (Canadian Association of Independent Living Centres (CAILC), now
Independent Living Canada (IL Canada)) were elected by the national groups to
be the official observers. Other Liberal Members of Parliament appointed were
Andy Mitchell, Anna Terrana and Clifford Lincoln.

1

Traci Walters, the retired National Director of Independent Living Canada, is an award winning disability
educator/Independent Living leader, Alumni ‐ Governor General's Leadership Conference, Recipient ‐ International
Meritorious Service Award for Endless Effort and Passionate Heart by the Global IL Network. Traci continues to
passionately promote the Independent Living Movement as a volunteer IL Ambassador.
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We set out across Canada to consult with the disability community and answer
some fundamental questions about the role of the federal government in the
lives of people with disabilities.

In the beginning we anticipated that as observers we would probably be at odds
with the Members of Parliament. As a group we travelled to every province and
territory to consult with the disability community and stakeholders. We spent a
great deal of time together on buses, planes, in airports, hotels and over meals.
With shared experiences like this we naturally bonded.

Over the consultation period, the MPs began to understand the issues from a
disability perspective and as observers we were able to see what was possible
and what wasn’t from a political and jurisdictional perspective. We ended up
becoming a team and were “on the same page” so to speak. If I remember
correctly, there was even some criticism that we were becoming too close.

Behind the scenes, the expert researchers/writers gathered comments from
consultations, sifted through written submissions and sat through numerous
presentations by various academics. I do remember many positive ideas that
were being floated about but I will never forget one presentation where the
presenter suggested that individuals who receive the Disability Tax Credit
should submit receipts for their expenditures. That was one day that my jaw
dropped to the floor. I guess the presenter believed that some people with
disabilities were scamming and this needed to be controlled.

To that end, after deliberations the Task Force members (including the
observers) gave their stamp of approval on the report entitled “Equal
Citizenship for Persons with Disabilities – The Will to Act” which covered issues
such as citizenship, employment, income support, funding and taxation. The
federal government responded by immediately addressing 8 of the
recommendations.
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Mel Graham, then a CCD Communications Officer, wrote, “Without their
credibility and the skills they [the Observers] brought to the process, the Liberal
Task Force on Disability Issues might have been little more than another valiant
attempt at inclusion that, in the end, faded into a public relations exercise.”

Following the federal government’s re‐election in 1997, the Parliamentary
Committee on Human Rights and the Status of Persons with Disabilities was
dissolved. Responsibility for disability issues was shifted to the Committee on
Human Resources Development. The focus became one of employment, not
citizenship, and I don’t have to tell the disability community what has happened
since then.

Looking back, 15 years later there are a few things I know for sure. Firstly, the
process was absolutely the most inclusive government/community exercise that
I was ever involved with during my career. Secondly, I know for sure that none
of it would have happened if it wasn’t for key disability leaders becoming
publicly vocal and refusing to watch the government further erode what was
left in disability programming. And lastly, I know for sure…..the report is still
relevant in 2011.
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Legislative Reforms
By
Michael J. Prince1
I wish to talk about the Employment Equity Act, about legislation in several
provinces on poverty reduction, and about accessibility laws. [Fundamentally
important developments in the Canadian Human Rights Act, the introduction of
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, in 1982, and the UN Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, each with equality guarantees to
persons with physical and mental disabilities, are discussed elsewhere in this
booklet.]

Employment equity means more than treating persons in the same way; it
requires the accommodation of differences through special measures and
universal designs. First passed in 1986 and updated in 1995, the purpose of the
federal Employment Equity Act is to achieve equality in the workplace so that no
person shall be denied employment opportunities or benefits for reasons
unrelated to ability and, in the fulfillment of that goal, to correct the conditions
of disadvantage in employment experienced by persons with disabilities, among
other groups identified in the legislation.

A recent annual report on the law states: “many employers have successfully
implemented education programs for managers on accommodating persons
with disabilities in the workplace and have brought in specialized equipment to
assist members of this designated group in their work. These measures allow
persons with disabilities to contribute more fully to their organization and allow
employees who are injured or become disabled to return to work more quickly.”
While there has been measurable progress, there is a need for continued and
enhanced employer efforts on employment equity. We need to note as well
that this law applies only to the 10 per cent of the Canadian labour force under
federal jurisdiction.

Another significant policy development is that between 2002 and 2011, six
provinces have formally adopted comprehensive poverty reduction plans, one
part of which addresses the needs and circumstances of persons with
disabilities. These provinces are Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, New

1
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Brunswick, Québec, Ontario, and Manitoba. Most have based their poverty
reduction plans in legislation.

Year

Province

Title

2002

Québec

The Act to Combat Poverty and Social Exclusion

2006

Newfoundland
and Labrador

No specific legislation

2007

Nova Scotia

An Act to Establish a Poverty Reduction Working
Group

2009

Ontario

Poverty Reduction Act

2010

New Brunswick

Economic and Social Inclusion Act

2011

Manitoba

Poverty Reduction Strategy Act

Ontario has the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act, 2005, which,
among other goals, aims to develop and enforce accessibility standards with
respect to goods and services, facilities accommodation, buildings and
employment. Manitoba has new legislation, the Accessibility Advisory Council
Act, 2011, the purpose of which is “to enhance accessibility by identifying
barriers that disable people and the ways in which those barriers can be
prevented and removed.” Examples of barriers listed in the legislation are
physical, architectural, information or communications, attitudinal,
technological, or a barrier established or perpetuated by an enactment, a policy
or a practice. These reforms will likely take several years, if not a decade or
more, to bring in transformative changes in these provinces; and, other
provinces and territories should follow suit with similar legislation.

These legislative developments offer potential benefits and opportunities;
present possible challenges; and, they raise questions for the disability
community: How will the recent actions on accessibility and on poverty
reduction influence disability policy development, horizontal coordination,
specific program reviews and possible reforms? How does the document In
Unison: A Canadian Approach to Disability Issues, agreed to in 1998 by
Federal/Provincial/Territorial Ministers responsible for Social Services, relate to
poverty reduction plans and to accessibility laws and standards? And, whatever
happened to the idea of a national disability act in Canada, which federal
political parties have endorsed?
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Technical Advisory Committee on Tax Measures for Persons
with Disabilities
By
Sherri Torjman1

The 2003 federal Budget announced the creation of a Technical Advisory
Committee (TAC) on Tax Measures for Persons with Disabilities. Its mandate
was to advise the Ministers of Finance and the Minister of National Revenue on
ways to improve disability tax measures, with a special focus on the disability
tax credit. Persons with impairment in mental function, in particular, had been
disadvantaged in qualifying for this credit.

The Committee consisted of 12 members − consumers and individuals from
various backgrounds including human rights, accounting and mental health.
Their diverse areas of expertise made for lively debate. Finance and Canada
Revenue Agency officials provided invaluable advice and support throughout
the process.

The Committee’s exhaustive (and often exhausting) deliberations ultimately
proved fruitful. Virtually all its recommendations were announced in the 2005
Budget. In fact, the government had set aside $85 million upfront to implement
the Committee proposals.

The TAC recommendations fell into three major categories.

The first theme proposed changes to the disability tax credit, which provides tax
relief to individuals with severe impairments in function that restrict them in the
activities of daily living. It is also available to those who require extensive
therapy to sustain a vital function. The credit is based on the assumption that
persons with severe and prolonged disabilities likely incur additional disability‐
related costs they are not able to claim under the medical expense tax credit.

1

Sherri Torjman is currently Vice‐President of the Caledon Institute of Social Policy. Sherri Torjman and Bob Brown
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The Committee called for legislative, interpretive and administrative changes
that embody the principles of fairness and equity.

The second group of recommendations focused on the itemizable costs of
disability and, more specifically, on tax measures that enable persons with
disabilities to pursue education and employment. The Committee proposed a
new deduction that recognizes the cost of disability supports purchased for
education and employment. The new measure, announced as an ‘early action’
in Budget 2004, also helped broaden eligibility and increase benefits calculated
on the basis of net income − e.g., the Canada Child Tax Benefit and the GST
credit.

The third cluster of proposals focused on tax measures that recognize the
additional costs of caregiving. The Committee also recommended assistance for
private savings to help families ensure a better quality of life for their children
with severe disabilities. The Registered Disability Savings Plan (RDSP) was
announced in 2007.

While these improvements are vital, the Committee concluded its deliberations
by recommending that any new funding to promote inclusion for persons with
disabilities not be allocated to tax reform. TAC members preferred investments
that would enhance the availability and quality of disability supports.
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The Emergence of Individualized Funding in Manitoba‐‐“In The
Company of Friends”
By
Clare Simpson 1

Thirty years ago I had recently ended employment with the Manitoba Association
for Community Living (30 years ago the organization was called the Canadian
Association for the Mentally Retarded, Manitoba!) – the name change alone is a
significant accomplishment!!

At the Board of Director’s level in the organization there was considerable
discussion about moving people out of the institutions in Manitoba; small
community residences were springing up in urban and rural areas. The idea was
that people living in small groups within a community would be a step closer to
community inclusion, and that each would enjoy more private space and could
better participate in and contribute to community life. This was true, however
there was still one major hurdle – individualized funding!! People living in
community residences or small group settings are still confined to the common
good of the “group”, confined to the budget of the residence, confined to staff
whom they may or may not get along with, to eating as a group, to recreating as a
group, to sharing space with others. Individual aspirations, dreams, and goals
often were not realized due to the limited time, energy, skill and motivation of
residential staff.

In the late summer of 1993, my husband Allan and I were invited to meet a young
adult man who had lived most of his life in an institution in Winnipeg. Ron had
lived at St. Amant Centre since the age of 2. He was non‐verbal, disabled due to
spastic cerebral palsy and also an intellectual disability. He required the use of a
wheelchair for mobility and needed assistance with most aspects of his personal
care – AND he wanted to move out of the institution. On meeting this
personable, handsome and determined man, I was amazed to witness his forward
thinking and determination to make a change in his life. So began a new
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adventure for my family as Ron invited us to join his Support Network and help
him plan for his move into the community.

At the same time I was aware that the Manitoba Government, together with a
group of determined individuals from the community, had come together as a
Steering Committee and were about to launch a demonstration project to
promote deinstitutionalization – IN THE COMPANY OF FRIENDS (ICOF). This
project was to demonstrate that an individual with an intellectual disability could
live in the community with the guidance and advice of a Support Network (a
group of friends, family and associates) who would voluntarily support a person
to make life decisions. Participants in the ICOF project would receive dollars
directly to live their life – hire staff, rent an apartment, purchase goods and
services, make decisions on how to spend their time.

In 2011, Manitoba now funds the program, In The Company of Friends, to over 60
individuals. ICOF is one option of supported living within the Department of
Family Services. It is a program which has moved well past the demonstration
phase. It is an example of Individualized Funding, independent of the provincial
Income Assistance program. The one criteria is that a Support Network of friends
and family must be in place and active with each participant.

An organization called Living in Friendship Every Day (LIFE) was formed in 2000 to
provide a resource to the participants of ICOF, to monitor and assist with the
maintenance of Support Networks and to ensure the integrity of the ICOF model
is upheld.

Other provinces in Canada now have programs similar to ICOF. Manitoba is
unique in that participants budget and receive funds for all aspects of their life
(housing, food, transportation, staffing, leisure, etc.).

For Ron, having access to his own funds to determine his own lifestyle, has been
life changing. He lives where he chooses, he hires staff of his choosing, he plans
volunteer/leisure time of his choosing, he is making the same difficult decisions
about money management that most people face. His life has been challenging,
full of decisions and new experiences. I have been involved on Ron’s support
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network for 18 years. At times it is very hard work, but having watched Ron
develop and grow in character, convinces me with no doubts that Individualized
Funding gives to an individual personal freedom, personal determination and
allows a person to develop a lifestyle of their choosing. While traditional
caregiving services still exist in all provinces across Canada for individuals with an
intellectual disability, the concept of Individualized Funding has been
demonstrated as a positive step forward.

Life has changed dramatically for people who are a part of the ICOF supported
living program over the past 30 years.
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Self‐Managed Attendant Services Direct Funding Program –
DF for short ‐ in Ontario
By
Sandra Carpenter1

When I was in my early 20’s, there was a vocational rehabilitation guy working
for the Province of Ontario, named David Pitt, who was going around saying
(and here I paraphrase) that the concept of funding people who needed
support, rather than the programs that provided those supports to them, might
better enable individuals with disabilities to achieve independence in society.

This concept always intrigued me. I used to spend hours thinking about how the
costs society already spent on me – the costs of being in an institution, the costs
of income support, the costs received by specialization transportation services,
and later the costs of various attendant service programs in the community –
might have had far more leverage towards my independence if given directly to
me, all in one huge lump sum, rather than given to me in dribs and drabs over
many years through a host of government programs.

By the 80’s when I was in my 30’s, the Independent Living Movement and
philosophy was beginning to really take hold. Canadian versions of Independent
Living Resource Centres (ILRC’s) emerged. These were largely in response to a
growing anti‐institutionalization sentiment among those of us who, thanks to
advances in medical technologies, were living longer lives.

The DF model arose from Independent Living principles whose mandate is to
allow individuals with disabilities to achieve self‐determination, take risks, and
achieve greater quality of life through;




1

Consumer control
Choice
Individual responsibility
Full participation in community life

Sandra Carpenter is a member of CCD’s Social Policy Committee and is the Executive Director of the Centre for
Independent Living in Toronto.
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Very similar to basic human rights principles of autonomy, dignity, respect,
inclusion, participation and non‐discrimination.

After at least 10 years of negotiating, the Ontario Government agreed to launch
DF as a pilot project in 1994. Following a highly successful evaluation report in
1997, DF became a Ministry of Health program in 1998. The DF project was
steered by a committee of individuals and representatives from both the
consumer (user) and Government sectors.

DF is unique in enabling adults with a physical disability to take full responsibility
for managing their own attendants. The Centre for Independent Living in
Toronto, working with other ILRCs in Ontario (10), negotiates monthly budgets
with DF participants to meet their attendant service needs rather than provide
direct service to them. This innovation has created a model which provides a
high level of choice, control, responsibility and community participation for DF
participants. It is individually flexible and portable within Ontario.

My dream is to see this model duplicated across Canada with automatic
transferability rights, so that people will also have the portability and freedom
to move from province to province. But seeing as how it has taken nearly 40
years to get to this point, I’m thinking that maybe other people will have to take
up that cause.

I would like to acknowledge Ian Parker, Vic Willi, Hazel Self, Audrey King, Karen
Yoshida, Marcia Rioux, Judi Fisher, Frank Wagner, Patrick Laverty, Warner Clark
and many, many others who made DF a reality in Ontario today.
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The Disability Rights Movement in Quebec ‐ 30 years of
Accomplishments
By
Lucie Dumais1

I’ve been interested in disability policy for ten years. While preparing this note,
I reread historical texts from Quebec colleagues. I have witnessed remarkable
progress in Quebec during the past thirty years, both in terms of action on
policy and improvements in the situation of persons with disabilities. However,
I surprise myself by making observations that invoke the difficult period
experienced during the 1980s.

I often say it. Chatting with a young couple with disabilities at the grocery store
only to have them leave towards their apartment, you would not have seen that
before. During the past thirty years, our demands for social integration and
standardization have become a reality. Quebecers have altered their views
regarding disability and the potential of a great number of individuals.
However, numerous spheres of activity are still closed to them. Substantive
issues, such as inclusive education, divide public opinion, while other issues such
as access to public transit remain unresolved. It must be noted that the
workplace and programs enabling employment inclusion have evolved for the
better.

I often hear that Quebec policies look nice on paper, but are infrequently
applied. Have we lost the head start gained from the 1984 À part… égale policy,
which proposed a global approach to the situation of persons with disabilities?
Several associations had succeeded in imposing this forward thinking vision
upon the Quebec state. They had united into a collective able to face a
government that, albeit socio democratic in its tendencies, was still rather
paternalistic. The late inclusion of discrimination on the basis of disability in the
1976 Quebec Charter of Human Rights also resulted from repeated pressure
upon the government. During the 1990s however, the passage of time, the lack
of handover and the public funding crisis weakened the associations and
fractured the movement once again into regional or needs based particularities.
This has diluted its cohesive force.
1
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Have things improved during the 2000s? I am of mixed opinion on this.
According to our research here at the LAREPPS, over 1,300 community groups
and associations offer services to persons with disabilities in Quebec, of which
500 also include advocating for their rights in their mission. How can we then
reunite into a common front? By comparison, the 1981 associative movement
mini‐summit encompassed 40 organizations. I think that needs based
particularities have surfaced once again. This is in part tied to the offer of
diagnostic services and ultra‐specialized rehabilitation services for children, for
example. The reconstruction of a common discourse, of a collective movement
is therefore going through some difficult days. However, I cannot help myself
from seeing a positive side to the current situation. Services to individuals are
improving little by little and obstacles are vanishing. Some associations are
finding, by themselves, the audacity and perseverance necessary to reinvent
housing visitability with the assistance of bureaucrats and community
organizations. As per thirty years ago, innovation in the types of services, or
simply in construction, constitutes a true step forward in living conditions.
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Emplo
oyment Equity
E
and the Disability
D
y Rights Movem
ment
By
Michaael Huck1

30
0 years ago, Canadians
C
with disabilities came together and began
n to
un
nderstand and
d resist the diisability statuus quo. The U
US civil rights movement,
wo
omen's liberaation struggles, and anti‐Viietnam War p
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human rights struggles
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T Canadian disability moovement iden
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n rights underr the law. In
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uilding to change human riights law to innclude disability as a proteected
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category. The advocacy
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81
Ob
bstacles Repo
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n Human Righ
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nder the Charrter of Rights and Freedom
ms.
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People with disabilities understood the need for a paradigm shift from a charity
model focused on changing employer attitudes to a social model focused on
changes to employer behaviour. Broad‐based remedies were needed for a class
of persons and not just for an individual. Advocacy efforts focused on making
sure federal and provincial human rights legislation allowed for special
programs like Affirmative Action. Affirmative Action programs recognize the
importance of equality of results and understand that identical treatment does
not necessarily mean equal treatment or lack of discrimination.

In 1984, Commissioner Rosalie Abella published Equality in Employment: A
Royal Commission Report. Judge Abella introduced the term 'Employment
Equity' to distinguish the Canadian approach to gaining equity results from the
American affirmative action and claims of reverse discrimination backlash.
Abella concluded persons with disabilities were systematically discriminated
against in employment and that persons with disabilities should be included as
an employment equity target group. The Abella Report called for federal
government action, including the introduction of Employment Equity
throughout Federal Public Service and Crowns, federally regulated industries,
and federal contractors.

In 1986, the federal government passed the Employment Equity (Amended
1995) Act requiring federally regulated businesses (banks, airlines,
interprovincial transportation) to achieve equality in the workplace. The
Federal Contractors Program was also introduced requiring companies
supplying goods and services to the federal government to implement
employment equity.

The Government of Canada states it has achieved employment equity for
persons with disabilities in the federal public service. The representation of
persons with disabilities in the Federal Public Service has increased from 1.6% in
1987 to 5.9% according to the Annual Report on Employment Equity in the
Federal Public Service 2008‐09.

The disabled rights movement argues the workforce availability (WFA) is not
representative of the population of persons with disabilities. It does not include
potential and discouraged workforce participants with disabilities. The federal
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go
overnment should set equiity targets ba sed on the peercentage of people in thee
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opulation with
h disabilities.
have made so
In a final analyssis, persons with
w disabilitiees in Canada h
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wiith the introduction of employment equuity programs. However, the facts
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CPPD Reforms: An Example of Leadership Within the Civil
Service
By
Laurie Beachell1

The Canada Pension Plan Disability (CPPD) Benefit has been and remains a
program of critical importance to Canadians with disabilities. It provides a
partial income replacement benefit to those who have been in the workforce
but are unable to continue working because of disability. This program’s
evolution over time has been a model of what is possible if government and
community work together. There was a time when recipients of CPPD felt they
could earn no additional income and some even questioned whether they
should participate as a volunteer on boards and with nonprofit associations.
Today, while challenges remain, the story is quite different.

Those on CPPD can and are, in fact, encouraged to earn additional income from
employment. Beneficiaries can earn up to $5000 per year with no loss of
benefits and they may be able to earn more and still not have it considered
“gainful employment.” Other income support programs have a very low
earnings exemption and claw back additional earned benefits quickly, or, in
some instances, deny the benefit.

CPPD has also created a “rapid re‐instatement” policy allowing those who are
receiving CPPD to return to work. If within two years for reasons of disability,
they are unable to continue working, they will automatically receive once again
CPPD benefits. Also true is the fact that those returning to work can retain their
benefits for three months while they explore whether they are able to
participate in the workforce once again. Other income support programs
seldom have such incentives.

CPPD has also improved its application process for those with a terminal
diagnosis. Those making application who are terminal will have their application
processed within 48 hours. This is a great improvement over the past situation
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where the benefit was often paid out to the estate of the applicant because
he/she had already passed away.

CPPD continues to create incremental improvement to its process and continues
to work with representatives of the disability community to remove barriers to
both the receipt of the benefit as well as provide incentives to return to work.
These changes have come about because of two factors, the input of people
with disabilities and their organizations has been sought and supported, and
senior civil servants running the program have demonstrated committed
leadership to removing barriers and making the program more inclusive and
accessible.

The CPPD improvements over time are one example of how senior civil servants,
who share our vision, have been able to make a very concrete and positive
difference in the lives of Canadians with disabilities. Many advances in policy
reform over the years have come about because of champions of our issues
within the civil service.
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TThe Registered Disabilit
D
ty Savinggs Plan: A Buildiing Block for
FFinanciaal Securitty
By
1
S
, RDSP Resource
R
Cen
ntre
Jack Styan

Po
overty is one of
o the most in
ntractable isssues facing peeople with dissabilities in
Caanada. Over a million Canaadians with ddisabilities livee on annual in
ncomes of
$1
12,000 or lesss. The RDSP will
w one day pprovide greateer financial seecurity to as
maany as half a million people. Already, n early 50,000 people have saved about
$4
450 million in RDSPs. In thirty years, ann estimated half a million p
people will
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on in assets, w
which will pro
ovide them w
with more than
$2
200 million in income everyy year.

Th
he idea of a “ssavings plan for
f people witth disabilitiess” was not neew, but it tookk
Plaanned Lifetim
me Advocacy Network
N
(PLA
AN) nearly fiv e years to ressearch the
im
mplications, re
efine the conccept and catcch the ear of tthe newly eleected Minister
of Finance, Jam
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d of James Lo
ove, Remy
gre
Girard and CCD
D’s own Laurie
e Beachell to give the ideaa further shap
pe, and
nlisting teamss from several federal goveernment depaartments, he quickly
en
turned the ideaa into legislation and enco uraged the financial institutions to
December 20008.
paarticipate. The RDSP was launched in D

Th
he Government of Canada provides gennerous incenttives for savin
ng in RDSPs.
An
n RDSP can re
eceive up to $20,000
$
in Cannada Disabilitty Savings Bo
ond without
an
ny personal co
ontributions. Personal conntributions off as little as $125 per
mo
onth from the
e individual, family
f
or friennds can triggeer up to an ad
dditional
$7
70,000 in matching Canadaa Disability Saavings Grant. Consequently, investing
$3
30,000 can ressult in savings of approxim
mately $400,0000 (with average
invvestment retu
urns of 5% an
nnually) over 30 years. Mo
ore importantly, when it
co
omes time to use the fundss, an RDSP of $400,000 can produce $1
1,500 per
mo
onth in incom
me for 30 years or more.
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Just as importantly, people with
w disabilitiies can now ssave in an RDSP without
p
soccial assistancee. In the pastt, people who
o depended o
on
afffecting their provincial
provincial finan
ncial assistancce would losee their benefitts if they saveed more than
n
f thousand
d dollars. In addition,
a
receeiving incomee from most sources would
d
a few
reduce their mo
onthly social assistance paayments. Now
w people can save in an
RD
DSP in all provvinces withou
ut affecting thheir benefits. Furthermoree, to
accommodate the
t RDSP, the
e federal Guaaranteed Inco
ome Supplement program
an
nd social assisstance programs in most pprovinces have completelyy exempted
inccome from an
n RDSP. (Thre
ee provinces provide a parrtial exemptio
on.) This
me
eans that peo
ople can use it
i for anythingg that they w
want and theirr social
assistance will not
n be reduce
ed. These aree monumental changes.

Ovver time, the RDSP will be responsible ffor even moree changes. A
As people with
h
dissabilities begiin to have asssets, they aree going to be sseen differen
ntly. They will
be
e seen as inve
estors and cusstomers ratheer than as serrvice recipien
nts. People
wiith disabilitiess are also goin
ng to change.. In the futuree we will hear more and
mo
ore people taalking about “investment
“
ooptions” and “risk versus rreturn”.

Bu
ut most imporrtantly, people with disabiilities can start dreaming, like other
Caanadians, abo
out how their savings will i mprove theirr lives.

Hon
n. Jim Flaherty a nd Laurie Beachhell
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Supporting the Voice: The Money Trail
By
Laurie Beachell1

The story of the creation of the consumer disability rights movement of people
with disabilities has and will be told by many; and it truly is a story of creating a
transformation of our society. However, for myself and other administrators of
NGO’s like the Council of Canadians with Disabilities (CCD), formerly known as
Coalition of Provincial Organizations of the Handicapped (COPOH), a more
mundane but critical part of creating change requires finding the money to
sustain the work of the associations. A significant achievement is the fact that the
voice of people with disabilities and their organizations has been supported by
the Government of Canada since 1979.

The first funding for COPOH and its provincial member groups was approved
through a Memorandum to Cabinet in 1979. That Cabinet decision, championed
by Hon. Monique Bégin, Hon. Serge Joyal and Hon. Lloyd Axworthy, specifically
named COPOH and all its provincial member groups as recipients of funding. This
funding was delivered through what was then the Secretary of State Department.
The fund grew in the mid 80’s with the Mulroney Conservative government’s
creation of the National Strategy for the Integration of Persons with Disabilities.
From 1986‐1991 the funding program was expanded and was named the Disabled
Persons Participation Program (DPPP) with a budget of approximately $3.2
million. The primary objective of the program was “to enhance the capacity of
disabled persons to effectively represent their rights and responsibilities as
Canadian citizens.” Not only was the voice being heard, it was being supported.
In fact, the evaluation of DPPP in 1991 stated “there is a continuing need and
rationale for the program. The program is consistent with the mandate and
mission of the Citizenship Sector of the Secretary of State. The program has been
effective, particularly in increasing public awareness and understanding,
improving the information available and facilitating the formation of coalitions
and alliances.” At the same time, the Hon. Jake Epp announced five year
demonstration funding for support of the Independent Living Movement in
Canada.
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In June 1990 Dr. Bruce Halliday, MP and Chair of the Standing Committee on
Human Rights and the Status of Disabled Persons, tabled a report, A Consensus
for Action, in the House of Commons. The report outlined barriers that prevent
the full participation of persons with disabilities in daily life. In the Speech from
the Throne on May 13 1991, the Government of Canada reiterated its
commitment “to remove the barriers disabled Canadians still face to full
participation in Canada’s political life and economic prosperity.” Thus the
National Strategy for the Integration of Persons with Disabilities was born.
Funding at that time was targeted to consumer‐controlled advocacy groups that
sought to improve the status of persons with disabilities. Under the National
Strategy the government committed $159 million, 71% of which was new funding
to, “addressing issues of access, participation and economic integration through
initiatives in various departments. “

The National Strategy ran until 1996 when a new challenge arrived. The Liberal
Government informed the disability community that federal funding would be
eliminated over a three‐year period because disability was a provincial issue and
there was a limited role for the federal government. The community was in shock,
and its vocal response made the government rethink its position. That rethinking
resulted in the creation of a Liberal Task force mandated to travel across the
country to hear from Canadians with disabilities about their concerns. This Task
Force, known as the Scott Task Force, was led by the Hon. Andy Scott, a Liberal
MP from New Brunswick. Attached to the Task Force as observers and travelling
with them were three strong, vocal consumer advocates – Traci Walters, Lucie
Lemieux‐Brassard, and Fred Clark. Diane Richler of CACL and I, as coordinator of
CCD, were named as Special Advisors to the Task Force. The Task Force, which
held 15 forums from coast to coast, heard from over 2000 people, most of them
Canadians with disabilities. The Task Force report Recommendation 17 stated,
“The Government of Canada should continue to support national organizations of
people with disabilities in recognition of the extraordinary demands that
participation and advocacy place on these organizations, which are least powerful
and able to sustain this demand to begin with. This commitment should include,
but not be restricted to, providing assured core funding, with a base amount of $5
million, to sustain national organizations as a recognition of the additional
disadvantage of people with disabilities in having their voice heard at the federal
level.” Disability issues were back on the federal agenda and in an extraordinary
meeting that included representatives of key national organizations and Ministers
Paul Martin, Alan Rock and Jane Stewart, the Social Development Partnerships
Fund (SDPP) was launched.
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I will not try to highlight the various changes that SDPP has undergone, but
important to remember is the fact that this program continues today to provide
grants to 18 national organizations, plus project funding to an array of disability
groups, academics and policy bodies. It was renewed in 2003 for five years by the
Liberal government and the Hon. Diane Finley, in 2008, once again committed the
Government of Canada to supporting the disability community with a renewed
program for three years. Soon a decision must be made regarding the funding
program’s future. Clearly the voice of Canadians with disabilities has changed
Canadian society’s view of persons with disabilities. Equally true is the fact that
without the support of the Government of Canada these changes would not have
occurred. Canadians with disabilities and their organizations have been
supported by the Government of Canada since 1979. The achievements of the
past 30 years would not have been possible without that support.
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Jordan’s Principle
By
Anne Levesque1

It is often said that the experience of a person with a disability, and the types of
barriers and stereotypes he or she will encounter, will largely depend on his or
her other intersecting identities such as his or her race, gender, sexual
orientation or social status. First Nations people with disabilities in Canada
living on reserves are perfect examples of this. In addition to experiencing
disproportionate levels of poverty, First Nations Peoples living on reserves and
who have disabilities often encounter significant hurdles when trying to access
government services that most Canadian take for granted. In some cases, these
individuals are even completely denied government health, special education or
home care services because it is unclear whether the provincial or federal
government has the responsibility of paying for this. This was the experience of
a 5‐year‐old boy named Jordan River Anderson, a First Nations child from
Norway House First Nation in Manitoba who was born with a muscular disorder.
After spending the first two years of his life in a hospital, Jordan’s doctors
determined that he was well enough to live in his home. However, neither the
federal or provincial government wanted pay for the home care Jordan required
to return to his family in his home community. After spending over two more
years in hospital while the provincial and the federal government argued over
who should pay for his home care, Jordan died in hospital in 2005.

Following Jordan’s death, Parliament unanimously adopted a resolution aiming
to prevent children from being harmed by jurisdictional disputes between
governments. This resolution, called Jordan's Principle, directs the government
that is first asked to fund a service to do so until the jurisdictional dispute is
resolved. This prevents First Nations children, and particularly those with
disabilities, from being denied services available to children living off reserve.
The Government of Canada is currently taking steps to implement the
resolution. Some provinces have also partially implemented Jordan's Principle in
the area of children with complex medical needs.
1
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The implementation of Jordan’s Principle is an important step towards the
equality rights of First Nations people with disabilities living on reserves. If fully
implemented, the resolution will allow some of Canada’s most vulnerable
people with disabilities to have equal access to all government services.
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Home Support and Persons with Disabilities
By
Mary Ennis1

Only a few decades ago, many persons with disabilities were hidden away from
the public eye, institutionalized, disempowered, pitied, and/or taken care of.
Many were abused, and few were supported to enjoy full citizenship rights.

Today, persons with disabilities and policy makers envision a society in which
persons with disabilities are active and participating citizens. They recognize
too, that to make this so, many persons with disabilities require some sort of
disability‐related support to enable them to be part of that vision. One of the
critical factors for facilitating that vision for many persons with disabilities has
been and continues to be, home support services.

Today there are both formal (paid) and informal (unpaid) systems of home
support. Depending on jurisdictional policies, home support services can be
moved from the home to community, to work place, to school. For many, home
support services are still restricted to the home environment. Some provinces
or territories offer direct funding as an option; and in those cases, persons with
disabilities can receive their home support services in other locations like the
ones mentioned.

Home support enables citizens with disabilities to engage in social, economic,
and political activities. It supports them to study, work, volunteer, have families
and friends, travel, and most importantly, live in their homes instead of an
institution. Home support enables many recipients to reassess their goals in life
and have higher expectations of their potential. Home support helps ensure
personal safety and protect emotional health. It is certainly a determinant of
health and of quality of life.
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Another highlight of home support services is the role it plays in supporting
persons with disabilities to engage in policy making decisions. Their lived
experiences put persons with disabilities in a unique position to provide
valuable perspectives on how policy can impact their lives. And over the years,
government officials have come to recognize that expertise and to provide
opportunities for persons with disabilities to engage in consultation and other
policy processes. For many individuals, this would not be possible if home
support services were unavailable.

The positive impact of home support services on the life of the individual are
clear, but a lot remains to be done to ensure equitable and sufficient supports
are in place for those who need them. While much has been accomplished,
Government and community must be vigilant in pursuing effective monitoring
of, and continuing enhancements to, home support services in Canada.
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In Unison: A Canadian Approach to Disability Issues
By
Sherri Torjman1

A primary objective of the disability community is to promote the inclusion of
persons with disabilities. Inclusion means that all citizens are able to participate
to the best of their ability in all aspects of community life  whether they are
children attending community programs or child care facilities, learning at
school or playing in the park; young people attending school or seeking to join
sports, cultural and social events; or adults pursuing training, postsecondary
education, employment or volunteer opportunities.

Inclusion is promoted through barrier‐free environments that remove obstacles
to participation. Inclusion is also made possible through policies that ensure
equal access to generic programs and services.

But even with barrier‐free design and generic programs and services, there will
always be individuals who require extra assistance. There will always be a need
for specific measures to help offset the cost of disability, facilitate integration
into the paid labour market and enable participation in all aspects of Canadian
society.

These principles of citizenship and inclusion comprised the foundation of the
federal‐provincial/territorial vision paper, In Unison: A Canadian Approach to
Disability Issues. In Unison was published in 1998 by the Federal‐
Provincial/Territorial Ministers Responsible for Social Services. The
commitment to its principles was reinforced in a follow‐up report, In Unison
2000: Persons with Disabilities in Canada.

In Unison described three core building blocks  disability supports,
employment and income  in which changes must be made to promote
inclusion. Each of the three building blocks identified a set of core objectives
and associated policy directions for implementation by the federal and
1
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provincial/territorial governments. Prop osals includeed ensuring grreater access
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Th
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are intrinsicallyy linked. Availability of andd access to diisability supports are
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to achieve thesse goals.
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Towards the Democratic Codevelopment
of Disability Policies
By
Yves Vaillancourt,1 LAREPPS‐CRISES, UQAM

As a researcher and citizen, I have been interested in social policy for forty
years. However, it is only during the past fifteen years that I have had the
opportunity to study disability policy. This began when I had the privilege of
conducting research in partnership with the FOHM (Fédération des OSBL
d’habitation de Montréal) on innovative social housing practices involving
community support aimed at socially and economically vulnerable persons.

When I study emerging social policies these days, I often ask myself if they were
built solely by the state, or whether they were codeveloped democratically as a
result of a true cooperation between the state (both elected officials and public
administrators) and a diversity of actors involved in civil society, most notably
the very citizens experiencing social difficulties that the social policy is targeting
and who have lent their support to associations in order to be heard. This is
what I call the participation of citizens in the democratic codevelopment of
public policy and social programs.

When looking back at the body of policies over the past thirty years aimed at
persons with disabilities in Quebec, I consider that this coconstruction was very
present at certain times and less so at others. For example, it was there at the
end of the 1970s during the advent of a series of socio democratic initiatives
launched by the first Parti Québécois government headed by René Lévesque. Of
note among these initiatives are the enactment, in 1978, of the Act to secure
handicapped persons in the exercise of their rights and the creation in 1979 of
the Office des personnes handicapées du Québec (OPHQ). In effect, the genesis
of these initiatives was made possible by a democratic deliberation involving
representatives of the Quebec government, as well as those from the
associative movements that had voiced the demands of persons with disabilities
in public.
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This type of democratic codevelopment in the sphere of disability policy
continued at the start of the 1980s with the development and emergence of the
À part… égale policy of 1984, in a background of welfare state crisis. This was a
visionary policy for persons with disabilities that was endorsed by the
government after having been developed by the OPHQ in close collaboration
with the associative movement of persons with disabilities.

During the years that followed, the À part… égale policy has remained a
powerful source of inspiration. However, it seems to me that the practice of
codevelopment has waned somewhat since the 1980s. Granted, on the
discourse front, it must be noted that, over the past fifteen years, Quebec state
policy regarding persons with disabilities has been deemed to be on the cutting
edge internationally. These policies have also succeeded in incorporating the
principles, values and terminology of associations of persons with disabilities.
Nonetheless, in terms of concrete procedures, the expected benefits of unveiled
reforms have yet to materialize.

It is possible to explain these policy gaps by identifying several responsibilities
that pertain to governments and political parties. However, it would also be
desirable to critically reflect on the responsibilities inherent in civil society and
the associative movement of persons with disabilities. We speak of
“movement” in the singular; however we all know very well that, concretely, the
associative movement has, in fact, evolved to be a very fragmented plurality
that reflects the distinctiveness of various disabilities.

Personally, I think that we have for too long been ensconced in a sterile debate
regarding the distinction between community organizations involved in rights
advocacy and those that provide services. However, in reality, out of the 1,300
surveyed community organizations (please see the Lucie Dumais article), a large
number of these organizations are involved in both rights advocacy and the
provision of alternative services. Fundamentally, I think that these two missions
are necessary. A new social policy model that seeks to enlist the participation of
citizen‐users requires the involvement of the third cooperative and associative
sector. Otherwise, disability social policy will remain encumbered by what we
at the LAREPPS call neoprovidentialism and social‐statism.
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Nearly 30 Years of Disability Statistics
By
Cameron Crawford1

I’ve been working in the field of disability since the mid‐1970s. For much of that
time I have conducted or supervised a range of research projects on disability,
human rights and social inclusion. Thinking back to when I first started working
with major statistical data sets I was initially quite surprised – and pleasantly so.
This was when I was first introduced to the Health and Activity Limitation Survey
(HALS) of 1986. HALS was based on a recommendation of the landmark
Obstacles report, which was produced in 1981 for the House of Commons by
the Special Parliamentary Committee on the Disabled and the Handicapped. As
the outcome of the Committee taking comprehensive stock of the challenges
facing Canadians with disabilities, Obstacles noted that there was a lack of
national data concerning people with disabilities. The Committee directed
Statistics Canada, through Recommendation 113, “to give a high priority to the
development and implementation of a long‐term strategy which will generate
comprehensive data on disabled persons in Canada”. That led to the creation
of a national database on disability that began as the Canadian Health and
Disability Survey of 1983 and 1984. HALS was launched after the Census of 1986
and gathered a tremendous wealth of information about the personal
characteristics of people with disabilities including the nature and severity of
their disabilities, their education and employment situation, the human and
other disability supports needed in a variety of social and economic contexts,
their income and the barriers they face to full social and economic participation.
It was a fascinating privilege to be able to work with such a rich and diverse
source of information. In 1991 HALS was conducted again and this time it
gathered even more information.

Due to federal budget constraints, HALS was not conducted after the Census of
1996 so we had only fragmentary glimpses of how people with disabilities were
doing following the recession of the early 1990s and following the major
changes to the federal employment, health and welfare and other ‘systems’
around disability in the early‐ through mid‐1990s. Following a consultation in
2000 by then Human Resources Development Canada, which prioritized the
1
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data needs of the disability community, the successor to HALS – the
Participation and Activity Limitation Survey (PALS) – was launched in 2001. It
gathered much the same kinds of information as HALS. At about the same time,
Statistics Canada began using a more consistent approach to flagging people
with disabilities in other major surveys such as the Census, surveys on health,
literacy, employment and income. PALS was rerun following the Census of 2006,
which again yielded an enormous wealth of detailed information for ‘mining’ by
policy analysts, government officials, think tanks, NGOs and academics.

Minister Diane Finley of Human Resources and Skills Development Canada
recently took the decision to cancel PALS and to adopt a different data
gathering strategy concerning people with disabilities. While what we had was
not perfect, it was very good and was looked to internationally as an impressive
approach to gathering and disseminating data and analysis on the social and
economic situation of more than one in seven Canadians. People with
disabilities had been actively involved in the design of HALS and PALS, which
reflected the information needs and insights into disability of this community. It
is early going so difficult to tell how the new approach will work out. It will
involve tapping into a variety of surveys for the information they contain about
people with and without disabilities. Testing of the new approach is currently
underway and initial results look promising. It is to be hoped that the new
approach will deliver on the Minister’s commitment to her department’s
developing a new data collection strategy that will yield more “timely,
responsive and flexible” data, and that is more “efficient and inclusive.” It is also
to be hoped that the new approach will fulfill the information and analytical
needs of governments, NGOs, academics and other researchers at the
provincial/territorial level and will enable Canada to effectively deliver on its
human rights monitoring and reporting obligations under the UN Convention on
the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
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Disability and Immigration: A Double Issue
By
Luciana Soave1 and Teresa Peñafiel2

In 1978, the Quebec government founded the l’Office des personnes
handicapées and enacted An Act to Secure the Handicapped in the Exercise of
their Rights.

Thirty years ago, in 1981, the associative movement was viewed favourably by
the Quebec government, which started to fund associations of persons with
disabilities. Several such associations were created at the end of the 1970s and
at the start of the 1980s.

Given that 1981 had been declared the International Year of Persons with
Disabilities by the United Nations, the Quebec government planned a
socioeconomic conference on the condition of persons with
disabilities. Provincial and federal associations were invited to the summit,
during which their leaders decided to create a coalition, now known as
COPHAN, of which the new Multi‐Ethnic Association for the Integration of
Persons with Disability (AMEIPH) was a founding member.

In 1981, three couples of ethnocultural origins – all parents of a child with a
disability – bonded for support and to consider how existing services could be
adapted to provide support to both ethnocultural persons with a disability and
their parents.

The creation of the AMEIPH provided visibility to this minority amongst
minorities that was until then – and often still is – “inVISIBLE”. The AMEIPH has,
during its thirty years of existence, worked tirelessly to inform and sensitize
1
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public and community based service organizations on the specific needs of
persons experiencing difficulties integrating in a new country as a result of their
disability, a language barrier, or being unaware of specialized services.

The existence of persons with a disability linked to immigration no longer needs
to be proven in Quebec, given that sensitization efforts continue to be a priority
and the demand for training from the AMEIPH remains high. This serves as a
reminder to the community of persons living with a disability that the gains
made during the previous three decades are still fragile and warrant constant
protection.

The recognition of the existence of the “Disability and Immigration” issue
enabled the AMEIPH to be invited for preparatory work and to take part in the
World Conference against Racism that was held in Durban, South Africa in 2001.
It was the only NGO to present on the issue of discrimination against persons
with a disability. At the closure of the Conference, the U.N. Secretary‐General
announced the creation of a Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities, which is now a reality. This Convention is not only a major legal
instrument for advocating for the rights of persons with disabilities, but must be
recognized as such and fully utilised.

With this year marking its thirtieth anniversary, the Multi‐Ethnic Association for
the Integration of Persons with Disability can say that it has contributed to the
recognition of a minority that was hitherto ignored and to an issue that
deserved being recognized.
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Mental Health Commission of Canada
By
Chris Summerville1

The World Health Organization indicates that depression is ‘common,’ with 121
million people affected worldwide, describing it as one of the leading causes of
disability across the globe.

Mental health problems and illnesses are also the leading cause of short‐ and
long‐term disability in Canada, with the economic burden of mental disorders in
Canada estimated at $51‐billion per year.

Recognizing the need to address the disturbing facts around mental health
issues in Canada, the federal government announced the creation of the Mental
Health Commission of Canada in March of 2007 as a vehicle to focus national
attention on mental health issues.

The Commission was a key recommendation of Out of the Shadows at Last –
Transforming Mental Health, Mental Illness and Addiction Services in Canada.
Released in 2006 by then‐Senator Michael Kirby and the Senate Committee on
Social Affairs, Science and Technology, Out of the Shadows was Canada’s first‐
ever and largest‐ever national report on mental health.

Canada is presently the only G8 country without a mental health strategy, a fact
that is central to the Commission’s mandate.

The development of a Mental Health Strategy for Canada is now well underway,
with a set of strategic directions for transforming the mental health systems in
Canada identified.

1
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While the Mental Health Strategy for Canada progresses, the Mental Health
Commission of Canada has also been tackling the issues of homelessness,
mental health awareness and stigma associated with mental illness. The
Commission identified these as important issues for improving the lives of
people living with a mental illness and has developed projects focused on
addressing them.

At Home / Chez Soi, the MHCC’s national research project investigating mental
health and homelessness, is currently housing 1,325 people at homes in five
cities throughout the country. The project is pursuing research on the most
effective strategies to help our most vulnerable citizens.

The Commission is also educating Canadians, with more than 40,000 people
now trained in Mental Health First Aid across the country to help them detect
signs and symptoms of mental illness in friends, family, colleagues at work and
others.

Opening Minds, the Commission’s anti‐stigma initiative, is the largest stigma
reduction effort in Canadian history. We are all aware that stigma is a major
barrier preventing people from seeking help. We have already learned though
Opening Minds that Canadians feel it is harder living with the stigma of mental
illness than with the illness itself, leading to discrimination and loss of the
support networks that are important to recovery.

Opening Minds is building a national network of consumers, stakeholders and
professionals, evaluating current anti‐stigma programs and building a research
knowledge base that will be shared so that everyone contributes to decreasing
stigma.

MHCC is supporting improved psychological health and safety in the Canadian
workplace, with a voluntary National Standard of Canada for Psychological
Health and Safety in the Workplace being developed to provide organizations
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with the tools to achieve measurable improvement in employee mental well‐
being.

We are also seeing an increase in action and support for mental health, with
Canadians becoming more and more aware of the fact that ignoring mental
health is detrimental to individuals and families, as well as our society and
economy as a whole.

Canadian companies such as Bell, RBC, Great‐West Life and Canada Post, are
investing millions of dollars to raise awareness. Governments across the country
are also addressing mental health in more meaningful ways with new strategies
and investments.

Progress is being made in changing attitudes about the disability of mental
health, but there is still much work to be done.
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A Missed
d Wedding, a Laandmarkk Protestt and a LLegal Vicctory
By
ne Peters1
Yvonn

On
n October 31,, 1980, I arrived in Ottawa ready to parrticipate in a w
weekend
me
eeting of the National Cou
uncil of the Cooalition of Pro
ovincial Organizations of
the Handicappe
ed (COPOH) (now known aas the Counciil of Canadian
ns with
Disabilities). I attended
a
this meeting undder much pro test from myy family. My
sisster was getting married, and
a here I waas, choosing to
o miss her weedding so I
co
ould discuss th
he Constitutio
on and the in clusion of dissability rights.

w a relatively new memb
ber to the Couuncil. But I w
was outraged by the lack off
I was
leggal protection
n for the hum
man rights of ppersons with disabilities an
nd was
therefore eager to work with my colleaguues to correct this injustice.

Much of our Co
ouncil discusssion that wee kend focused
d on the federal
go
overnment an
nd how to shaake its refusall to consider tthe inclusion of persons
wiith disabilitiess in the propo
osed Constituutional Charteer of Rights an
nd Freedoms.
Eaarlier that fall,, Prime Minister Trudeau cconvened Parrliament to co
onsider a
resolution askin
ng the British Parliament tto patriate the British Nortth American
Acct. He propossed that part 1 of the Act ccontain a Chaarter that wou
uld provide
Co
onstitutional protection
p
off the Rights annd Freedoms of persons livving in
Caanada. Of parrticular intere
est to personss with disabilities was the Charter's
"non‐discriminaation" clause.

Th
his clause guaranteed equaality and prohhibited discrim
mination on a number of
gro
ounds. Howe
ever, there was no mentioon of disabilityy. Our drive tto have this
claause expande
ed was supported by a resoolution passeed at COPOH's first nationaal
co
onference. Th
he resolution called for Meembers of Parliament to su
upport the
en
ntrenchment of the human
n rights of perrsons with ph
hysical disabillities in any
ne
ew constitutio
on. We amended our posittion to includ
de mental disaability when
we
e partnered with
w the Canaadian Associattion of the M
Mentally Retarrded, now thee
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to the Co
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ba
Yvonne
Human
n Rights Commisssion, a co‐investtigator in a Com
mmunity‐Univers ity Research Alliiance project en
ntitled Disabling
Povertyy/Enabling Citize
enship.
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Canadian Association for Community Living (CACL). We started with physical
disability, but we recognized the need to include mental disability.

Prior to the Council meeting, COPOH flooded Members of Parliament with
telegrams and letters urging them to include disability in the nondiscrimination
clause. Unfortunately, just days before the Council meeting, a special advisor to
Jean Chrétien, the then Minister of Justice, advised COPOH, that only grounds
"that have been long recognized" and which do not require "substantial
qualification" would be included in a nondiscrimination clause. Disability, he
said, did not fit this criteria.

Council members were alarmed and dismayed by this response, and thus we
spent much of our time discussing and debating how to get our message of
inclusion taken much more seriously.. We finally settled on the need to publicly
demonstrate our concern and frustration at being left out of the Constitution‐
making process. Consequently, instead of returning home to our families and
jobs that Sunday evening, we gathered in an Ottawa hotel room to organize the
details of a public demonstration, prepare protest signs, and devise a media
strategy.
On Monday, November 3rd, 1980, 14 members of COPOH demonstrated on
Parliament Hill, chanting slogans and waving signs in an effort to get our
message across to government. We attracted significant media because the
sight of people with a variety of disabilities shouting for their rights was quite a
new concept in Canadian society. Allan Simpson, the then Chair of COPOH, told
an Ottawa newspaper that "coalition members were prepared to take their case
to the United Nations or to ask the British Parliament to delay patriation of the
constitution until their demands were met."

Prior to the protest, I phoned my employer to advise her of my activities. As a
strong human rights activist, she supported my participation. She suggested
that I not be the "first to throw the blood on the steps" so to speak. However,
unknown to me, my protest‐loving guide dog pushed her way to the front and
the next day our picture was splashed across Canada in a number of
newspapers. Fortunately, my employer was very supportive of our cause and I
retained my job.
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Fo
ollowing the demonstratio
d
n Ron Kanaryy (COPOH's Viice Chair) and
d I were asked
d
to extend our stay
s in Ottawaa to engage inn the direct lo
obbying of keey politicians.
Many of the po
oliticians we met
m with weree genuinely in
nterested and
d receptive to
o
ur issue and were
w
obviously trying to m ake sense theemselves as tto how a
ou
Ch
harter would function
f
in th
he Canadian ccontext. At a minimum, ou
o
ur goal was to
ob
btain an invitaation to appear before thee Joint Parliam
mentary Committee,
maandated to co
onvene hearings on the prroposed Consstitution. To tthis end, our
effforts can be deemed
d
a succcess as shorttly after our ttour of Parliam
ment, COPOH
H
received the much sought affter invitationn to appear b
before the Committee to
arggue our case..

ur appearance before the Joint
J
Committtee marked a turning poin
nt for
Ou
CO
OPOH's Consttitutional lobb
by. The publiic protest and
d the appearaance before
the Committee
e gave our issu
ue profile andd credibility. While we maay never know
w
wh
hat prompted the eleventhh hour changee of mind by the
govvernment, it is likely that ffactors such aas supportivee governmentt
rep
presentativess and membe rs of Parliameent, the proclamation of
the
e 1981 International Year oof Persons wiith Disabilitiees and furtherr
thrreats of prote
ests by personns with disabiilities on Parliament Hill, aall
plaayed an influe
ential role in sshifting the ground in favo
our of persons
witth disabilities. Thus, on Ja nuary 28, 19881, the Joint Parliamentarry
Committee on the
t Constitutiion unanimou
usly accepted
d an
am
mendment to the Charter w
which, at longg last, includeed the ground
d
of both "physicaal or mental ddisability" in SSection 15, no
ow known as
e guarantee of
o equality in the Canadiann Charter of R
Rights and
the
Freeedoms.

oking back ovver the past 330 years, I am
m now truly so
orry I missed
Loo
myy sister's wedding. But I sttill feel I madee the right deecision to
atttend that infamous Nationnal Council meeeting back in
n 1980.
Cle
early, our effo
orts helped too achieve a siggnificant legaal victory,
wh
hich marked a new social cconsciousnesss of disability rights. I am
unity to play a small role in
dee
eply honoure
ed to have ha d the opportu
this important victory.
v
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Inclusiion of Diisability Rights in
i the Eq
quality R
Rights Seection off
the Caanadian Charter of Rightts and Frreedoms
By
Jim Derksen1

Th
he Council off Canadians with
w Disabilitiees (CCD) and its allies havee achieved
co
onstitutional protection off the right of persons with disabilities to equal
be
enefit and protection under and beforee the law in C
Canada.

Th
hirty years aggo, Canadianss with disabili ties were witthout specificc
co
onstitutional protection
p
of their rights too equality in the operation
n of Canadian
n
go
overnments and the laws they enacted.. Prime Ministter John Diefenbaker’s Bill
of Rights provid
ded some gen
neral protectiions for Canadians but thiss proved quitte
effective in protecting equ
uality rights o f Canadians in general and
d offered no
ine
specific equality rights prote
ection to perssons with disaabilities. Canaadian and
several provinccial human rigghts statutes ooffered somee protection ffrom
o specific grrounds but thhese did not h
have the consstitutional
disscrimination on
po
ower to overccome the fede
eral and provvincial governments. As reggards
protection from
m discrimination on the baasis of disabiliity, more ofteen than not,
d to the prohiibition of suc h discriminattion only in th
he area of
this was limited
em
mployment an
nd not in the provision of ggoods and seervices.

*

With the repatrriation of the Canadian co nstitution fro
om England th
he door was
op
pen to the ide
ea of embedding a charterr or a bill of rigghts in the co
onstitution,
itsself. Prime Miinister Pierre Trudeau hadd opened discussion aboutt the
po
ossibility of a constitutionaally establisheed set of rightts in Canada eearlier in the
19
980’s. Canadiaans with disab
bilities had w
watched the A
American Rehabilitation
Accts of the early 1970’s improve the stat us of disabled
d persons in A
America
through being interpreted
i
as having quassi‐constitutio
onal power. Disabled
Caanadians begaan to plan strategies to bee included in aany constitutiional rights
leggislation in Caanada.
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When the Joint Committee of the House of Commons and the Senate on the
Constitution of Canada, chaired by the Honourable Jean Chrétien, then
Canadian Minister of Justice, met to hear the views of Canadians, CCD and its
allies presented arguments for the inclusion of physical and mental disabilities
in the equality rights section of the Charter. CCD also coordinated a night
telegram campaign urging all parties to support the inclusion of disability in the
Charter. Fortuitously, CCD’s national coordinator had been seconded to the
House of Commons Committees Branch as special advisor to the all party
Special Committee on the Handicapped and Disabled. This committee was
persuaded to make a preliminary report to the House of Commons
recommending, “Should it be the will of Parliament to entrench Human Rights in
a patriated Constitution, your Committee believes that full and equal protection
should be provided for persons with physical or mental handicaps.” The
members of this Special Committee on the Handicapped and Disabled then
undertook a consistent and committed lobby in each of their respective party
caucuses for party support of this recommendation. The opposition New
Democratic and Progressive Conservative parties were quick to support the
recommendation but the governing Liberal party was more difficult to convince.

The deliberations of the Joint House of Commons and Senate Committee on the
Constitution were live broadcast by satellite across Canada and CCD
representatives (in particular those with visible disabilities) were ever present as
audience members behind the elected members of the committee to remind
the committee and indeed all of Canada of the importance of disability rights in
the Charter. Eventually, a federal government constitutional lawyer met with
CCD’s national coordinator to understand how constitutional equality rights for
disabled Canadians could be implemented. Chief Commissioner Gordon
Fairweather of the Canadian Human Rights Commission also intervened at the
eleventh hour by private discussion with government officials to ensure that
Canadians with mental disabilities would also be included in the equality rights
section of the Charter. Early in 1981, the Honourable Jean Chrétien announced
that the governing liberal party would also support the inclusion of disability
rights in the charter.
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CCD's Role in Shaping Charter Equality
By
David Baker1

The disabled community, led by CCD, had worked hard to ensure that disability
was included amongst the groups enumerated in the equality rights clause in
the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. And so a great experiment was begun.
Believe it or not, even as the Charter became the supreme law of Canada, there
was not yet a consensus about what Charter equality meant and how it would
be applied in actual cases. Almost anything was possible.

In the United States equality rights under the Bill of Rights had been limited to
formal discrimination involving hatred and animosity between groups. Many,
including most legal academics, assumed that this was all that was
contemplated by the Canadian equality clause. If this assumption proved correct
the Charter would have had the same negligible impact on the day to day reality
of Canadians with disabilities as the Bill of Rights has had for Americans.

CCD had begun its work of intervening in human rights cases before the
Supreme Court of Canada a few years before the first Charter equality case was
argued there. Planning far ahead, its leadership had already recognized and
accepted that real equality could transform how people with disabilities were
perceived and treated. Meaning was attached to the words "equal benefit of
the law" as it invited the Court apply a meaning of discrimination that took
direct aim at the barriers that served to isolate and disadvantage persons with
disabilities. Why shouldn't persons with disabilities gain equal benefit from
education, transportation and social programs? Why shouldn't employers be
compelled to find inclusive ways of performing work that opens doors for
persons with disabilities. The Court accepted CCD's invitation and interpreted
human rights law as redressing discriminatory effects, regardless of the
motivation of those responsible. It made sure that when the first disability cases
came along the law was ready.

1

David Baker was CCD’s counsel in the Andrews case and many other important cases, such as VIA Rail. CCD made
David an Honourary Member of the organization.
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By so doing the Court created a kind of substantive equality that was
distinctively Canadian and had the potential to challenge the formal kind of
equality applied by courts south of the border.

CCD formed a working group composed of some of its most forward thinking
members to discuss the kind of Charter equality that would work best for
persons with disabilities. It quickly became apparent that the best possible
option was to convince the Court that substantive equality, as reflected in its
recent human rights jurisprudence was the way to go. But how to convince it to
go there?

The Committee's members recognized that it would take some time before
Charter disability cases started to come before the Court. As with the human
rights cases, it decided to waste no time in finding a way to share their dream of
persons with disabilities entitled by the Charter to enjoy equal opportunity and
equal benefit from all branches of government at every level. It decided to
intervene in the first Charter equality case to come before the Court: Andrews v
The Law Society of British Columbia. Improbably the case concerned whether
non‐citizens could become lawyers. Undaunted CCD's leaders said the
perspective of persons with disabilities must be amongst those heard when that
first case gets argued.

CCD understood that other equality seeking groups were also interested in how
the Court decided this first case. Emissaries were dispatched to share CCD's
dream and to see if ways could be found to present a united front. Remarkably
these groups were respectful of the work CCD had done and its willingness to
work collaboratively. The results were very positive. Groups came around to
recognizing that the substantive equality aimed at overcoming unintended as
well as intended barriers worked well for all. As a consequence, there ended up
being great commonalities in the positions interveners, including CCD,
presented to the Court.

The Court listened respectfully to the arguments made on behalf of the
communities who had worked so hard to ensure that there was a Charter in the
first place. It was pleased to learn that the model of equality it had recently
applied in human rights cases found favour with CCD and other equality seeking
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gro
oups. It careffully examined the Americ an alternativ e and found iit inadequatee
to the task Canadians had se
et for their Chharter.

Ho
opefully the disabled
d
comm
munity will neever forget how influentiaal CCD was
throughout thiss process. Som
mething transsformative w
was accomplisshed by a
edicated group of people who
w ably servved their com
mmunity.
de

While the Courrt's approach to equality h as wavered o
over the yearss, and there
haave been disappointments, it is heartenning to watch as the Court has recently
retturned to And
drews as the source of whhat is meant b
by equality. Itt got it right
the first time, and
a disabled people
p
have ggained ever ssince.

Th
he rest of the world has an
n interesting pperspective o
on what CCD aaccomplished
d.
Th
here is great respect
r
for Caanadian Chartter cases amo
ongst personss in all cornerrs
of the world wh
ho follow the impact the laaw has had o
on the lives off persons with
h
e should pay heed
h
to what they have to
o tell us and taake some
dissabilities. We
satisfaction from what was accomplished
a
d back then, w
without for a moment
ns to be donee.
forgetting how much remain

VIA RAIL Case
Suprem
me Court of Canaada
Seated
d: Paul Claude Bérubé,
B
Mary Loouise Dickson, M
Mark Brose, Traci Walters,
Pat Danforth,, David Shannonn
Standingg: Joe Foster, Janice MacNamarra, David Baker, JJohn Rae.
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The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities:
A New Era of Disability Rights
By
Anna MacQuarrie1

Every movement, every generation, every struggle for justice has defining
moments. For the disability community, the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) is one of those moments. Not just for the
history it represents but for what it will mean for generations to come. Not just
for what it is but for the potential impact it has to make real and meaningful
difference – not just for persons with disabilities and families but also for
governments and communities.

It’s not everyday the United Nations crafts an international human rights treaty.
The CRPD is the first human rights treaty of the 21st Century. It was also the
fastest negotiation of a human rights treaty in UN history and the first time in
UN history that the voices and lived experience of people and organizations
directly affected by a Convention have been actively involved in its development
and negotiation.

UN Conventions and international human rights laws, are often, and quite
reasonably, seen as the domain of legal experts and legal minds. Yet, with the
development of the CRPD we saw, both in theory and practice, that this
Convention did not belong exclusively to the legal domain. The participatory
nature of the development and negotiation of the CRPD put a name and a face
to the exclusion persons with disabilities and their families face around the
world. It was the voice and lived experience of persons with disabilities, families
and disability organizations that was seen as the necessary expertise brought to
bear on this Convention. From the outset, the CRPD belonged to all of us.

1

Anna MacQuarrie is the Director of Policy and Programs for the Canadian Association for Community Living. She has
a Masters degree in Human Rights, from the University of Essex. She has worked with the Canadian Association for
Community Living for the past 7 years with a domestic and international focus on the rights of persons with
intellectual disabilities and their families. She worked actively on the development of the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and calling for Canada’s ratification. She works with other disability
organizations and government partners on making the CRPD real and meaningful for people with disabilities and
families.
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In many ways, the negotiations brought the world together to talk about
disability. It brought understanding and perspective on the lived experience of
disability to government delegations and disability organizations alike. It
provided space for the disability community to come together on issues that
had previously been divisive and to develop common positions on critical
articles. The unprecedented level of collaboration taught all of us that working
together works better – for everyone. Collaboration wasn’t always easy but we
learned in the negotiations that working through tough issues together moved
the CRPD forward.

As a result, the CRPD understands disability and disability rights differently. The
CRPD is anchored in a social model of disability that sees disability as a set of
barriers external to an individual. Further, it marks a shift in understanding
human rights in isolation to seeing their realization within a context of
development and cooperation. Rights are made real in our communities and
this convention clearly lays out where and how rights based violations have
occurred and what needs to be done to make rights real and meaningful. The
CRPD is not simply a listing of entitlements but a road map for change.
Canada’s imprint on the CRPD is substantial and substantive. Uniquely Canadian
concepts – like inclusive education and supported decision‐making – are now,
for the first time, entrenched in international law. The leadership from
Canada’s delegation and the Canadian disability community on Article 12 will
have – and already is having – resounding impact around the world. Sustained
leadership from Canada is needed to ensure the CRPD is interpreted and
implemented progressively.

Moving forward, I argue the CRPD gives us the next evolution of “Nothing About
Us Without Us”, the powerful slogan of the disability community that demanded
the voice of people with disabilities be heard on disability issues. The CRPD
gives us “Nothing About Us Without Us” version 2.0. The CRPD goes beyond a
traditional approach to disability. It recognizes that it’s not enough to say that
people with disabilities and disability organizations should be involved in
disability issues. The CRPD is about making sure the voice of people with
disabilities is incorporated in all we do: Education policy; health care policy;
employment policy; foreign policy.
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Canada ratified the CRPD on March 11, 2010. On that day, Canada turned a
corner on disability rights. The CRPD ushers in a new era of disability rights. It is
up to all of us – disability organizations, governments, communities, partners
and allies – to claim this defining moment and to breathe life and meaning into
the CRPD. It is up to all of us to ensure that 30 years from now, when we reflect
back on this moment, we can say that a human rights framework informed by
the voices, perspectives and lived experience of persons with disabilities and
families made all the difference.
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Up to the
t Basiics: The Right to
o Decide
By
e McCallum1
Dulcie

Th
hinking back, I am amazed by what the disability com
mmunity in Caanada has
acchieved duringg the last 30 years.
y
While many inequiities continuee to plague th
he
daaily lives of pe
eople with dissabilities, on tthe occasion of End Exclussion 2011, I
wo
ould like to fo
ocus on a majjor achievemeent. Thirty yeears ago, I beegan work forr
a committee
c
off self‐advocattes who intervvened in the Re Eve case in the
Su
upreme Courtt of Canada. This
T marked tthe first time a group of peeople labeled
inttellectually diisabled intervvened in theirr own right in
n Canada’s higghest Court.
Tw
wenty‐five yeaars ago the decision camee down unanim
mously suppo
orting the
po
osition advancced by the co
ommittee; no n‐therapeuticc sterilization
n ‐ never. It
waas a landmarkk case: the law
w recognizingg that people who had beeen
maarginalized an
nd disenfrancchised could sspeak for themselves.

Fast forward th
hree decades and I am a noon‐governmeent delegate ffor Canada
alo
ong with Stevve Estey at the United Natiions [UN] to d
draft the UN Convention o
on
the Rights of Peeople with Dissabilities [“Coonvention”]. There I witneessed another
ward to ensurre everyone’ss right to self‐‐determinatio
on. There
maajor leap forw
we
ere many synchronistic mo
oments at thee UN. One w
was when Canada was given
the lead by the Chair on disccussions arouund Article 122 – Equal reco
ognition
efore the law.. This role refflected the coollective stellaar reputation
n for
be
achievements made
m
by perssons with disaabilities, advo
ocacy organizations,
paarents, friendss and some governments. These includ
ded the inclussion of
co
onstitutional protection
p
forr mental and physical disaability in the eequality
section of the Canadian
C
Cha
arter of Rightss and Freedom
ms, progress on institutingg
uty to accomm
modate, landm
mark cases suuch as Re Evee, major advances in
du
incclusive educaation, ban on institutionalizzation, lead in supported eemployment,,
an
nd the Justin Clarke
C
case an
nd the rejectiion of the guaardianship mo
odel.

Eaarly in the neggotiations a critical issue a rose about process. Somee countries
[Sttate Parties] objected
o
to th
he intense invvolvement no
on‐governmeent advocacy
1

Initiallly trained as a Registered
R
Nurse
e [1970], Dulcie McCallum gaineed a Bachelor of Law from the U
University of
Victoria. During her work
w
as a barriste
er and as a consu
ultant, Ms. McCaallum’s principal focus has been
n on the
constittutional and hum
man rights of peo
ople with disabillities. She sits ass vice‐presidentt of the NS Assocciation for
Community Living.
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organizations were insisting upon. The custom at the UN is for countries to draft
international instruments largely on their own terms with minimal involvement
of civil society. When some countries began to resist the idea of an inclusive
process, Canada along with others took a firm stand on the involvement of civil
society and supported their full participation: honouring their slogan nothing
about us without us. This turned out to be the critical factor in the brilliant
design of the Convention’s text; it was conceived of and drafted largely by
people who themselves have a disability.

This was history in the making – people with disabilities themselves being
wholly included in the process of drafting an international instrument. Ironically
the most excluded group of people in society became the most included in the
history of the UN; a process which encouraged advocates to express ideas,
proposals, solutions, hopes and dreams and have them woven into the text. It
was just short of a miracle; an inclusive process to develop a Convention for
persons with disabilities that had as its paramount goal to make our world a
more inclusive one.

A cornerstone provision revolved around the capacity of people to be able to
benefit from the guarantee rights and freedoms. At the end of the negotiations,
Article 12 remained a bone of contention for many States Parties. It reads:
1. States parties reaffirm that persons with disabilities have the right to
recognition everywhere as persons before the law.
2. States Parties shall recognize that persons with disabilities enjoy legal
capacity on an equal basis with others in all aspects of life.
3. States Parties shall take appropriate measures to provide access by
persons with disabilities to the support they may require in exercising
their legal capacity.

In the final moments of the negotiations, it boiled down to whether Article 12
could be agreed upon and thus included in the Convention. The critical point
was this: in order to exercise a right whether it be the right to vote, to have
access to housing or employment, on an equal basis with others – do you have
to be recognized as having the capacity to exercise that right? If Article 12 had
been lost it would have meant many millions world‐wide would have been
considered persons before the law but would not be considered able to have
the capacity to act. The result would be most of the other rights embedded in
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the Convention
n would have been rendereed meaningleess because some people
ould be considered incompetent to ma ke their own choices; for eexample
wo
wh
here to live and with whom
m or where too work and w
what sports to
o play. In the
en
nd, Article 12 passed. The Article requirres all countrries to recogn
nize that all
pe
ersons have fu
ull legal capaccity in all aspeects of life an
nd to fulfill theeir duty to
provide the sup
pports people
e require in exxercising theiir legal capacity –
equently referred to as “su
upported deccision making.” Hailed as a huge victoryy,
fre
Arrticle 12 happ
pened because a host of addvocates, fam
mily and friend
ds from
Caanada in conccert with man
ny others of thhe over 400 n
non‐government groups
registered at th
he UN made itt happen. Whhile it took thirty years, Ree Eve began a
process that cu
ulminated in the
t Conventioon sanctifyingg the fundameental
gu
uarantee of evvery person’ss right to deci de.

Dulcie McCalllum, Steve Esteyy and Ambassaddor John McNeee
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Reflections on the Court Challenges Program of Canada
By
Ken Norman1

Thirty three years ago a funding program for minority language litigation was
established. In 1985, when the equality rights section of the Charter came into
effect, the federal government was persuaded that equality seekers needed the
same sort of program. This program was shelved in 1992 only to be reinstituted
in 1994. On September 25, 2006, it was again shut down though it had twice
easily passed muster in independent evaluations. The most recent such report
said:

Since its inception, the Program has supported many cases that have made an
important contribution to constitutional law. Many important constitutional
cases would not have proceeded without financial support from the Program. …
The importance of the Program’s financial assistance on cases is undisputed.
Many of the Program’s applicants would have been unable to mount their
challenges or conduct their consultations without the Program’s support.

As the Canadian Bar Association’s appointee to the board of directors of the
Court Challenges Program, I am proud of the stance taken by the CBA on the
eve of the shut down. A resolution passed at its annual meeting on August 13,
2006, notes that the CBA “...is a long‐time supporter of the Court Challenges
Program and has worked actively to ensure its continued viability, expansion
and renewal...” The Resolution stands on the proposition that “...the Court
Challenges Program provides a vital role in increasing access to justice for
marginalized and vulnerable groups and makes a unique and important
contribution to democratic values and citizenship...” The Resolution further
asserts that “…the Court Challenges Program contributes to Canada’s capacity
to fulfill its obligations under international human rights instruments as
recognized by the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights and others…”

1

Ken Norman is a Professor of Law and a Court Challenges Program Board Member appointed by the Canadian Bar
Association.
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On March 9, 2007, the UN Committee under the Convention on the Elimination
of Racial Discrimination stated:

The Committee recommends that the State party [Canada] take
the necessary measures to ensure access to justice for all
persons within its jurisdiction without discrimination. In this
connection, the Committee urges the State party to reinstate
the Court Challenges Program, or devise a functional
replacement mechanism with equivalent effect, as a matter of
priority.

In June of 2008, the federal government restored the official languages portion
of the program by establishing the Language Rights Support Program. As for
vulnerable equality seekers, it is ‘back to the future’. They are where they were
thirty years ago – on their own.
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Disability Rights: Coming of Age at the United Nations
By
Steve Estey1

It takes a long time to clear security at the UN headquarters these days. But
after waiting nearly eight years for the moment, I was in no rush on March 11,
2010. This was the day that, with UN Secretary‐General Ban Ki‐moon as witness,
the Government of Canada took the final step towards ratifying the new UN
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD); and I had a
ringside seat!

As I stood there proudly watching our Foreign Minister, the Hon. Lawrence
Cannon, hand over the formal articles of ratification to the Secretary‐General, I
was filled with a sense of joy, a sense of history, and a feeling of optimism for
the future of people with disabilities in Canada and all over the world.

This was a true moment of history for the disability movement. Ours has been
described as the last civil rights movement. On Thursday, March 11, 2010, in the
presence of the Secretary‐General, we finally came of age.

Between 2002 and 2006 representatives from over 100 governments, and
hundreds more civil society organizations, came together over many weeks to
draft and negotiate this new treaty, which people with disabilities have been
seeking for more than a quarter of a century. It guarantees us the same basic
human rights as other people have, including for example, the right to life, the
right to education, and the right to freedom from torture or unlawful
confinement.

In December of 2006, the UN General Assembly adopted the Treaty and on
March 30, 2007 it was opened for UN Member States to sign and ratify. Canada
was among the first countries in the world to sign the treaty that day.
Organizations of people with disabilities worked to ensure ratification by
1

Steve Estey is the Chairperson of CCD’s International Development Committee and he was a member of the
Canadian delegation which worked on the wording of the Convention at the UN.
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Caanada. Ratification is the final signal thaat governmen
nts at all levells are in
co
ompliance and
d prepared to
o be bound byy the new treeaty.

Why does this matter?
m
Glob
bally the Worlld Health Orgganization esttimates there
are 650 million people with disabilities, w
while in Canad
da we know tthere are oveer
four million of us
u or 14.3 % of
o our populaation.

Th
he CRPD is built on the fundamental be lief that disab
bled people h
have exactly
the same rightss as everyone
e else: no morre and no lesss. The treaty is an attemptt
byy UN memberrs to breathe life into this iidea.

It speaks,
s
for exxample, abou
ut the right peeople with dissabilities havee to be
tre
eated equallyy and not to be
b discriminatted against. FFine words, to
o be sure, butt
wh
hat do they mean
m
in practiice? The CRPD
D says that in
n order to be fully equal,
dissabled people
e have a rightt to expect a rreasonable accommodatio
on, to ensuree,
for example, th
hat they can attend
a
school or access meedical servicees. This is a
co
oncept well‐de
eveloped by Canadian
C
law
w.

Th
hese conceptss and the laws needed to bbring them to
o life offer treemendous
ho
ope for disabled people the
e world over and Canada'ss ratification of the treaty
sends a strong signal that we support thee approach bo
oth domesticcally and
intternationally..

Tracci Walters, Hon. Lawrence Cannoon, Bendina Mil ler and Steve Esstey
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A Voice Like No Other: Ours
O
By
e Driedger1
Diane

In 1981, the Un
nited Nations Internationa l Year of Disaabled Personss, there
exxisted a voice of people witth disabilitiess. It had been increasing its volume
sin
nce the early 1970s. At thaat time, two oorganizations arose in Saskkatchewan
an
nd Manitoba. People with all kinds of diisabilities, mo
obility and sensory saw
that they had a lot in common as a “peopple”. Society w
wasn’t set up
p for them.
he problem wasn’t
w
what th
he rehab provviders said it w
was. It wasn’tt in them, in
Th
their bodies, waiting to be fiixed by profeessionals. No, society had b
been built
a society diid not seem interested in hearing how
wiithout their participation and
that had happe
ened.

In 1981, the Co
oalition of Pro
ovincial Organnizations of th
he Handicapp
ped (COPOH)
haad been aroun
nd for 6 yearss and it had s pread its mem
mbership cross Canada.
On
ne reporter in
n Ottawa even called COPO
OH “KAPOW”” on the Hill, aas COPOH
representativess talked to Go
overnment abbout access to
o Canadian so
ociety and
a Internationnal Year that was their nam
mesake.
inssisted on partticipation in an
Ind
deed, over th
he next Decad
de COPOH’s reepresentativees were invollved in
go
overnment de
elegations to the
t United Naations, to draaft a World Pllan of Action
for Disabled Pe
ersons, that in
ncluded the v ery heart of tthe disabled p
people’s
ovement: we
e need to be in
nvolved in alll levels of planning about o
our own livess
mo
as people with disabilities. This
T World Plaan of Action eevolved over the years witth
put from COP
POH and its in
nternational ccounterpart, Disabled Peoples’
inp
Intternational (D
DPI) and even
ntually becam
me the UN Con
nvention on tthe Rights of
Pe
ersons with Disabilities, adopted by Cannada in March
h 2010. The C
Convention
bo
oldly states:

which personss with disabilities can
Promote acttively an environment in w
effectively and
a fully partiicipate in the conduct of puublic affairs, without
discriminatio
on and on an
n equal basis w
with others, aand encourag
ge their
participation
n in public afffairs, includinng: . . .

1
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ok
is Living the Edges: A Disabled
D
Women
n's Reader (Inann
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ii. Forming and joining organizations
o
of persons w
with disabilitiees to represen
nt
w disabilitiies at internaational, nationnal, regional a
and local
persons with
levels (Arrticle 29).

In 1981, COPOH
H was a catalyyst in the fou nding of Disaabled Peopless’
DPI) a world voice
v
of peop le with disabilities. In 1980
0, the idea fo
or
Intternational (D
DP
PI was born in
n Winnipeg att the Rehabiliitation International Congress. COPOH
haad planned ah
head. It had a Secretariat aat the Congreess and rented
d space to
en
nable people with
w disabilitiies to meet seeveral times. There, RI den
nied people
wiith disabilitiess the right to have a majorrity voice in th
he running off an
intternational organization co
oncerned witth “fixing” theeir lives. Incen
nsed, the two
o
hu
undred and fiffty disabled persons
p
preseent from 40 co
ountries and all regions off
the world, decided to found its own voicee with the mo
otto, “A Voicee of Our
wn”. Canadians were very involved in t he founding o
of DPI as the Secretariat
Ow
waas in Winnipe
eg and Henry Enns of COPO
OH was the C
Chair of the in
nternational
Ste
eering Comm
mittee. Canadiians have conntinued to be involved in the running off
DP
PI through the
e Development Office andd the World Seecretariat in W
Winnipeg and
d
then in St. John
n’s Newfound
dland.

Ind
deed, 30 yearrs later, our voice
v
enduress. COPOH, now
w the Council of Canadian
ns
wiith Disabilitiess (CCD) has been fortified by strengtheening the reprresentation o
of
pe
eople with all types of disabilities in its sstructure, and
d is a world leeader in
co
onfronting the
e barriers that face personns with disabi lities.

Henry Enns andd Jim Derksen
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The Canadian Disability Rights Movement Goes International
By
Yutta Fricke1

This is the way my former boss Henry Enns told the story:

It was Monday evening, June 23, 1980, Winnipeg, Canada. The atmosphere was
pregnant with excitement… Never before in the history of humanity had
disabled people from all over the world had an opportunity to come together to
share their experiences… One after another they began to tell their stories of
oppression, exclusion and rejection.

Henry was referring to the 1980 Rehabilitation International (RI) Congress held
at the Winnipeg Convention Centre. Back then, RI was one of few international
organizations speaking for persons with disabilities. Among the 4,000
healthcare professionals, government officials, rehabilitation counsellors and
administrators were some 300 disabled people from over 40 different countries.

The overseas guests with disabilities were greeted by Canadians promoting a
common purpose: equal representation of people with disabilities in RI.
Because the United Nations had designated 1981 as the International Year of
the Disabled, it was especially important to revolutionize RI’s medical model
focussing on individual diagnoses and lifelong rehabilitation. Instead, disability
advocates wanted to eliminate social and environmental barriers; their vision
was full participation and equality of persons with disabilities.

Despite intense lobbying and creative pressure tactics (like Dinosaur Awards for
backward thinkers), the professionals concluded that individuals with disabilities
did not have the required expertise. They rejected the resolution to have at
least 50% of all members of RI governing bodies be people with disabilities.

1

Yutta Fricke was the Development Program Director at DPI from1988 ‐ 1999.
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Enter Plan B:

In preparation for the RI Congress, the Coalition of Provincial Organizations of
the Handicapped (now the Council of Canadians with Disabilities) had organized
a number of meetings for the participants with disabilities, including a barbeque
following the RI General Assembly. With the resolution defeated hours before,
and with fire in their hungry bellies, the barbeque served up much more than
burgers.

As individuals from all over the world told their stories of oppression, it became
clear that people with disabilities needed more than a voice at the RI table. And
so, when Henry Enns, with the support of allies like Allan Simpson and Jim
Derksen, called out “Do I hear that you want to create an organization of your
own?” the response was resounding. By the end of the evening, 14 people were
elected to form the steering committee of the new international organization.

And so the idea of Disabled Peoples' International was born.

Winnipeg was the right place at the right time. People with disabilities around
the world were gaining a sense of their own identity; together they caught sight
of their liberation. By the 1980s, the United Nations and increasing numbers of
governments were socially prepared for this “last civil rights movement.”
Furthermore, the Mennonite Central Committee offered the fledgling
organization financial support early on. Within a year, the Canadian disability
advocates convinced their government to fund international organizing and
training of people with disabilities. So, with additional support, particularly from
Sweden, future meetings could be planned and in 1981 a National Assembly in
Singapore elected the first Council of Disabled Peoples' International (DPI).

While this story, and the continued presence of DPI headquarters in Canada
decades later, features prominent roles for Canadians, it is a story we share with
our worldwide community of persons with disabilities. In 2008, the history of
the international disability rights movement reached its most significant
milestone: The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities became international law.
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TThe Guaards Allo
owed Us in Together
By
elis Nikias1
Vange

Th
here had been
n a fire alarm at the Unitedd Nations heaadquarters in
n New York
an
nd hundreds of
o participantts in the negootiations on th
he Convention on the
Rigghts of Persons with Disab
bilities (CRPD)) were hurriedly evacuatin
ng the
bu
uilding. As it was
w cold and rainy that winnter day, peo
ople were seeeking shelter iin
wh
hatever way possible.
p
One
e of my colleaagues and I in the Canadian
n delegation
came across a blind
b
observe
er, a member of a non‐govvernmental orrganization,
wh
ho was tryingg to figure outt where he coould find shelter from the inclement
we
eather. We in
nvited him to join us in thee warmth of the lobby in th
he building
ho
ousing the Canadian Missio
on to the UN..

On
nce safely inside, and with the welcomiing permissio
on of the secu
urity guards
wh
ho had recognized and bee
en reassured by the Canad
dian Mission security
paasses my colle
eague and I wore,
w
I asked m
my blind guesst why he had
d been
surprised at our invitation. He confessedd he had not aanticipated th
he invitation
e. He came frrom marginallized circumsttances
to a posh New York high rise
mself, being a member of a struggling PPalestinian no
on‐governmeental
him
organization off people with disabilities.

I have
h
often tho
ought about this
t event. I hhave asked m
myself if it is a sign of a
slo
owly changingg world. Doe
es it point to ppositive changge in which, ffor example,
dissability activissts and officiaal state deleggates to the U
UN are all partticipants?

I like to think an
nd hope so. I also like to tthink that thiss experience says
something about Canada, th
he Canada wee are all workking (indeed, sstruggling) to
o
bu
uild, a Canadaa that is accesssible and inc lusive.

Ass a member of the official Canadian
C
del egation to the CRPD negotiations, I
1

Vangelis Nikias is currently working for
f the Council of
o Canadians wit h Disabilities (CC
CD) as manager of the
ntion on the Rights of Persons with
w Disabilities (CRPD)
(
Awareneess project. Prevviously, while wo
orking for the
Conven
Office for
f Disability Issues (ODI), he waas a member of the Canadian deelegation which negotiated CRPD. He
particip
pated in all relevvant meetings. Vangelis
V
has, in the
t past, chairedd CCD's Human R
Rights Committeee.
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have many treasured memories of deliberations about content, word‐smithing,
legal principles and give‐and‐take sessions. For a naturalized Canadian citizen
and a blind person, these memories are only possible in a broader context. The
inclusive and accessible Canada I am hoping for is becoming a reality thanks, to
a large extent, to the efforts and contributions of Canadians with disabilities.
The Council of Canadians with Disabilities (CCD), as well as other disability
organizations, are in the process of changing the lived experience of persons
with disabilities and, as a result, redefining Canada and the world.

My participation in CCD led human rights activities equipped me with the
knowledge and experience required to become a member of the Canadian
delegation and advance positions consistent with Canadian human rights and
democratic principles and values. One of the most important principles is that
of self‐representation.

The principle of self‐representation expressed in various ways – “a voice of our
own” in the Canadian context or “nothing about us without us” internationally –
is a common thread in the history of persons with disabilities to secure our
human rights. Its achievement has not always been easy or without friction, but
it has always been a necessary element of progress. Without L. Braille’s
insistent affirmation of his view and voice against the resistance of his sighted
teachers, blind people would not have the valued reading and writing system
that bears his name. Without the Coalition of Provincial Organizations of the
Handicapped’s (CCD’s predecessor) inspired and determined political
intervention at the time of the patriation of the Canadian Constitution, Canada
would not have achieved inclusion in the Charter of protection of the equality
rights of Canadians with disabilities. Such a failure would have deprived
Canadians with disabilities of much of the progress we have made so far. It
would also have deprived Canada of its status and reputation as an international
leader in human rights, a status and reputation that makes Canadians, including
our political leaders, proud, but a status and reputation that we must always
endeavour to maintain and enhance.

It is in this context that I place my participation in the official Canadian
delegation. It is this history that made it possible that wintery day in New York
to invite in the safety and comfort of the Canadian Mission someone who was
surprised at the unexpected access and inclusion.
This effort is still a work in progress.
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The Russia‐Canada Exchange
By
Rhonda Wiebe1

CCD has enjoyed the benefits of many international exchanges, and I was
fortunate to be able to participate in one such venture involving the Canadian
Centre on Disability Studies (CCDS), the University of Manitoba (U of M) and the
Provincial Department of Family Services. The Winnipeg (Canada) ‐ Stavropol
(Russia) Social Development Project was launched in May, 1998 as a three‐year
project directed by CCDS which received funding from the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA).

The Winnipeg‐Stavropol Project arose out of a collaborative partnership
between Stavropol and Manitoba organizations which began in 1995. It focused
on disability issues, models and programs of Independent Living, aspects of
social work, the health industry and social services. The major goal of the
project was to promote the democratic development of Russian society and
enhance the lives of Russians, with the emphasis on people with disabilities,
their families and communities.

My direct connection came about when, as a coordinator of specific programs at
the Winnipeg Independent Living Resource Centre, I was asked to
representative NGO disability groups as a member of the Winnipeg‐Stavropol
working group. This involved hosting members of Russian consumer disability
groups, university faculty, and government on two occasions when they came to
Winnipeg. It also provided me with an opportunity to visit the southern regions
of the province of Stavropol in Russia in 1999. I travelled with April D’Aubin
(CCD), Len Kaminski and Harvey Frankel (University of Manitoba), and Norm
Magnusson and Donna Bjore (Government of Manitoba.)

1

Rhonda Wiebe is currently a policy analyst with the Disabilities Issues Office of the provincial government of
Manitoba and appointed by an Order in Council to the Manitoba Health Appeal Board. Her volunteer work includes
co‐chairing the Ending of Life Ethics committee for (CCD) and serving as a board/committee member for the United
Way of Winnipeg, the Manitoba League of Persons with Disabilities, the Euthanasia Prevention Coalition, and Not
Dead Yet. What is most relevant to her work is the perspectives she has gained as a person who has lived with
disability since the age of thirteen.
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My experience was rich! Most striking was the warmth, passion and generosity
of the Russian people, and this impression contrasted so distinctly with the
sparse circumstances in which the disability organizations had to accomplish
their work. Scarcity of resources made it difficult for Russian people with
disabilities to obtain the basic supports they needed to participate in their
communities. Any information or role modelling we provided on the concept of
human rights had to be translated into a message that was meaningful to them
because of their complicated history of tension between the rights of the
individual, the collective, and the state. It became obvious that there is no
“cookie cutter” approach to human rights, and the overlaying of North
American ideals, without significant acknowledgement of cultural context, will
not work.

We visited orphanages, long‐term care facilities for seniors, health care clinics,
and “joint stock option” communities; we saw vivid examples of social isolation
and extraordinary advocacy; we heard accounts of significant efforts by
government and educational institution representatives to promote the interest
of persons with disabilities.

It was a time to stretch, grow and reconfigure for our team of six Canadians.
Every morning we would regroup to strategize ways we could be the most
effective. This often meant setting aside our preconceived plans developed out
of context back home. In the end, we recognized that our interactions with the
Russian people were most fruitful when we shared stories, discussed ways to
implement policies and plan strategically at government, educational and
community organizational levels, and encouraged each other by celebrating the
diversity of the human family.
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Nothing About Us, Without Us: Landmine Survivors Turning
the Tide
By
Mary Reid1

Imagine …hesitating before walking across an open field in order to check for
landmines; imagine teaching your children how to recognize a landmine where
they are playing; imagine hearing the explosion that would result in a lifelong
injury after stepping out your back door.

This is the world of people who live in regions where landmines have been used
as a weapon of conflict. Landmines are known as antipersonnel weapons; they
do not know the difference between a soldier and a child. Landmines are laid
along roads, buried in fields or even tucked away in the homes of people who
have fled. At least seventy percent of people affected by landmines are civilians
and half are children. Thirty years ago, these weapons were manufactured and
used in every region of the world. Today, they are rarely used, lands are being
cleared and countries are starting to support the rights of people who have
been affected by landmines.

In 1997, an international treaty to stop the use of landmines came into effect.
Since then, landmines are no longer accepted as a weapon of war. As recent as
fifteen years ago, 26,000 people were injured or killed by landmines each year.
Today, this number has been reduced to less than 5,000. Areas contaminated by
landmines continue to be cleared. And in the past ten years, countries are
starting to assist and protect the rights of people who have been most affected
by landmine explosions.

The Council of Canadians with Disabilities has been part of the work to eliminate
landmines and to protect the rights and dignity of people affected by landmines.
CCD is an active member of Mines Action Canada (MAC), an international leader
in the effort to eliminate landmines, cluster munitions and other harmful
weapons left behind by wars and conflicts.

1

Mary Reid has been a friend and supporter of CCD for thirty years.
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In Canada, we have a lot to be proud of. It was our country that encouraged and
led the world towards the international treaty on landmines. Eighty percent of
countries around the world have signed what is known as the Ottawa Treaty.
These countries have agreed to stop manufacturing or using landmines and to
destroy mines they have stored away.

The Disability Movement also has a lot to be proud of. When people most
affected by landmines, known as landmine survivors, joined the landmine
movement, the tide was turned. Real change was created and bold steps taken
towards getting rid of landmines. Landmine survivors carry a respected voice
within discussions, projects and commitments about how countries will fulfill
promises of the Ottawa Treaty.

The landmine movement is one where the “us and them” division is an ever‐
fading line as treaty negotiators; non‐government advocates, government
officials, and media personnel are themselves landmine survivors.

Support for people affected by landmines used to be focused on emergency
assistance and occasionally health care. As landmine survivors joined the
discussions, interventions broadened to see the person as a member of their
community with a basic right to social and economic inclusion. Assistance has
also broadened to include things like peer support, access to services with
dignity, and self‐directed programs.

The landmine movement doesn’t just mirror the disability rights movement; it is
part of it. The focus has moved from charity assistance, to medical intervention,
on to social and economic integration, to today’s focus of realizing the full and
equal rights of each individual. The success of the landmine treaty is a
testament to the power of “Nothing about us without us”.

Note: CCD is a member of Mines Action Canada (MAC), an international leader
working to eliminate landmines, cluster bombs and other explosive remnants of
war. Steve Estey, a leading disability rights advocate, served on the MAC Board
of Directors from 2001 to 2007; in the role of Chairperson from 2003‐2006.
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